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11-11-2016 Friday; No Gas Stations On Earth Day will replace Veterans Day in 
2017. 
11-11-2016 Friday; Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg says it's a “crazy idea” to... 
Have Airport screening - of eye - eye disease in children and aging populations! 
Trump's First Invention; Move the White House to the Trump Tower Penthouse as 
NYC is linked to Los Alamos 1,001 IP invention projects in Medicine a Year. DC is 
only linked to 1,001 New Nukes that are a waste of $777 Trillion dollars! 40 more 
Nukes for the USS Jimmy Carter II Sub! Can Trump put Jimmy Carter in Jail 
with Hillary for War Crimes against 2 Trillion Galaxies and a "Star Trek Era?" 
Laser guidance at all NYC cross walks is Star Trek Technology. iPhone 007 Dash 
Cam's iTraffic Tickets, iCops! 
11-11-2016 Friday; Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg says it's a “crazy idea” to... 
put this on Facebook! "Despite Vaccination Efforts Measles Kills 350 Children a 
Day, UN Report Says!" REUTERS Not ever on Facebook but on InventBook - Dr. 
Nancy Snyderman; put it in the water if it works after Greg and I invent a way to 
put all vaccines in the drinking water! As POW's on Veterans Day in Key West we 
are STOPPED from working on this IP invention project by Wounded Warriors 
and McCain! No Gas Stations On Earth Day will replace Veterans Day in 2017. 
11-11-2016 Friday; Key West wreath-laying ceremony at the "Star Wars" 
Memorial next to the Vietnam Memorial in Key West - Veterans Day programs - 
There will be a wreath-laying ceremony at the Veterans Memorial Garden at 
Bayview Park at 11 a.m. today, recognizing veterans from all wars. Patriotic 
organizations are invited to participate and the public is welcome. For information, 
call Jerry Hughes at 305-240-1136. Memorial for Wive's killed by Wounded 
Warriors coming home from Baghdad will have to wait until other wives confiscate 
$777 Trillion from "Oil Wars" from BP Oil - Exxon Mobil Pentagon MIT War 
Toys! "Cancer War Lost" Memorial will be built at Bayview Park!! Facebook CEO 
Mark Zuckerberg says it's a “crazy idea” to... he would ever write this up on 
Facebook. 



11-11-2016 Friday; No Gas Stations On Earth Day will replace Veterans Day in 
2017. 

11-11-2016 Friday; Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg says it's a “crazy idea” to... 
censor out on Facebook all of Greg and Wives inventions that would have saved the 
lives of thousands of cops shot to death since the 1980 invention of the Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort. Thousands Mourn Police Sergeant Fatally Shot in the 
Bronx! By RICK ROJAS 
11-11-2016 Friday; Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg says it's a “crazy idea” to 
think that his social network helped deliver Donald Trump the White House by also 
delivering fake news stories to its millions of U.S. 
11-11-2016 Friday; Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg says it's a “crazy idea” to... 
support a Rx Recipe cure for Stage 4 by Christmas Day 2016 this is why I wrote 
fake stories about Stage 4 and censored out!!! Greg and Wives in Key West are 
held as POW's on Veterans Day prohibited from brainstorming + working 24/7 as 
"White's" with 1 click links to Los Alamos. 1990 Los Alamos secret file is in Greg 
billfold; and it's not fake! Mr. Buell and his "Wind" car were crunched at Los 
Alamos and marked secret in 1990. Not a Rx Recipe for Stage 4 and not on 
Veterans as I Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg made sure Greg and Wives in Key 
West were censored off Facebook! 
11-11-2016 Friday; Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg says it's a “crazy idea” to... 
Have Airport screening - of eye - eye disease in children and aging populations! 
11-11-2016 Friday; Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg says it's a “crazy idea” to... 
Zuckerberg further defended Facebook by claiming that the network’s fake news 
problem is “small” and not party-specific. “The quickest way to refute the fact that 
this surely had an impact is why would you think there would be fake news on one 
side but not on the other?” he added. "In other words: Everyone got fake news, not 
just Trump supporters!" 

11-11-2016 Friday; No Gas Stations On Earth Day will replace Veterans Day in 
2017. 

11-11-2016 Friday; Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg says it's a “crazy idea” to... 
tell the world 190K Chinese women were murdered strangled in 2016 so he didn't, 
grin. 
11-11-2016 Friday; Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg says it's a “crazy idea” to... 



STOP the killing of 19K SWF in 2016 so he didn't... he married a women from 
China who censors the 190K Chinese women murdered in 2016. BY ADAM 
LINHARDT Citizen Staff alinhardt@keysnews.com A Tavernier man accused of 
strangling his girlfriend to death was arrested Thursday, according to the Monroe 
County Sheriff’s Office. 
11-11-2016 Friday; Womankind turns 15 BY MANDY MILES Citizen Staff 
mmiles@keysnews.com People don’t always smile when they talk of things that 
have changed in Key West over the past several years. But in the case of a small 
health care center that was started by two nurse practitioners, change has been a 
good thing. The health care practice that started as a once-a-week clinic for anxious 
teens... Mandy Miles is a war crime Journalists with fake stories like Facebook 
CEO Mark Zuckerberg says it's a “crazy idea” to... let Mandy Miles censor out all 
the deaths from the suppression of the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort and the 
1981 Rx Recipe cure for Stage 4 and all teen STD's! 

11-11-2016 Friday; Key West wreath-laying ceremony at the "Star Wars" 
Memorial next to the Vietnam Memorial in Key West - Veterans Day programs - 
There will be a wreath-laying ceremony at the Veterans Memorial Garden at 
Bayview Park at 11 a.m. today, recognizing veterans from all wars. Patriotic 
organizations are invited to participate and the public is welcome. For information, 
call Jerry Hughes at 305-240-1136. Memorial for Wive's killed by Wounded 
Warriors coming home from Baghdad will have to wait until other wives confiscate 
$777 Trillion from "Oil Wars" from BP Oil - Exxon Mobil Pentagon MIT War 
Toys! "Cancer War Lost" Memorial will be built to at Bayview Park!! Facebook 
CEO Mark Zuckerberg says it's a “crazy idea” to... he would ever write this up on 
Facebook. 

11-11-2016 Friday; Mark's women are Chinese. Trumps women are "White's" The 
Women Who Helped Donald Trump to Victory By SHERYL STOLBERG The 
women, "white", said it wasn’t so much about voting against Hillary Clinton, but 
about the change they thought Mr. Trump would enact. Hillary painted the USA 
"Black" with the spray painted clouds of clean diesel on Duval Key West and 
Times Square NYC. Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg says it's a “crazy idea” to... 
try to censor all these black clouds of poison gas as a few stories about smog were 
printed in the New York Times but a few white women linked these black clouds to 
birth defects and childhood cancers. "Female Clinton Supporters Are Left Feeling 
Gutted" By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE and CLAIRE CAIN MILLER NY Times 
Clinton supporters across the country are AWAKE - THEY FELL ASLEEP 
DRIVING A GAS ENGINE CAR... Gutting engine out of a car is a mans job. IP 
invention project to build a robot to do this with 1 click gutting the engine out. 
Shock of waking up driving these women were left feeling Hillary put them to sleep 
to commit mass murder! These guys are real killers a women at Faustos Key West 



told me yesterday, she was talking about the wounded warriors and vets in Key 
West. So... they are real killer, so what! McCain napalm millions, yes millions in 
Vietnam! God will not elect McCain or Jimmy Carter to be president of a Galaxy, 
grin. Crazy to kill millions and get a Medal of Honor for it! "Canada’s Big Dams 
Produce Clean Energy, and High Levels of Mercury" By IAN AUSTEN The 
Damned to a after life in Hell in a Galaxy for Canada's Oil Men! Millions in 
Canada will have a after life Damn in Hell... crazy Mark would write on Facebook 
but God does exist in 2 Trillion Galaxies and Canada oil men have given millions of 
USA kids birth defects and childhood cancers Mark didn't write up on Facebook! 
"A Lesson for India in a Black Smog Cloud of Fog So Thick with poison Particles It 
Could Kill a Cow - Declare war on Canada, grin!" section A - page 10 By 
SABRINA TAVERNISE NY Times. 

11-11-2016 Friday; Dr Lady Gaga MD Dr. Madonna MD in the Editorial at the NY 
Times as the right people!! "The Wrong People to Drain the Swamp" By THE 
EDITORIAL BOARD NY Times Today. Newt Gingrich, Chris Christie and Rudy 
Giuliani would be poor choices for high-profile roles involving cleaning up 
corruption. Christie will have a cardiac arrest in the next 4 years, you don't need a 
iApple Watch to keep track of this time, grin! Dr. Oppenheimer II MD with links to 
Los Alamos is the real person, could be a real person if Dr. Nancy Snyderman says 
Yes, grin! Dr. Nancy was fired by Bill and Melinda Gates, not even the NY Times 
editorials say they are right for anything on Earth. Win 10 is Dead like the Vietnam 
War Headlines in the Times... God is Dead! We have kill so many millions in 
Vietnam God must be Dead. Win 10 and Bill and Melinda Gates have killed 1.8 
Billion inventors on Facebook and lost the Stage 4 Rx Recipe for Christmas Day 
2016. A Crime! 
11-11-2016 Friday; Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg says it's a “crazy idea” to... 
put this on Facebook! "Despite Vaccination Efforts Measles Kills 350 Children a 
Day, UN Report Says!" REUTERS 
11-11-2016 Friday; Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg says it's a “crazy idea” to... 
have iPhone 007 caller ID identify NY Times reporters landing in Paris having 
Syphilis, STD's, HIV, MS... Editorial "The Risks of France’s Big New Database" 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD "Merging biometric information, I.D. photos and 
addresses and even marital status in one place could invite abuses." Save French 
men and women getting syphilis from a NY Times editor flying into Paris. 
Hemingway and Martha Gellhorn wrote the same things but never though our 1984 
II Dictators would have the iPhone 007 caller ID to do this. Martha when to a Paris 
MD many times thinking the rash was syphilis. 

11-11-2016 Black Clouds of Gas Exhaust Today on Veterans Day in the USA. 



11-11-2016 Gas exhausting parade of 1,001 IP invention projects lost in a Black 
Hole I will call 1984 II. All year we should of had a MacBook Pro at every café 
table in Apple-Starbucks with 1 Click Amazon links to invention projects, crunched 
at Los Alamos. 

11-11-2016 Friday; InventBook at Yale Daily News the day after a Nuke from 
Pakistan Muslims who graduated from Yale... hits Paris! This day in Yale history 
1981 To commemorate Armistice Day, five Yale professors host a discussion 
entitled “The Threat of Nuclear War.” The professors highlight the state of nuclear 
technology and emphasize the role of anti-nuclear groups. 
11-11-2016 Friday; InventBook at Yale Daily News 2016 today about nuclear war 
in the Yale Campus News has to be graded as F. Kerry gets a F. And the Yale 
Headlines today is Bill Clinton given a medal of Honor by the President of Yale 
University Salovey last night. Bill Clinton doesn't know the Name of the Yale 
President of the Medical School... 
11-11-2016 Friday; InventBook at Yale Daily News 2016 today... Roughly 500 Elm 
City residents and Yale students gathered outside New Haven City Hall Thursday 
evening to protest the election of Donald Trump. At the rally, which was organized 
by local activist association Unidad Latina en Acción, protesters took turns giving 
speeches and leading chants such as “no Trump, no KKK, no more racist USA,” 
“no papers, no fear” and “say it loud, say it clear, Muslims are welcome here.” 
11-11-2016 Friday; InventBook at Yale Daily News 2016 today... Yale University 
Salovey didn't post on Yale Facebook page the Muslims in Pakistan 500 or more 
are working today, Veterans Day on a Pakistan Los Alamos A-Bomb assembly line 
as he didn't want to scare the Yale Students and Kerry made this classified top 
secret... sort of. 

11-11-2016 Friday; InventBook at the Harvard Crimson Campus News today - I 
went to one of these Yale Harvard football games in 1957 10 years old and can 
recall the memory today. Wish I could recall the whole game! IP a good invention 
project for the Yale and Harvard kids who don't get a ticket. By Laszlo B. Herwitz 
and Maxwell J. Simon With the annual Harvard-Yale football game approaching, 
House Committees have partnered with the Office of Student Life and the 
Undergraduate Council to organize upperclassman House neighborhood tailgates. 
11-11-2016 Friday; InventBook at the Harvard Crimson Campus News today - 
yesterday news is at the top of the Harvard Crimson page today. 

11-11-2016 Friday; No Gas Stations On Earth Day will replace Veterans Day in 
2017. 



11-11-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" 

10-21-2016 Friday; On Wed the 1984 II Observers cut 2 cables and stole my Pink 
Trike locked to a tree next to the Key West Firehouse Museum the trike I bike to 
inspire the stage 4 Rx Overnight Miracle Cure... 



I caught up with the Pink Trike thieves at Curry Mansion... had to wait for 2 Key 
West Cops! Talked to the Cops and need the serial number 2 police women called 
in to see if it was stole when I paid $200 for it recovering my other trike from Saint 
Mary's Catholic Church as the maintenance men cut the cables on this trike too 
and put it in the dumper until the women cops tracked them down... never heard 
from Saint Mary's Priest. Red circle in this picture is a homeless guy or undercover 
cop... any way never got my pink trike back last night! Acer Computer with the 
serial number of this pink trike the police have and will not give back to me. 
Community Service cut 2 15 foot cables to steal this Acer Notebook out of my bike 
basket at 713 Southard. 



Laser guidance at all NYC cross walks is Star Trek Technology. It's 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort Era Technology lost to the Black Hole of Obama the last 8 
years. 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 email NEW 
inventor8484@gmail.com NEW CELL phone 305 434 5276 LG TRANSPYRE 
VS810PP Android. 

Nice! Link below is new video added today. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=wbpw1KOQ5sU&index=1&list=PLP5Rx6jHWq3rsQIsDnKkt4eX8nar2nVdb 

inventor8484@gmail.com 

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current index a smaller file.



...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the 
next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens 
at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!

Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control Invention and of 
course the "Gravity Engine" for the flying cars. 

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the 
web is fixed up nicely... 

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current index a smaller file.
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html 

850 pages moved to this web link 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html



Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014
Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC
Greg's YouTube Video reposted

inventsomething@live.com 

2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... On Sept 27, 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/page2sept2015.html 

11-11-2016 Dr. Lady Gaga MD, is expected to oversee Bidens Cancer Cure Moon 
Shot War... 

11-11-2016 Thursday; What delayed human inventions... ATT Blackout of 
InventBook... I have the emails. 



11-11-2016 "work" Jimmy Buffett's Margaritaville: Buffett + Mayor Cates never 
showed up on Duval Street for the singing of "Cheese Burger in Paradise" or the 
Song; Yale Key West Medical School, only Medical School with a song by Jimmy 
Buffett and a Mayor, grin. "I love New York" by Madonna; she hates the Mayor... 
ha! 

11-11-2016 Vote for a Rx Recipe Cure for Stage 4 by Christmas Day 2016. Vote for 
Greg + Wives in Key West! 

11-10-2016 Thursday; Airport screening - of eye - eye disease in children and aging 
populations! Yale Key West Medical School President and Mayor of Key West 
would get this started... Letter Published in the NY Times Today. "Breast 
Reconstruction" The American Society of Breast Surgeons writes, “For many 
women, breast reconstruction is an important component of the recovery process.” 
Surgeons working on a Rx Recipe Cure for Stage 4 today - None! Under Obama or 
our 1984 II Dictators, who ever... no MD Surgeons are working at Apple-Starbucks 
today on a Rx Recipe for the cure of Stage 4. Greg and Wives would be if we were 
not still POW's for Veterans Day in Key West tomorrow! 
11-10-2016 Thursday; "Donald Trump’s Victory Was Built on Unique Coalition of 
White Voters" Better Infrastructure for White's! Star Trek's 2 Trillion Galaxies 
are all "White" iapps IP invention projects to brainstorm with the wives 24/7. 
Sense the alienation and loss of status of Star Trek Gravity Engines Upgrade in the 
last 2 movies! 
11-10-2016 Thursday; "Donald Trump’s Victory Was Built on Unique Coalition of 
White Voters" Better Infrastructure for White's years ago was the Key West Public 
Library, which is a today a Moon Scape of dust. Star Trek café; Apple-Starbucks 
24/7 infrastructure with iMacBook Pro's at every café Table with 1 click Amazon 
IP invention Projects so White People can work 24/7 brainstorm with many wives 
24/7 for a few days or just a weekend invention Party at Yale University. 24/7 
infrastructure at the Key West Public Library was killed has killed the invention 
work of millions of White People the last 8 years and longer!! Not even Obama has 
read the complete works of Hemingway let alone Tolstoy and Freud. Search every 
book ever written only with an iapp at Starbucks. Yale has a club Bush's never 
joined for reading every page in the paper not kindle edition of the Encyclopaedia 
Britannica. Greg read this one and 2 others! Obama never read any of these and 
our 1984 II Dictators gave him a job for the last 8 years! Trump will pay every 
White Kid in the Bronx $10 a hour to read all these Encyclopaedia Britannica's 
24/7 at the Bronx Apple-Starbuck on 100" Ultra LG monitors with picture in 
picture feature! Invention notes will be provided, grin. Edison pop-ups not 
Microsoft update could not be done! Shutdown or restart for Win 10 update you 
spent hours trying to block! Edison pop-ups not Microsoft. Bill and Melinda Gates 



didn't vote for Trump or Edison Pop ups inventions in Win 10. 
11-10-2016 Thursday; Jimmy Weekley owner of Faustos is the only person in Key 
West to post a warning sign about women drinking if they are going to get pregnant 
that night, grin. Alcohol damage to fetus measured by new blood test. Medical 
News Today is not from the Yale Key West Medical School. 
11-10-2016 Thursday; Donald Trump could actually take steps to try to jail Hillary 
Clinton... over the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts that earned Hillary 100's of 
millions in the Clinton Foundation and Swiss Banks! 
11-10-2016 Thursday; "Donald Trump’s Victory Was Built on Unique Coalition of 
White Voters" By NICHOLAS CONFESSORE and NATE COHN. NY Times. 
What Trump, Clinton and Voters Agreed On: Better Infrastructure - kill the 
Comcast Cable Box and Remote, send Comcast CEO to jail with no cable, grin. 
11-10-2016 Thursday; Better Infrastructure - First Day as President Trump; Make 
Legal; "Polygamous Marriage" Wedding reception for 24/7 at Apple-Starbucks 
inventing a Stage 4 Rx Recipe! 

11-10-2016 Thursday; White People can work 24/7 brainstorm with many wives 
24/7 for a few days at the Apple-Starbucks that doesn't sweep the people out of the 
store at 7 pm. Millions of White people don't know when they sweep and mop the 
Key West public library as we have not been in the library for decades, maybe 
longer! No White People at the Key West library book sale know as they have never 
been in the library but to carry out books for sale, grin. Elite, Esoteric, and Not for 
White People, No Whites Allowed who want to work on inventions 24/7. Edison's 
lab closed at 6 pm and is not open Sundays. 
11-10-2016 Thursday; How Successful Is Apple's New MacBook Pro? Forbes - In 
its first five days on sale, Apple's MacBook Pro has outsold the total sales of every 
major Windows-powered laptop. 
11-10-2016 Thursday; How Successful Is Apple's New MacBook Pro at every café 
table in Paris and Starbucks... Forbes - In 1 Click IP invention projects to give the 
USA 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year. Donald Trump could actually take steps to 
get these 1,001 Nobels in Medicine in 2017 which would convict Hillary of Mass 
Murder of Women. Lost Stage 4 Rx Recipe for the last 8 years of Obama is a crime. 
Dr. Lady Gaga MD holds up a sign that reads “Love Trumps Hate” while 
protesting outside of Trump Tower in the early morning hours. HIV vaccine from 
Johnson & Johnson combined with an immune system booster from Gilead 
Sciences Inc showed promise at keeping the virus at bay with HIV caller ID on the 
new iPhone 007. Women consider long-term birth control implants shots now that 
Trump victory looms over reproductive health - these women would know about 
Dr. Nancy Snyderman's put it in the drinking water, birth control, if it works IP 
invention project if the NY Times ever mentioned this IP invention project and if it 
was on 1 Click Amazon invention projects link to Los Alamos. IUD in the NY 
Times as the genius invention not birth control in the drinking water invention. 
Star Wars - Star Trek all lost to wounded warriors Day tomorrow. And more wives 
killed by wounded warriors coming home from war in Baghdad than all the World 
Wars but WW III with Pakistan Muslims! VA is planning on the numbers of 



wounded warriors there will be from WW III with Pakistan Muslims God is Great 
for 72 virgins in Heaven! Note King of Nepal has had sex with 72 virgins because he 
is King. This has never been an editorial in the NY Times on purpose it was 
censored so protest wouldn't happen like Trump protest today. Tim Cook has 
rallied staff at Apple following Donald Trump's historic and controversial U.S. 
election win by reassuring them that the company will “move all its iPhone 007 
assembly lines out of China to the USA. $$$ Starbucks SBUX -0.07% CEO Howard 
Schultz has made no secret of his disdain for Donald Trump. In a letter to staff on 
Wednesday, Schultz said he was gobsmacked by the president-elect's victory but 
said Americans had to respect the results. 100's of Starbucks women will be 
diagnosed with Stage 4 and Syphilis, STD's MS today and Schultz will not email a 
letter to the staff in support of 1 click Amazon Rx Recipe cure for all these 
Starbucks women given a terrible disease from mad men who are not on iPhone 
caller ID today. 

11-10-2016 Thursday; Qatar, where FIFA plans to stage the 2022 World Cup. 
Officials in the conservative Middle Eastern country announced on Tuesday it 
would ban the public consumption of alcohol 
11-10-2016 Thursday; Trump's NASA policy is largely uncharted Jewish Aliens in 
the New 2 Trillion Galaxy Universe as NASA sold its soul the last 8 years to Oil 
Wars that gave Walter Reed MD the glory of Wounded Warriors, One women 
wounded Warrior is a New Senator she failed Yale Medical School like the rest of 
her kind who let BP Oil spill oil in the air on Duval Key West and Times Square. 
Bush shock and Awe of bombs bursting in air over Baghdad had fewer poison gas 
exhaust particles in the air than Duval Key West and Times Square . Kindness that 
would have ended the pipeline oil flow of wounded warriors 8 years ago was given 
$777 Trillion in Bribes and Kickbacks by BP Oil. This is why Prince Harry and 
Prince Salman in Saudi Arabia are CEO's at Wounded Warriors putting on orgies 
for the wounded warriors. 
11-10-2016 Thursday; Trending: by the Editors at the NY Times - Muslim women 
are scared to wear the hijab in public after Trump win! Not Trending by the 
Editors at the NY Times is Muslim women have $777 Trillion dollars in gas station 
hold up loot to spend on hijab's! 

11-10-2016 Thursday; Trump heads to the White House to talk to Obama today, 
about moving the White House to a NYC Penthouse on the 90 th floor! Visions of 
9/11 II and 9/11 III financed by Muslim women with $777 Trillion in Miami gas 
station hold up loot. $$$. 
11-10-2016 Thursday; 19K USA women are killed in 2016 - Miami Herald Today, A 
woman was killed early Thursday at a Sunoco gas station in Allapattah, according 



to early reports. Miami police and homicide detectives are at the station at 
Northwest 36th Street and 10th Avenue. The woman was found dead after an 
apparent argument in the station’s minimart, according to Miami Herald news 
partner CBS4. The store clerk called 911 after hearing shots outside the door. I 
Phone 007 Dash Cam in every car on the road today and 1 Trillion Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscorts coming off the Ford assembly line today would have saved 
her life this morning in Miami and all the other 19K USA women kill in 2016 by 
our 1984 II Dictators who are putting on a Orgy for Wounded Warriors tomorrow 
Friday Veterans Day 2016 without 19K dead women killed by war in Baghdad. 

11-10-2016 Thursday; New York Times - LONDON - British police say the driver 
of a tram that derailed in London, killing seven people, has been released on bail. 
The 42-year-old man, who has not been publicly named, was arrested after the 
crash on suspicion of manslaughter. Accident investigators say the tram appears to 
have been "traveling at a significantly higher speed" than the permitted 12 miles 
per hour (20 kph). One theory under investigation is whether the driver fell asleep. 
11-10-2016 Thursday; London tram driver fell asleep... Biden speech put him to 
sleep like Oxford kids who will die in Baghdad for $777 Trillion pounds. 
11-10-2016 Thursday; Historic nuclear agreement with Iran is in the air with the 
prospect that a Donald Trump administration could take steps that would cause 
Iran to abandon its commitments and build an A-Bomb assembly line like Pakistan 
who's A-Bomb assembly line is targeting the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort 
assembly line. 
11-10-2016 Thursday; Trump Rides a Wave of Fury That May Damage Global 
Prosperity $$$ Windfall for 5 billion people not just the editors at the New York 
Times with secret Swiss Bank accounts that will be leaked with their emails on 
bribes and kickbacks over not to sue Saudi Arabia for 9/11 and $777 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues. 

11-10-2016 Thursday; Donald Trump could actually take steps to try to jail Hillary 
Clinton... over the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts that earned Hillary 100's of 
millions in the Clinton Foundation and Swiss Banks! 
11-10-2016 Thursday; Jimmy Weekley owner of Faustos is the only person in Key 
West to post a warning sign about women drinking if they are going to get pregnant 
that night, grin. Alcohol damage to fetus measured by new blood test. Medical 
News Today - Despite this common knowledge, and because around 50 percent of 
American pregnancies are unplanned, alcohol consumption during early pregnancy 
still occurs. Stats on how many babies are born with birth defects and alcohol 
cancers are censored by the editors at the NY Times for kickbacks from alcohol 
ads. Here's Where Consciousness Exists Inside the Brain not inside the New York 



Times. Oh conscience! Synapses, the place where brain cells contact one another, 
play a pivotal role in the transmission of toxic proteins. 

11-10-2016 Thursday; UCLA USC news about a new President of a Medical School 
with no mention of a link to Los Alamos and what eye inventions $1 Trillion IBM 
super computers could crunch in just one day's work! Physician and scientist, 
Varma is recognized worldwide as a visionary leader in the epidemiology of eye 
diseases. He is an expert on changes in the optic nerve in glaucoma, and is also 
studying new imaging techniques in the early diagnosis of glaucomatous optic nerve 
damage. His primary research focuses on epidemiologic studies of eye disease in 
children and aging populations. UCLA USC news about a new President of a 
Medical School with no mention of a link to Los Alamos and what eye inventions $1 
Trillion IBM super computers could crunch in just one day's work! 
11-10-2016 Thursday; Airport screening - of eye - eye disease in children and aging 
populations! 
11-10-2016 Thursday; "Donald Trump’s Victory Was Built on Unique Coalition of 
White Voters" By NICHOLAS CONFESSORE and NATE COHN. NY Times. 
What Trump, Clinton and Voters Agreed On: Better Infrastructure - kill the 
Comcast Cable Box and Remote send Comcast CEO to jail with no cable, grin. 
11-10-2016 Thursday; Donald Trump Win Has Blacks, Hispanics and Muslims 
Bracing for a Long 4 Years - Latinos fear Hell - Jimmy Carter is a peace with his 
God. USS Jimmy Carter Nuke sub will take 44K years to travel 1 light year. Long 
44,000 years just to travel 1 light year in the USS Jimmy Carter and Jimmy is a 
peace with his God. 
11-10-2016 Thursday; Ms. Noonan had no interest in 2 Trillion New Galaxies “No 
star politics tonight,” she said while signing a copy of her collection “The Time of 
Our Lives.” “We are at the New York Public Library celebrating literature, history 
and books. This is a politics-free zone.” Nearest star will shine for the next 4 trillion 
years - our sun will only shine for 4 billion more years. Time dissected will be a 
victory for some President. Harry Belafonte, Peggy Noonan and Carolina Herrera 
at New York Public Library Gala. New York Library open 24/7 with Edison back 
in NYC not GE with Wind Turbine and Lead Fueled Jet Engines on its assembly 
lines in 2016. GE will change its name back To Edison Electric, grin. Once Edison 
electrifies with Jewish Aliens. 
11-10-2016 Thursday; Yalies, the day-to-day chores of academic life seemed like an 
afterthought amid the national political convulsion set off by Trump’s victory. On 
Wednesday morning, students said they were dumbfounded by the election of a 
scandal-ridden businessman who made his name in reality television and real 
estate. “When the country is choosing between having a female president and a 
president who talks disparagingly about women on a regular basis, it’s pretty 
shocking to see the country make this choice,” said Abigail Schneider ’17. Around 
300 tearful students filled Dwight Hall after classes Wednesday to hear Shades — 
Yale’s only historically African-American a capella group — sing “We Shall 
Overcome” 



11-10-2016 Thursday; Not one Yalie was thinking about the Stage 4 Rx Recipe 
Cure. Not on the Yale Campus or Law School Campus. Yale Medical School 
Campus and med students are never written up by the Yale Daily News. 
11-10-2016 Thursday; Trump Election generates anger, confusion on campus" by 
David Yaffe-Bellany & Britton O'Daly Staff Reporters at Yale Daily News & 
Contributing Reporter - emails of the Yale President and President of the Yale 
Medical School for yesterday and today will be made public in 2084, grin. 
11-10-2016 Thursday; "Harvard Professors Postpone Exams After Trump’s Win" 
By Hannah Natanson Harvard Crimson News. While undergraduates and faculty 
members alike came to terms with Donald Trump’s unexpected win Wednesday, 
several professors said they postponed assignments or altered lesson plans to ease 
students' schedules. Several Harvard professors said to Hell with the Stage 4 Rx 
Recipe brainstorming today. None were from the Harvard Medical School, grin! 
11-10-2016 Thursday; Harvard iPhone 007 Dash Cam's in all Campus Cars. 
Among Students of Color, Anxiety Mounts About Trump" By Marella A. Gayla 
Harvard Crimson News. Donald Trump’s upset victory in the presidential election 
rattled Harvard’s campus, provoking a particularly strong reaction among 
students of color who feel they will be disproportionately targeted by his policies. 
iPhone 007 Dash Cam's will put 25 million Blacks in Jails and Prisons and generate 
$25 Billion in iTraffic Tickets, loud Rap Music, Distracted driver tickets, road 
rage... Whites will get less than 1% of iTraffic Tickets from iPhone 007 Dash Cam's 
on Harvard Campus. 

11-10-2016 Thursday; Harvard Professors Shocked, Disheartened By Trump 
Victory" By Mia C. Karr, CRIMSON STAFF WRITER 10 hours ago. Some of 
Harvard’s authorities on American politics, government, and economics shared 
feelings of shock and warned of instability in the political system after Donald 
Trump became president-elect, contrary to the predictions of pundits and pollsters. 
“From the beginning, I’ve not anticipated Donald Trump in any regard,” 
government professor Harvey C. Mansfield ’53 said. “ I kept thinking he would 
come to an end.” Mansfield, among the minority of outspoken conservative 
intellectuals at Harvard, said he thought a lack of education among the American 
electorate contributed to Trump’s unexpected success. “The whole thing is a victory 
of the lower half of the American IQ,” said Mansfield, who chose to write in 
Indiana Governor Mike Pence, Trump’s running mate, for president. Harvard 
faculty tend to lean liberal in their political views. A Crimson analysis in February 
showed that 91 percent of contributions to presidential candidates at the time went 
to former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton. Some of Mansfield’s colleagues 
expressed concern that the Trump presidency will further divide a nation already 
polarized after one of the most bitter presidential campaigns in modern history. 



“It’s a real disaster for American politics,” Government professor Jennifer L. 
Hochschild said. “There’s a huge section of the population that was so angry, 
mistrustful, furious, that they were prepared to take an enormous risk.” 
Government and sociology professor Theda R. Skocpol called Trump’s election “a 
crisis comparable to the Civil War.” Skocpol, who supported Clinton in the 
election, said she was nervous about the businessman’s victory because of her own 
scholarship, some of which has focused on conservatism in America. “I think that 
the disorganization and internal conflict of the Republican party have opened the 
door to someone winning this presidency that even the vast majority of Americans 
believe is not qualified to be president,” she said. “We’re in for a terrifying period 
for this country.” Jill E. Abramson ’76, a senior lecturer in English and the former 
executive editor of the New York Times, wrote about election night for the 
Guardian from Hillary Clinton’s New York City headquarters.Abramson said by 
the time she left, shortly before midnight, signs of distress were evident among the 
assembled Clinton supporters. “There were young women who I could see were 
crying and comforting each other,” she said. 

In the wake of Trump’s surprise victory, Abramson said journalists must redouble 
their efforts to act as political watchdogs and check the new president’s authority. 
“I think Trump’s rhetoric has had an obvious authoritarian streak,” she said. “I 
don’t think the country wants a government with unbridled power.” Some 
professors discussed the surprising election result at forums. On Wednesday 
evening, the Mahindra Humanities Center hosted a panel discussion with 
government professor Danielle S. Allen, economics professor David I. Laibson ’88, 
and history professor Jill M. Lepore. Laibson argued that Trump’s victory was 
fueled by growing income inequality between educated and uneducated Americans, 
a problem that he projects will intensify with robots and artificial intelligence 
increasingly replacing the labor force. “What I unfortunately see, is a much darker 
road ahead,” he said “The forces that I’ve described are going to intensify.” The 
large lecture hall that held the panel was entirely filled, and people crowded outside 
the door for a chance to enter. Homi K. Bhabha, a humanities professor and the 
director of the Mahindra Center, who moderated the panel, said the event was 
meant to be an occasion for both conversation and comfort. “I’m so delighted to see 
a very full room on an evening when I feel particularly empty,” he said. 
—Contributing writer Alexis Ross contributed to the reporting for this story 
—Staff writer Mia C. Karr can be reached at mia.karr@thecrimson.com. Follow 
her on twitter @miackarr. 

11-10-2016 Thursday; Several Harvard professors said to Hell with the Stage 4 Rx 
Recipe brainstorming today. None were from the Harvard Medical School, grin! 



11-9-2016 Wednesday; “primal scream,” war crimes of gas station hold ups spoils 
of war $777 Trillion! 
11-9-2016 Wednesday; “primal scream,” Trump will not get 72 virgins in Heaven, 
only Muslims, grin! Trump will get the $777 Trillion from Muslims gas station hold 
ups in Miami $$$. Trumps version of the future will be a executive order on his 
First Day as President Trump; Make Legal; "Polygamous Marriage". Trumps 4 
wives will all drive a Mercedes-Benz E-Class Coupe, Ford ElectricWindillEscort 
with a gravity engine on order! Order to invent something by 4 wives Trump will 
have to Invent Something for each wife, grin! 
11-9-2016 Hundreds of University of California students spilled into the streets 
surrounding the Berkeley campus set fire to cars and buildings... Berkeley failed in 
the real world like Yale and Harvard kids who let Biden get away Scott free with no 
riots after he kill his own son sending him off to war for $777 Trillion in spoils. 
Biden killed the wives of wounded warriors coming home from war in Libya... 
11-9-2016 Wednesday; Women Hillary got killed in Saudi Arabia and the USA... 
Hillary ended with let us NOT lose Heart and let us give SWF's in the USA a 
second heart transplant and pay as much out of pocket cost as Cheney! And live as 
long with a heart transplant. A Miracle made in Medical School, this is what's 
"Elite". Go to Yale Key West Medical School - Yale Law School is a Scam like 
Jimmy Carters Nobel - Stage 4 would be 1980 history if Carters wife had a MD and 
Nobel in Medicine from the winds euphoria of the 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort 1980 model. Jimmy sold his soul to Teddy Kennedy the 
murderer of Mary Jo and Mary Kennedy. Drunks, but not on 1,001 IP invention 
projects, 1 click Amazon links to Los Alamos Biden will not give Greg and Wives in 
Key West the Key to until a real Nobel in Peace is awarded. Pain of losing all the 
inventions we would have gotten the last 8 years with a iMacBook Pro and 
InventBook, incite to time and gravity generations! 

11-9-2016 Donald Trump wins the presidency in shocking 2 trillion volts upset over 
Obama OJ Clinton Biden 
11-9-2016 Wednesday; Victory is a shock to the news editors at the New York 
Times, Editors at the Times Today write. We know he has threatened to prosecute 
and jail all war crime journalists at the New York Times and confiscate their $777 
Trillion from Saudi Arabia and release all NY Times emails between the Times and 
King Salman about 9/11 and 9/11 II and III financed by King Salman. No Gas 
Stations On Earth will bankrupt King Salman. “primal screams at the NY Times 
this morning,” war crimes of gas station hold ups, spoils of war $777 Trillion! NY 
Times 55 story skyscraper will be confiscated and given to Yale NYC Medical 
Students. 



11-9-2016 Wednesday; NY Times 55 story skyscraper will be confiscated and given 
to Yale NYC Medical Students. 
11-9-2016 Wednesday; Colorado voters dealt a blow to single payer health 
insurance, a controversial ballot initiative that would have provided medical 
coverage to all state residents through a payroll tax. 
11-9-2016 Wednesday; "Elite" Cheney Medical Coverage to all in the USA through 
Yale Key West Medical School linked to Los Alamos 1 Click diagnostic link of $1 
Trillion dollars worth of IBM Super Computers. IBM Watson ads in the NY Times 
were a scam like Jimmy Carters Nobel in Medicine, grin. 
11-9-2016 Wednesday; Freedom Tower Medical School killed by the Editors at the 
New York Times will have a after life at a NYC Freedom Tower Medical School. 
11-9-2016 Wednesday; Freedom Tower Medical School 9/11 Yale NYC Medical 
School. Los Alamos Emergency Room! NY Times writes up paramedics responded 
— most commonly for shortness of breath, neurological and psychiatric complaints, 
cardiac and blood pressure problems, or weakness — they were able to evaluate 
and treat 78 percent of patients at home. “Often, even our sickest patients don’t 
want to go to the hospital,” All would follow orders given by Dr. Oppenheimer II 
with the Doctors note the bomb will go off in a few minutes and we will only have 3 
minutes to stop the stroke, cardiac arrest... Dooms Day Countdown clock will tell 
the patients how long before the stroke and cardiac arrest at the Los Alamos 
Emergency Room and they will follow the Doctor to hell and back! 
11-9-2016 Wednesday; Trump Tower! 155 Story Building for NYC Skyline! 
11-9-2016 Wednesday; Trump will not recycle his Comcast Box Remote Control. 
Time Warner shares fall on concern Trump will block AT&T deal. Time Warner 
remote control, $20 billion scam. NY Times didn't want you to sue to use your LG 
and Sony remotes. Trump will not recycle his Comcast Box Remote Control. Apple 
will invent a remote for iPhone 008 and the Next MacBook Pro with a built in 
iPhone 008. AT&T CEO Randall Stephenson may need a new remote control 
strategy... for your box of remotes. Cord-cutting continues to take its toll on cable 
and satellite companies, with no foreseeable end in sight. The latest victim: Dish 
Network. IP invention projects to reinvent the Comcast Box on 1 Click Amazon at 
Los Alamos Oppenheimer II will get the R-Bomb remote bomb that destroys the 
Comcast Cable Box!! 

11-9-2016 Editors "war criminals" at the NY Times write, Misogyny and racism 
played their part in Trumps rise, but so did a fierce and even heedless desire for 
change. That change has now placed the United States on a precipice. NY Times 
Journalists who failed at Yale Key West Medical School and we not allowed to Pass 
has given rise to racism OJ caught on iPhone 007 Dash cam did have a knife... did 
cut her throat 19K times in 2016 - the Editors of the Times have to retract 19K 
stories of cops shooting the black boy in the back with iPhone 007 Dash Cam's! 



11-9-2016 German parliamentary committee for foreign policy and a member of 
the ruling party, said Mr. Trump was “completely inadequate” to his office. “That 
Trump’s election could lead to the worst estrangement between America and 
Europe since the Vietnam War! Mercedes-Benz E-Class Coupe Starting at 
$54,550* B-Class Electric Drive Starting at $39,900* innovation 2 trillion volts from 
GE windmill turbines at -254 C enough H and O electrolysis for Vietnam and 
Miami kids left in hot cars to die the last 8 years under Obama, Biden, Clinton, a 
war crime against kids left in hot cars. Did any kids die in Germany, of course they 
were left in hot Mercedes-Benz E-Class Coupe and died and the Times censored 
these death! Whooping Cough diagnosis adult carriers of this disease breath into 
the Mercedes-Benz E-Class Coupe iPhone 007. Norwalk virus too. 

11-9-2016 Yale - shock waves across Yale’s campus. Many Yale students watching 
the election around campus — in dorms, classrooms and residential college lotteries 
— expressed surprise and disappointment. Among the largest gatherings on Yale’s 
campus was The Politic’s watch party. Students, including members of the Yale 
College Democrats and Yale Students for Hillary, packed the room, their eyes glued 
to a television tuned to CNN. Attendees blanketed the floor, their laptops flashing 
with maps of blue and red as Trump continued to pull away from Democratic 
nominee Hillary Clinton LAW ’73 in key battleground states like Ohio, North 
Carolina and Michigan. Silence fell upon the room when CNN predicted that the 
Republican Party would maintain control of the House of Representatives. “I 
expected to be feeling jubilant by now,” Yale Dems campus and community 
coordinator Josh Hochman ’18 said. “I was really excited for tonight. We expected 
a huge crowd and we got it, but we were disappointed pretty early on.” 
11-9-2016 Yale - New York Times’ The Upshot, predicted a Clinton presidency. 

11-9-2016 Yale Udit Jain ’Yale 2018 said he acknowledged those surrounding him 
in the Yale community “were not necessarily representative of the average 
American - Bush Yale the pimp to Kings and Princes in Saudi Arabia. “were not 
necessarily representative of the average American - 
11-9-2016 Yale Gabriel Groz ’2019 told the News he worried about Trump’s 
policies towards many of his peers, particularly those who are Muslim, Yale 
Gabriel Groz ’2019 fail 72 virgins in Heaven. Yale President didn't teach students 
Muslims on Yale Campus will get 72 virgins in Heaven not the God of Yale! 
11-9-2016 Yale - Still, not all students were disappointed with Trump’s victory. A 
junior in Jonathan Edwards College, who requested to remain anonymous for fear 
of backlash, supported Trump in his presidential run and told the News that he was 
optimistic about the country’s future. But is ready for hate crimes from other Yale 
students for the Trump win. 



11-9-2016 Yale Failed students with the shock of 72 virgins was is classified by their 
Yale President; While the atmosphere was increasingly somber as Clinton fell 
behind in the polls and Trump’s victory become more apparent, students gathered 
on Cross Campus to express their frustration. An election “primal scream,” 
organized by the Freshman Outdoor Orientation Leaders who also participate in 
the minute long tradition before midterms and finals, took place outside Sterling 
Memorial Library at 12:30 a.m. The event was quickly publicized and passed on to 
the general student body via email less than an hour in advance. 

11-9-2016 Yale students - Yale kids “primal scream,” learning the truth will help 
keep them awake driving home after Biden visits Yale Campus... 
11-9-2016 Yale students shock they could not get into Yale Medical School and 
Hillary just got Yale Law School closed for 7 years... like the French Revolution oh 
Yale Law Campus was given to Yale Medical School in this Revolution to Cure 
Hillary's Stage 4 on Christmas Day 2016. 
11-9-2016 Yale students tested get it right, Kerry will not get 72 virgins in Heaven 
but will find Yale Jewish Aliens at each one of the 72 nearest stars. 
11-9-2016 Wednesday; Mayor Craig Cates will serve a fifth... drive!!! A gas engine 
car and no Pink City Hall when he gets there!! BY Scott Unger Key West Citizen 
Newspaer in Paradise. No "Yale Key West Medical School" Mayor Cates said... 
11-9-2016 Wednesday; Driven to drive a car in Saudi Arabia Hillay's women lost 
their heads off camera. Democratic Party was decapitated overnight. Hillary 
Clinton's stunning loss to Donald Trump created a power vacuum at the top of the 
party and a crisis of confidence among its remaining standard bearers. 
11-9-2016 Wednesday; Women Hillary got killed in Saudi Arabia and the USA... 
11-9-2016 Wednesday; Women Hillary got killed in Saudi Arabia and the USA... 
11-9-2016 Wednesday; Trump says it's 'sad' George W. Bush didn't vote for him. 
Washington Post Donald Trump went on conservative talk radio Tuesday evening 
to offer his final thoughts on the campaign. During that conversation, radio host 
Howie Carr asked him how he felt about former president George W. Bush not 
voting for the top of the ticket. Bush did not vote for God. Bush voted for the King 
of Saudi Arabia. Bush voted for $777 Trillion in Texas Oil Revenues and Oil Spills 
in the Texas Air! CARR, that could have leaked the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort 
before 9/11 and didn't! 
11-9-2016 Wednesday; sight unfolded in Manhattan. Dump trucks filled with sand 
surround Trump Tower and the Javits Center, where Hillary Clinton will watch 
the election results. The trucks and police surround both Manhattan addresses, 
though Trump will spend the evening at the Hilton Hotel on Sixth Avenue. The 
massive trucks filled with sand provide a dense, protective barrier in the event of a 
bomb. 



11-9-2016 Wednesday; Invention that will come from Sand full of quarks is the 
Ford Gravity Engine. Car Bomb that will get many Nobel's! 
11-9-2016 Wednesday; sight never seen before will unfolded in the front page 
pictures of the NY Times. Quarks in Sand without the Dump trucks in front of the 
NY times building. Win over the War Criminals at the NY Times will give us $777 
to spend on sand dissect and give all HS kids in NYC their own cadaver. Chaney 
would have killed his heart transplant patient as Dr. Cheney MD. OJ MD will kill 
many heart patients today this will be headlines in the NY Times and a Editorial 
soon as Obama moves out of the White House and the FBI arrest the Editors at the 
NY Times. 

11-8-2016 Tuesday; Black Clouds of Gas Exhaust Today on Election Day in the 
USA. 
11-8-2016 Tuesday; Black Clouds of Gas Exhaust Today on Election Day in the 
USA. 
11-8-2016 Tuesday; Black Clouds of Gas Exhaust Today on Election Day in the 
USA. 
11-8-2016 Tuesday; Election Day for a Rx Recipe Cure for Stage 4 by Christmas 
Day 2016. Vote for Greg + Wives in Key West! Black Clouds of Gas Exhaust Today 
on Election Day in the USA. 
11-8-2016 Tuesday; Whirls of gas and bright stars in galaxy IC 2163 were caused 
by a collision with the galaxy NGC 2207. 2 Trillion New Galaxies and the British 
will spend $100 million on oil from Libya. Black Clouds of Gas Exhaust Today on 
Election Day in the USA. Wounded Warriors killing their wives coming home from 
Libya are no where in the Veterans Day Parade on Friday 11-11-2016. 

11-8-2016 Tuesday; Whirls of gas exhaust in NYC and Key West - 2 Trillion New 
Galaxies and the British will spend $100 million on oil from Libya. Black Clouds of 
Gas Exhaust Today on Election Day in the USA. 
11-8-2016 Tuesday; Mayor Bill de Blasio announced his plan to overhaul the Yale 
NYC Medical School and hospital system, which faces a staggering shortfall of cash 
for the operations of 11 hospitals across the city, including the flagship Bellevue 
Hospital Center in Manhattan and Elmhurst Hospital Center in Queens. Black 
Clouds of Gas Exhaust Today on Election Day in the USA. 
11-8-2016 Tuesday; NY Times fraud 15,000,000 refugees trying to reach Europe by 



boat, mostly from Libya when Libya is getting $100 million a week from Europe 
selling Oil... Black Clouds of Gas Exhaust Today on Election Day in the USA. 
11-8-2016 Tuesday; The Real Voter Fraud is Some 1984 II Society "Citizens" are 
Judge - Jury + Executioners! Black Clouds of Gas Exhaust Today on Election Day 
in the USA. 

11-8-2016 Tuesday; The Real Voter Fraud is Comments from Biden; I killed my 
son and millions of other son's and daughters... who fell asleep driving home from 
Yale after my commencement speech! Black Clouds of Gas Exhaust Today on 
Election Day in the USA. 
11-8-2016 Tuesday; Election Day for a Rx Recipe Cure for Stage 4 by Christmas 
Day 2016. Vote for Greg + Wives in Key West! Black Clouds of Gas Exhaust Today 
on Election Day in the USA. 
11-8-2016 Tuesday; The Real Voter Fraud is Some 1984 II Society "Citizens" are 
Judge - Jury + Executioners profiting with greed of $777 Trillions from BP Oil 
Spills in the Air up and down Duval and Times Square. New Key West City Hall is 
not Pink and "they" will never invent a Rx Recipe for Stage 4. They alone cast 
ballots, and others remain disenfranchise not a Corporate Owned Apple-Starbucks 
icon with free Nation Wide Wifi and MacBook Pro's at every café Table in Paris! 
Jewish Aliens are a Fraud by Greg and Wives in Key West, grin! Black Clouds of 
Gas Exhaust Today on Election Day in the USA. 
11-8-2016 Tuesday; The Real Voter Fraud is from the 18 Mad Men who vote for 
the Nobel Prize Winners. Black Clouds of Gas Exhaust Today on Election Day in 
the USA. 

11-8-2016 Tuesday; Nobel for Hemingway not his wives. "Inventions Brainstormed 
with Myself and Another" by Martha Gillhorn Hemingway is what I think of when 
opening her book. Martha could have won more Nobel's than Hemingway if only 
she had a shopping list of IP invention projects on Amazon Prime... half of her book 
is about the war time inventors failure to get a memory pill as she could only write 
with notes. Quarks in a grain of sand and quarks in the diseases she mentions spin 
as unknown as 2 trillion new galaxies do for our "Citizens" at the Key West News 
Paper today. Hell No we will not write any Headlines about 2 Trillion New Galaxies 
or put these in "Tan Lines!" "Tan Lines" connotations for Stage 4 and Skin 
Cancers let Martha Hemingway drive a gas engine Land Rover across the Equator 
decades after the 1980 invention of the Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts! London is 
famous for the "Black Death" that killed 40 million. Black Clouds of Gas Exhaust 
Today! Black Clouds of Gas Exhaust Today on Election Day in the USA. 



11-8-2016 Tuesday; NY Times fraud 15,000,000 refugees trying to reach Europe by 
boat, mostly from Libya when Libya is getting $100 million a week from Europe 
selling Oil... Black Clouds of Gas Exhaust Today on Election Day in the USA. 
11-8-2016 Tuesday; NY Times psychotic Mass Murders "Woman Thrown in Front 
of Train at Times Square Subway Station Is Killed" A woman "Hillary" was taken 
into custody in connection with the attack, which an initial investigation by the 
police suggests was unprovoked. By MARC SANTORA Hundred Million women 
were killed by Stage 4, Syphilis, HIV, Hepatitis, MS, "OJ" "Robert Kennedy Jr." 
"Teddy Kennedy Driving Drunk" which an initial investigation by the police 
suggests all could have been cured with a Rx Recipe crunched at Los Alamos or 
iPhone 007 Dash Cam's but the Times Editors censored these from the front page 
Pictures, Video and Headlines since the 1980 Invention of the Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort. Zeka made more headlines than Stage 4 Rx Recipes! Black 
Clouds of Gas Exhaust Today on Election Day in the USA. 
11-8-2016 Tuesday; NY Times fraud 15,000,000 refugees trying to reach Europe by 
boat, mostly from Libya when Libya is getting $100 million a week from Europe 
selling Oil... Black Clouds of Gas Exhaust Today on Election Day in the USA. 

11-8-2016 Tuesday; Rx Recipe - Moon Shot - Los Alamos Crunching - Janet Reno 
Refused to Let Parkinson’s Define Her. The former attorney general first received 
the diagnosis in 1995, but “never wanted to talk about that,” never wanted to win a 
Nobel in Medicine - never wanted a 1 Click Amazon Prime IP invention project 
with links to get you started for a cure for Parkinson! Never wanted Parkinson 
dissected - Pictured on the front page of the NY Times! Black Clouds of Gas 
Exhaust Today on Election Day in the USA. 
11-8-2016 Tuesday; Long Lost Nuclear War; A diver may have found a long-lost 
nuclear bomb! NY Times driving a gas engine car drives us toward a Nuclear War. 
Greg and Many Wives in Key West all driving a Ford with Superconductive 
Windmill Turbines at -254 C a ElectricWindmillEscort giving us 2 trillion volts H 
and O electrolysis and the Gravity Engine Invention Winds sooner than anyone at 
the Times could imagine! 
11-8-2016 Tuesday; 19K articles like this one... Written by the NY Times! A 60-
year-old California woman ran down her estranged husband and two of his friends 
before jumping to her death off a highway bridge Monday morning, cops said. 
Cops said this will happen 19K times in 2016 and 19K times in 2017 as there is no 
Moon Shot Cure by Biden! Black Clouds of Gas Exhaust Today on Election Day in 
the USA. 
11-8-2016 Tuesday; whirls of gas and bright stars in galaxy IC 2163 were caused by 



a collision with the galaxy NGC 2207. Black Clouds of Gas Exhaust Today on 
Election Day in the USA. 
11-8-2016 Tuesday; Black Clouds of Gas Exhaust Today on Election Day in the 
USA. 
11-8-2016 Tuesday; Black Clouds of Gas Exhaust Today on Election Day in the 
USA. 
11-8-2016 Tuesday; Black Clouds of Gas Exhaust Today on Election Day in the 
USA. 
11-8-2016 Tuesday; NY Times Editorial on Election Day... exhausting!! 
11-8-2016 Tuesday; "What NY Times - THE EDITORIAL BOARD on Election 
Day "Lessons from an exhausting parade of ugliness." Ugliness really means mass 
murder by our 1984 II Dictators. Exhausting Exhaust from gas engine cars 
everyone at the NY Times drives! God has nothing to do with the NY Times Red 
White and Blue cake with God Bless America on this Editorial page as Jimmy 
Carter drives a gas engine car and a Nuke Sub today and is at peace with his God. 
1980 Jimmy Carter with the Newly invented Ford ElectricWindmillEscort. 1990 
Los Alamos "Secret" file on Mr. Buell and his "Wind" Car. Nasty women died in 
mass murder, her kids too from gas station hold ups in Miami and childhood 
cancers from Jimmy Carters exhausting parades of Sunday Church Headlines. 
Jimmy Carter was in Heaven in Plains Georgia when millions were breathing in 
exhaust gas from cars, truck, scooters on Duval in Key West. The Editors at the NY 
Times posted what they wanted on Facebook censoring InventBook. Parade of 
Editorials against 9/11 women suing Saudi Arabia for $777 Trillion to spend on a 
Stag 4 Rx Recipe ready by Christmas Day 2016 with a better cake recipe for the 
God Bless SWF's in America Red White and Blue Cake with no butter! Obsolete 
Gas Engine Car the Editors at the NY Times Drive. Hillary's parade of women in 
Saudi Arabia on YouTube driving a gas engine car only to be beaten off camera. 
Mass Murder as 19K women were murdered in Saudi Arabia, same number who 
were murdered in the USA in 2016. Wounded Warriors killing their wives coming 
home from Libya are no where in the Veterans Day Parade on Friday 11-11-2016. 
Mandy Miles in Tan Lines got kickbacks, Navy Perks... joy ride in a F35, to not 
write this on the front page of the Citizen News Paper. Exhausting!! 
11-8-2016 Tuesday; NY Times exhausting parade leaving Black Clouds of Gas 
Exhaust by the Hero McCain and his inner circle... war criminals like Mandy Miles 
in Key West driving down Duval leaving her little Black Cloud of exhaust gas for 
some little kids to breath instead of clean Ocean Air... 
11-8-2016 Tuesday; Black Clouds of Gas Exhaust Today on Election Day in the 
USA. 
11-8-2016 Tuesday; Black Clouds of Gas Exhaust Today on Election Day in the 
USA. 
11-7-2016 Monday; NY Times is Burning Trump in Effigy in a front page picture of 
burning crosses when Cops Burn in a Fiery Wreck, Kids DNA has holes burned in 
it from the NY Times Bribes + Kickbacks from Saudi Arabia... BP Oil Spill is 
outside the NY Times Building in the air burning everyone's lungs! 
11-7-2016 Monday; Vote for 1 Trillionth Ford ElectricWindmillEscort coming off 
the Ford assembly line... 



11-7-2016 Monday; Vote for No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op by the CIA don't 
vote for a Navy Seal killing... 
11-7-2016 Monday; Vote for 1 Trillionth Ford ElectricWindmillEscort coming off 
the Ford assembly line... Ford Superconductive Windmill Turbine Generators at 
-254 C 100 times more electricity. 2 Trillion volts of electricity 
ElectricWindmillEscort will give you H and O cans to heat and fuel your Home's 
electric generator also a superconductive one, trip to the beach. 24/7 A\C in your 
car, jog, beach wedding in Key West. iPod Size A/C unit will not be the next big 
idea from Tim Cook. Caller ID that identifies men with HIV, MS and Syphilis will 
be! 
11-7-2016 Monday; Vote for No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op by the CIA don't 
vote for a Navy Seal killing... 
11-7-2016 Monday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" On Nov. 8, Americans 
may elect our first female president who is a Lawyer not a MD... this will give 
millions of kids birth defects and childhood cancers! MS women and Stage 4 
women will be put to death instead of taking over Los Alamos + every Rx Recipe 
world wide to crunch on $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM super computers at Los 
Alamos... Stage 4 Rx Recipe's in a song... mix for 84 minutes at 3,500 F. Biden killed 
his son, Hillary will kill her Daughter with the same Brain Cancer! 

11-7-2016 Monday; Vote for $1 Trillion Dollar order for Apple MacBook Pro's for 
every café table in Paris and Starbucks world wide. This will convince Bill and 
Melinda Gates they are going to Hell for Crimes against Humanity by Win 10 and 
Mosquito Nets, Wood Stoves, in a World poisoned by Clean Diesel's Black Clouds 
on Duval Key West. 
11-7-2016 Monday; Vote for 1 Trillionth Ford ElectricWindmillEscort coming off 
the Ford assembly line... 
11-7-2016 Monday; Vote for No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op by the CIA don't 
vote for a Navy Seal killing... 
11-7-2016 Monday; Vote for No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op by the CIA don't 
vote for a Navy Seal killing... 
11-7-2016 Monday; ATT can BlackOut a Baseball Game and your Vote for No Gas 
Stations on Earth Coup Op by the CIA 
11-7-2016 Monday; NY Times can BlackOut a BP Oil Spill in the "Air" kids breath 
and die in Mass Murder Numbers 
11-7-2016 Monday; Obama did BlackOut OJ clones; Yale MD's who fail out in the 
real world worst than Kerry! 



11-7-2016 Monday; French bishops hold day of prayers for victims of sex abuse but 
BlackOut Syphilis, HIV, STD's and other terrible diseases the NY Times also 
BlackOut from reporting sex abuse by Tim Cook and the others! 
11-7-2016 Monday; Apple Outlook: Is Foxconn Executive Right About 'Innovation 
Crisis' Pegged To iPhone 8... Hell No! Forbes BlackOut's iPhone 007 Dash Cams 
and iTickets and cops watching and talking to you driving down the highways. 
Giving Road Rage Drivers a warning to cool it... BlackOut Crisis as cops are killed 
by Tim Cook. Tim Cook is a Cop Killer because he Blackouts iPhone 007 Dash 
Cam's and iTickets... Apple Alerts to 1,001 IP invention projects iapps have also 
been BlackOut. Click, Click, Click 1 Click Amazon links to get you started on a IP 
invention project. 

11-7-2016 Monday; Donald Trump's Last Stand: An Anxious Nominee Seeks 
Assurance his brain tumor is not as deadly as Beau's. New York Times Blackout's 
Beau's treatment and Rx given to him by Walter Reed MD's. And Blackout's on the 
Front Page Beau's Brain MRI's that would have helped a Yale OJ MD from 
making the same mistake on his brain cancer patients that don't make the 
Headlines in the Times! 
11-7-2016 Monday; Robert De Niro Compares 'Totally Insane' Donald Trump to 
'Dr. Strangelove' Madman at Hollywood Film Awards. Robert De Niro BlackOut's 
72 Virgins in Heaven for Nuking all the fags in Paris by Pakistan Moslems! 'Totally 
Insane' are the Joint Chiefs of Staff who will fight a Nuclear War with Pakistan 
with none of them believing in getting 72 Virgins in Heaven. Their 72 virgins come 
from Bush pimping SWF's to the King and Prince of Saudi Arabia. This women 
will need McCain's vote to Sue Saudi Arabia, grin. 

11-7-2016 Monday; BlackOut's from Facebook Today is Candida; It's a kind of 
yeast that drifts through hospitals, taking root in open wounds and blood and the 
nooks and crannies of people's ears. 
11-7-2016 Monday; BlackOut's from Facebook Today is BP Oil Spill in the air as 
poison gas exhaust drifts through hospitals, taking root in kids DNA division 
causing millions of childhood cancers and birth defects. 



11-7-2016 Monday; By EMILY STEEL NY Times. Supporters of the AT&T-Time 
Warner deal have pointed to the success of a similar one between Comcast and 
NBCUniversal, where both sides are thriving... in Blackout's of more than just 
Baseball games but mass murder by BP Oil Spills in the Air that makes headlines 
in the NY Times without mentioning the City has been gassed by BP Oil Exhaust in 
the air billions of people breath. Biden killed his son Beau, Hillary will kill her 
daughter. Comcast Elite will kill have already killed millions of kids with birth 
defects and childhood cancers. Supporters of the AT&T-Time Warner deal have 
pointed to the success of a similar one between Comcast and NBCUniversal, where 
both sides are thriving... 
11-7-2016 Monday; A self-driving bus being tested in Finland holds promise for 
reducing cities’ dependence on cars. By HENRY FOUNTAIN who's Blackout of the 
"Gravity Engine" Ford" invention is a war crime by NY Times Journalists. 
11-7-2016 Monday; "Fear of Donald Trump Helps Democrats Mobilize Hispanics" 
By JEREMY W. PETERS, AMY CHOZICK and LIZETTE ALVAREZ Angry at 
Mr. Trump and energized by Democratic outreach efforts, Latinos are turning out 
in droves, and could be the difference in the outcome in highly contested states. 
Fear of Stage 4 never being cured should have been the front page story by Jeremy, 
Amy, and Liz at the NY Times. Mobilize Los Alamos to crunch every Rx Recipe 
world wide that are trade secrets and top secrets but Kerry could make them all 
public to Los Alamos. Kerry failed Yale out in the real world trying to win a Noble 
Peace Prize now Kerry could share a Nobel in Medicine! 
11-7-2016 Monday; Jewish Voters, Prized in Swing State Florida, Tell What Drives 
Them but the NY Times blackout on Jewish Aliens via Flagler Super Space 
Telescope Train of 100 Cars kills our Exodus off Earth. 
11-7-2016 Monday; Blackout of Bill Clinton's sex tapes on YouTube to the public 
not the 1984 II Dictators! Bill Clinton Evokes Past, but From the Periphery of His 
Wife’s Campaign! By JASON HOROWITZ President Drew Faust and Harvard 
General Counsel Will ‘Review’ Bill Clionton's YouTube Sex Tapes and the 2012 
Men’s Soccer Team’s Sexually Explicit Document" By Andrew M. Duehren and C. 
Ramsey Fahs Harvard Crimson News! 
11-7-2016 Monday; Gas Station Holdups in Miami have bought Mecca the largest 
SUV Umbrella in the world that covers 2 million in Mecca. ZURICH – Roche is 
pressing ahead with two skin cancer trials that combine its immunotherapy 
Tecentriq with other drugs after early data showed the treatments were well-
tolerated and effective in a small number of patients, the company said Monday. 
One study combined Tecentriq with Cotellic and Zelboraf in 30 patients with 
untreated BRAFV600 mutation-positive metastatic melanoma, the other Tecentriq 
with Cotellic for 10 patients with BRAF-wild-type and BRAF-mutant metastatic 
melanoma. 
11-7-2016 Monday; Roche treats 30 patients... 
11-7-2016 Monday; Mecca covers 2 million with a SUV Umbrella... paid for by gas 
station hold ups in Miami. 



11-7-2016 Monday; Vote for a Rx Recipe Cure for Stage 4 by Christmas Day 2016. 
Vote for Greg + Wives in Key West! 
11-7-2016 Monday; NY Times is Burning Trump in Effigy in a front page picture of 
burning crosses when Cops Burn in a Fiery Wreck, Kids DNA has holes burned in 
it from the NY Times Bribes + Kickbacks from Saudi Arabia... BP Oil Spill is 
outside the NY Times Building in the air burning everyone's lungs! 
11-7-2016 Monday; Vote for 1 Trillionth Ford ElectricWindmillEscort coming off 
the Ford assembly line... 
11-7-2016 Monday; Vote for No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op by the CIA don't 
vote for a Navy Seal killing... 

11-7-2016 Monday; 
11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" On Nov. 8, Americans 
may elect our first female president who is a Lawyer not a MD... this will be a large 
part of the Song; Yale Key West Medical School as Greg flew into Key West on 
March 4, 2011 with $777 Trillion dollars from the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort 
and told Jimmy Weekley I will build a Yale Key West Medical School in Key West. 
Jimmy Carter heard this in 1980. 
11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" 
11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" Song will change with 
the "Times", when the New Physics Nobles are given out and taken back for The 
Physics of Time and Graivty" Daylight Savings time takes on another connotation 
with the New Physics and Stage 4 Rx Recipe's in a song... mix for 84 minutes at 
3,500 F. 
11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Paris Medical School" Song will change with the 
"Times". 
11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale NYC Medical School" Song will change with the 
"Times". 
11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "King Faisal Medical School... largest SUV Umbrella 
Tent for the 2 million seated at Mecca not the White House Election Victory Party 
for Trump. Trumps brain tumor was caused by melanoma. Biden killed his son 
with brain cancer from wars in Baghdad's shock and awe not the shock and awe of 
a Brain Cancer Rx cure from Greg and Wives in Key West who Biden made 
POW's. 

11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" Mandy Miles Tan Lines 
Click Click Click Amazon Prime free shipping not 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine with 1 



Click Amazon Prime Shipping. Ship a Nobel in Medicine to Mandy Miles Home in 
Key West on Sunday! Nine Promotional pens, I lost my Citizen Pen at the PO this 
week for making notes in "Martha's Travel With Myself and Another". 
"Inventions Brainstormed with Myself and Another" is what I think of when 
opening her book. Martha could have won more Nobel's than Hemingway if only 
she had a shopping list of IP invention projects on Amazon Prime... they could 
promote invention projects on their pens! Mandy starts a paragraph with... It's a 
disease then writes nothing about Key West Diseases when she knows who has what 
disease, like HIV, AIDS, Hepatitis, MS, STD's this is not mass murder like the 
black clouds of poison gas exhaust on Duval but should be in the Sunday Times! 
Back to Mandy Miles click click click on Amazon Prime and get the package at her 
door on Sunday for free. If Mandy Miles ever mentioned Key West Parking 
shopping at CVS or Walgreen's and if CVS and Wallgreen's joined Amazon Mandy 
Miles in Key West would never have to park and go into a CVS or Walgreen's with 
click click click she could get all her CVS items via Amazon Prime delivered to her 
door on Sunday! Sorry Mandy! The Mass Murder Charges are still a active 
warrant against Journalists who profited from BP Oil spill in the air on Duval from 
trillions of Scooters causing birth defects and childhood cancers in kids on the 
Duval Walk. NY Times journalists will be the first to be Hanged by Nasty Moms of 
course but seeing Greg and Wives... live and Key West and built the Yale Key West 
Medical School. Time will catch up with your mass murders on Duval!! Song; Yale 
Key West Medical School will have your Name on a Pen about Mass Murder in 
Key West via trillions of Scooters + BP Oil spill in the air they breathed! Sorry 
Mandy Mass Murder's are Journalists who write Tan Lines in Paradise! Cheese 
Burger's in Paradise call a Cardiologist at the Yale Key West Medical School 
Mandy! 

11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" The song in a Madonna 
Music Video Madonna didn't write herself. Dr. Lady Gaga not Hillary at Yale Law 
in 1969 as the first woman Lawyer not MD. Lawyers at Yale and Harvard Law 
Schools today are mass murderers who will be on trial with the CEO of VW and BP 
Oil after No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op by the CIA is more "moving" than 
the Navy Seals Mission to kill one Moslem in Pakistan who Masterminded 9/11 and 
got the Money from the Saudi King who is free today to finance 9/11 II and when 
Pakistan has a A-Bomb assembly line only No Gas Stations on Earth Coup Op can 
Nuke without Nukes! 
11-6-2016 Sunday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; "work" dissecting Time at 
Yale Key West Medical School in mixing up new Rx Recipes for Stage 4... 
11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" F35C Lightning II 
Fighter Jet on the front page of the Key West Citizen Newspaper today sings of an 
Era of Mass Murder started long before McCain Napalmed millions. Far more 
lethal than a fleet of tens of thousands of F35C Lightning II Fighter Jets at the 
Navy station in Key West is the Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" because 
Nasty Women with stage 4 on their Minds are tortured, POW's. McCain in the 
senate voted to put to death MS women given the virus by bisexual men. His iPhone 
Caller ID only list wounded warrior's not Nasty Women... on their death beds - 
"how could he give me such a terrible disease!" Heads up display gives F35C pilots 



relevant classified medical history for their wives and daughters walk down Duval 
with a trillion scooters jetting out black clouds of clean diesel passed by the 
Admirals. 

11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" Final "Saturday Night 
Live" before "InventBook" 
11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" Final "Facebook before 
"InventBook" 
11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" Final "Saturday Night 
Live" left before the 2016 election, but there was no debate to send up. Instead, 
SNL went with some pretty strong political commentary. 
11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" Final "Saturday Night 
Live" before "InventBook" SNL went with some pretty strong political 
commentary... InventBook went with Stage 4 Rx Recipe crunched at Los Alamos 
for a Rx Miracle Cure for Stage 4 by Christmas Day 2016 at the White House! 
Comments from Greg and Wives will be for 8 years of the Black House 40K women 
with Stage 4 were murdered by the Black White House MD who passed at Yale but 
like Hillary really didn't pass Yale Medical School - Sorry Yale Kerry failed in the 
real world to, shot in the back by the Joint Chiefs of Staff when he had a real Nobel 
Peace Prize not a Jimmy Carter Scam One! 

11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" A fuel tanker crash 
early Saturday morning closed Highway 99 both ways and snarled Modesto traffic 
for more than 14 hours as crews worked to clean up a massive petroleum spill. 
11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" Greg's picture of a gas 
tankers head on collision with a SUV on 7 mile bridge will be at Mandy Miles mass 
murder trial, pens too of this gas tankers head on collision with mom, dad, and 2 
kids in the back safety seats, this is mass murder Mandy no click click clicking it 
away into some wounded warriors story or t-shirt at the beach. I took pictures of 2 
beach weddings yesterday at Zakery beach when others took 2 pictures of head on 
collisions of gas tankers fiery wreck into a SUV on some other distant beach in the 
USA. 



11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" Quite to the contrary, 
there are a large number of observations that tell us quite clearly that there's very 
likely more to the Universe than just the quarks, leptons and bosons of the 
Standard Model. While experiments are telling us that low-energy. 
11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" Large Hadron Collider 
at CERN, it’s brought with it an incredible slew of results. Large numbers of rare, 
exotic and unstable particles have been created, and their decays have been 
measured to unprecedented precision. Higgs boson has been created and observed 
to have a mass of 126 GeV/c2 
11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" CERN on Duval Key 
West and Times Square NYC would have made NY Times headlines about BP Oil 
Particles in the Air, along with the New Yale Key West Medical School CERN 
would have DNA news! 
11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" Large Hadron Collider 
at CERN - mass murder of millions via particles from BP Oil is what we really got 
from CERN. 

11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" bismuth, element #83, 
and the unique structures that it forms. We now (as of 2003) know it will decay 
with a half-life of ~10^19 years. But on even longer timescales, perhaps lead, iron or 
even a single proton will decay, too! All of these measurements could point the way 
to new particles. But even if the new particles that must exist to support these 
observations are inaccessible to particle colliders, there are still interesting new 
discoveries that await us at high energies within the Standard Model! Pentaquark 
and tetraquark states are emerging and being confirmed, showing that three-quark 
or quark-antiquark combinations aren’t all there is. B mesons can decay directly 
into a J/? (psi) particle and a F (phi) particle. The CDF scientists found evidence 
that some B mesons unexpectedly decay... 
11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" scientists found 
evidence that some B mesons unexpectedly decay... F35C fighter jets at Key West 
will unexpectedly decay into a Space Telescope Train of 100 Cars detecting 
particles of Jewish Aliens Conversations! 
11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" Lead #82 atoms from 
F35C fighter jets flying over Key West will take millions of years to decay. 

11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" Inflation generates 
gravitational waves from an inherently quantum process! Astrophysicist and 



author Ethan Siegel is the founder and primary writer of Starts With A Bang. 
Follow him on Twitter, Facebook - Ethan on InventBook will give us a better 1 click 
Amazon link than this... Inflation generates gravitational waves from an inherently 
quantum process! I read this over a few times and Ethan has no idea how gravity is 
generated so he writes... Inflation generates gravitational waves from an inherently 
quantum process! Los Alamos needs to crunch this a few times for us to build the 
gravity engine Ford, grin. 
11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" Moslems who killed 3 
this week are in Heaven with 72 virgins. "Few Answers for the Family of 3 U.S. 
Soldier Slain in Jordan" By PETER BAKER They were shot in the back by the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff just like Kerry. And another 3 will be shot by Jordan Moslems 
next week and when the A-Bomb assembly line in Pakistan is finished their 
Moslems will look forward to 72 virgins in Heaven for killing all the fags in Paris! 
ATT can blackout a baseball game the NY Times can blackout 72 virgins in Heaven 
when writing a article on Few Answers for Family of 3 dead US Soldiers in Jordan! 
11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" Women Are the Focus 
in Campaigns’ Last Advertising Push By NICK CORASANITI ATT blackout of a 
baseball game now Stage 4 women and MS women are Blackout in the Last CBS 
ads from Hillary and Trump by our 1984 II Dictators. Greg + Wives in Key West 
ad would have a Rx Recipe Cure for Stage 4 by Christmas Day 2016. This was 
Blackout by ATT, BP Oil, Key West Mandy Miles, sorry Mandy! 

11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" "NYC Big City: 
Destroying an 11-Apartment Structure to Build a Mansion" By GINIA 
BELLAFANTE Saudi Arabia Kings and Princes destroyed the NY Times by giving 
them $$$ Trillions of dollars to build a 55 story New New York Times Mansion 
instead of a 155 Story Yale NYC Medical School. Freedom Towers is for the 
Freedom of the Saudi King and Prince to spend $777 Trillion instead of 9/11 
widows spending this money from gas station hold is since the 1980 invention of the 
Ford ElectricWindmillEscort. 
11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" When Hillary Clinton 
started at Yale Law School in 1969, there was only one woman in the United States 
Senate. Mrs. Clinton graduated as one of just 27 women in a class of 235. 
11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" When Hillary Clinton 
started at Yale Medical School in 1969... 40K women died in 1969 of Stage 4 breast 
cancer and the US military started ads for the "War On Cancer" which they also 
lost... 
11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" The French Revolution 
closed the University of Paris for 7 years. The Ford Superconductive 
ElectricWindmillEscort Coup should close Yale and Harvard Law Schools, let the 
Medical Schools take over the Law School Campus and put them on trial for mass 
murders via BP Oil. 
11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" Sunday Editorial in the 



NY Times - The Men Feminists Left Behind" By JILL FILIPOVIC - Hillary's 
Feminists at Yale and Harvard left out 40K women who will die on Christmas Day 
2016 from Stage 4 and many more thousands who will die this day from MS many 
being put to death on orders from the White House MD. At the same time Moslem 
Princes line up to get a second heart transplant behind Cheney from Walter Reed 
MD's at King Salman Medical School in Mecca. Blackout is Biden killed his own 
Son and his Moon Shot is out of date as Bill + Melinda's mosquito Nets and wood 
burning stoves the US is giving to Kenya Today. 

11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" On Nov. 8, Americans 
may elect our first female president who is a Lawyer not a MD... this will be a large 
part of the Song; Yale Key West Medical School as Greg flew into Key West on 
March 4, 2011 with $777 Trillion dollars from the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort 
and told Jimmy Weekley I will build a Yale Key West Medical School in Key West. 
Jimmy Carter heard this in 1980. 
11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" 
11-6-2016 Sunday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" 
11-5-2016 Saturday; Song; "Yale Key West Medical School" 
11-5-2016 Saturday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; "work" dissecting Time at 
Yale Key West Medical School in mixing up new Rx Recipes for Stage 4... Few 
Benefits to Daylight Saving Time—Should We Scrap It? This weekend, public 
service announcements remind us to “fall back,” ending daylight saving time (DST) 
by setting our clocks an hour earlier. 1984 II Dictators never order the NY Times 
Editors to write a Editorial on "Time" in the Sunday paper! 
11-5-2016 Saturday; "work" at Yale this week... Theater scene. Five different Yale 
Dramatic Coalition plays open this weekend: “Endgame,” “Water by the 
Teaspoon,” “How I Learned to Drive,” “The Mystery of Irma Vep” and “Steel 
Magnolias.” With just a few weeks left of the semester, head to the theater! 
11-5-2016 Saturday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; Bill and Melinda Gates 
have "skepticism" about the credibility of the information from a 1980 Hubble 
Space Telescope that there are 2 Trillion Galaxies in the Universe! 
11-5-2016 Saturday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; Los Alamos work on the 
$8.7 billion James Webb Space Telescope mission: None!! NASA is trying to keep 
part of its giant golden telescope a secret... NASA on Wednesday announced a huge 
milestone in its $8.7 billion James Webb Space Telescope mission: 
11-5-2016 Saturday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; "work" Los Alamos 
Oppenheimer II Mission to Closes Over 180K Gas Stations in the USA! 
11-5-2016 Saturday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; "work" "New Delhi Closes 
Over 1,800 Schools in Response to Dangerous Smog" 



11-5-2016 Saturday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; Microsoft Tech Support 
and Cloud Support Call Centers in New Delhi are a $300 Million dollar scam by 
Bill and Melinda Gates. FBI has hundred of thousands of emails about "traffic 
accident" scam's for the insurance money by people from New Delhi in the USA. 10 
years ago the NY Times reported this on the front page then censored all news 
about these traffic accident scam's! This weeks $300 million dollar scam news from 
New Delhi was about $$$ money! 

11-5-2016 Saturday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; Biden's Moon Shot Cure for 
Brain Cancers - We are Deceived by Bill and Melinda Gates in New Delhi and Key 
West Duval Streets Spray Painted Clouds of Black Exhaust from Trillions of 
Scooters... Brain Cancers in the Thousands are not reported like car accidents at 6 
am in front of Dunken Donuts on Roosevelt in Key West this morning - Taxi caused 
the crash but they will lie! Deceived by Bill and Melinda gates with trillions of 
Mosquitos when trillions of Black Exhaust clouds from clean deiseal were burning 
holes in the DNA sequencing of kids Microsoft was selling record numbers of XBox 
games, not exhaust from poison gasoline in an PC Era of 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscorts Suppressed by Microsoft. Deceived by Bill and Melinda 
Gates in New Delhi + Duval. Deceived by King Faisal air base near Al Jafr. C.I.A. 
runs a military training base for Syrian rebels costing more than the Yale Key West 
Medical School. Hundreds of thousands of Syrian refugees are at the King Faisal 
air base near Al Jafr costing even more than the Yale Key West Medical School. 
Los Alamos National Laboratory; "work" Los Alamos Closes Over 180K Gas 
Stations in the USA! Deceived by Bill and Melinda Gates! Moon Shot was blown up 
by the CIA Masterminds long before it was made News in the NY Times by Biden. 
Brain Cancers in New Delhi school children were not reported in this Times article 
but could have been written up by the journalists at the NY Times! Deceived by 
"JERUSALEM — Three CIA military trainers assigned to help upgrade Jordan’s 
armed forces were shot to death on Friday" No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op by 
the CIA has not been assigned to win the war with King Faisal. King Salman! 
Hundreds of thousands of Syrian refugees vs millions of SWF's in the USA with 
Stage 4 and Syphilis waiting in line behind Cheney for a "Heart" transplant by Bill 
and Melinda Gates. The Jordanian military said the trainers failed to stop as they 
approached a gate at King Faisal air base near Al Jafr when everyone who wrote 
this article has watched the video on YouTube a thousand times! YouTube videos 
are at hundred of thousands of Military Base Gates! Tense Jurors in Michael 
Slager Trial See Video of Killing of Walter Scott - NY Times deceived its readers 
today by not showing the shooting on video at the King Faisal Air Base! NY Times 
deceived its readers today by not showing the video of the fiery cop car rear ended 
writing a traffic ticket when Apple iTraffic tickets should be in all cars with iPhone 
Dash Cams on the road long before 9/11. Deceived by the NY Times articles a 
hundred thousand times in a 1984 II Society ruled by Facebook not InventBook 
videos! "work" At Los Alamos the Nuke Car Engine, the Nuke Trash Can the 
Nuke Toilet all Deceived for King Faisal and King Salman job assignments. 
Determine exactly what happened,” said Peter Cook, the Pentagon press secretary 
to Deceive hundred of thousands of SWF's in the USA building King Faisal Air 
Base instead of the Yale Key West Medical School for hundred of thousands of 
SWF's in the USA. Now you know Bill and Melinda Gates really did Deceive You 
and I besides not giving Greg + Wives in Key West any $$$ for Stage 4 Rx Rx 



Recipes for a Miracle Overnight Rx Cure for Stage 4 years ago... so Christmas Day 
we would have the Miracle Rx Recipe for Stage 4. 

11-5-2016 Saturday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; Oppenheimer... Decorated 
Veteran Who Condemned Waste of War, Dies at 98 After retiring from the Navy, 
Admiral La Rocque founded a think tank to promote peace and to monitor the 
influence of the military-industrial complex. By ANITA GATES. Deceived by the 
USS Jimmy Carter Submarine Fleet of 100's of Nuke Subs, as Admiral Jimmy 
Carter writes in his memoir I am at peace with God and will not give back my 
Noble Peace Prize. No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op by the CIA will not be the 
Navy Admirals Seal mission that kills Binladen in Pakistan - flying home flying 
over Pakistanis A-Bomb assembly line! No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op by the 
CIA will destroy all of Pakistan's A-Bomb assembly lines at "Work" today and 
sink a fleet of 100's of USS Jimmy Carter Subs. God will deal with deceptions by 
Jimmy Carter as there are 2 Trillion Galaxies at "Work" Today. Bill and Melinda 
Gates have "skepticism" about the credibility of the information from a 1980 
Hubble Space Telescope that there are 2 Trillion Galaxies in the Universe! 1 
Trillion Dollar order for Apple MacBook Pro's for every café table in Paris and 
Starbucks world wide will convince Bill and Melinda Gates they are going to Hell 
for Crimes against Humanity by Win 10 and Mosquito Nets in a World poisoned by 
Clean Diesel's Black Clouds on Duval Key West. 
11-5-2016 Saturday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; Los Alamos work on the 
$8.7 billion James Webb Space Telescope mission: None!! NASA is trying to keep 
part of its giant golden telescope a secret... NASA on Wednesday announced a huge 
milestone in its $8.7 billion James Webb Space Telescope mission: the completion of 
the observatory's gigantic golden mirror. Northrop Grumman is the prime 
contractor that designed the space telescope, and Ball Aerospace built one mirror. 
Los Alamos work on the $8.7 billion James Webb Space Telescope mission: 
Nothing and no rework can be done in orbit. This is something Biden or the Gates 
Foundation would mastermind as I really don't think they will ever launch this 
without the "Work" of Los Alamos. Biden too will never get a Rx Recipe for Brain 
Cancer without Los Alamos "Work". 

11-5-2016 Saturday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; Patio Beach, the Naval Air 
Station Key West property near Fort Zachary Taylor State Park. Both these 
beach's will become property of the Yale Key West Medical School. 
11-5-2016 Saturday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; Deceiving... Bridget Anne 
Kelly, the former deputy chief of staff to Gov. Chris Christie, after the Guilty 
verdict on Friday for masterminding a traffic jam that caused many car accidents 
that were never reported by the NY Times. Also Deceiving by the NY Times is the 
smog, poison gas exhaust particle count in the air all those caught in Gov. Chris 



Christie's revenge breathed in. This is what Gov. Christie should have been 
arrested for. Dr. Nancy Snyderman will write in the New England Journal of 
Medicine Gov. Christie's revenge on her calling him fat... was a death wish and 
deceiving other fat people that fat is ok when if Christie had ever read the New 
England Journal of Medicine he would have been arrested! Grin. 

11-5-2016 Saturday; Group of a dozen women, running across College Street 
toward the New Haven Green when One, she was struck by a Yale Shuttle Bus. No 
video released by Yale and no cause of the accident in the Yale Daily News of it. I 
have walked across College Street to the New Haven Green several times and can 
remember some of this now. But wish I could invent a Rx recipe for better memory 
recall. A IP invention project. 
11-5-2016 Saturday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; "work" disecting Time at 
Yale Key West Medical School in mixing up new Rx Recipes for Stage 4... Few 
Benefits to Daylight Saving Time—Should We Scrap It? This weekend, public 
service announcements remind us to “fall back,” ending daylight saving time (DST) 
by setting our clocks an hour earlier. 1984 II Dictators never order the NY Times 
Editors to write a Editorial on "Time" in the Sunday paper! 
11-5-2016 Saturday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; 
11-5-2016 Saturday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; 

11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; "work" Jimmy Buffett's 
Margaritaville: Los Alamos crew is setting up his stage in front of Starbucks at 7 
am as I write this web. Couple years ago Mayor Cate's and Jimmy Buffett's 
Orwellain Commets were about half the crowd were locals and half tourists and all 
were in a 1984 II Society. Los Alamos National Laboratory compared tissue 
samples from all the years of heavy drinking by Jimmy and crunched these 
numbers... he gets the results when the Yale Key West Medical School is a Song. 
11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; $777 Trillion Apple-Starbucks 
"Work" for today, 1,001 IP Invention projects!! You can log onto their virtual desk 
tops on computers at any desk in any Apple-Starbucks World Wide with the same 
IP projects in NYC or Paris or Tokyo with the same password and email address. 
$777 Trillion at Apple-Starbucks buys a lot more for Humanity than the Swiss 
Bank $$. 
11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory compared tissue samples from 
111,063,840 kids walking in Duval's Spray Painted Clouds of Black Exhaust from 
Trillions of Scooters... Mandy Miles at the Key West Citizen News paper has never 
reported the results in Tan Lines in Paradise, grin. 



11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory compared tissue samples from 
1,063 non-smokers and 2,490 smokers, examining each individual's DNA to look for 
mutations. They found that for every 50 cigarettes smoked, there is one extra DNA 
mutation for each cell in the lungs. Over the course of a year, this means that 
someone who smokes a pack a day (20 cigarettes) has 150 extra mutations per cell 
in the lung, 97 per larynx cell, 23 per mouth cell, 18 per bladder cell, and six per 
liver cell. Smoking is so deadly that it may be more likely to kill HIV patients than 
the virus, researchers reported Thursday. A second study helps explain why -- it 
causes dozens of cancer-causing DNA mutations. Who gave you HIV or Syphilis 
and the murders caused by this are top secret stats and names. 
11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory: has not crunched a trillion Rx 
recipes to cure Stage 4 by Christmas Day 2016. Why, because Biden killed his own 
Son and millions of others sons and daughters! Because Hillary failed at Yale 
Medical School out in the real world all her adult life. She has given Syphilis to 
millions of women, causing them to become "Nasty" women! 
11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory: has not crunched "Time" New 
York Today: Sleeping Better After Daylight Saving Time - Getting ready to “fall 
back,” things to do this weekend and books on the Bronx. iapps for "Time" 
brainstorm trillions of ideas how fast time travels like the 5 MIT guys who won a 
Nobel for saying the Universe is moving faster every day. Now its a scam. Time 
moves at the same speed every day. Los Alamos might have a Atomic Clock Apple 
never invented a spin off Atomic Watch which would sell better. Timing of Tim 
Cook coming out is just in time for a Nuclear War in Paris or a New Era of a Pope 
Francis with 4 wives who are all Nobel Prize winners and MD's. 

11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; ATT can Blackout a TV 
Baseball Game; if there are no War Crime Trails for ATT they will blackout 2 
Trillion Galaxies! 
11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; 1984 II Women Observer 
yesterday in a Wounded Warrior t-shirt at the Cayo Hueso Beach café because 
there are no iMacBook Pro laptops with a stage 4 Rx Recipe for her at the Beach 
café table! So she "bought" a Wounded Warriors t-shirt for $777 Trillion dollars 
not thinking what else she could have bought for this much money! Brainstorming 
or Brainwashed by playing Russian Roulette on Facebook not InventBook. 
11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; 1984 II Women Observer 
yesterday in a Wounded Warrior t-shirt at the Cayo Hueso Beach café, Women 
who are Yale Key West Medical School Professors will also visit the Cayo Hueso 
Beach café when it belongs to the Yale Key West Medical School and will "fix" a 
few wounded warriors the Walter Reed MD's failed to fix the first time. 
11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; New York Times never wrote 
up Oppenheimer being fired from Los Alamos for wanting to invent a Nuke car 
and Nuke Trash Can but writes up... At Trader Joe’s, Good Cheer May Hide 
Complaints" By NOAM SCHEIBER Some workers at Trader Joe’s stores, 



including one who says he was fired for lacking a “genuine“ smile, have complained 
about their treatment and of safety lapses. 

11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory is playing Russian roulette: 
with Moslem Scientists who they think are Christians. A scam, con by men who 
dream of 72 virgins in Heaven. 
11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; revelations about Mrs. Clinton 
and Donald J. Trump make no significant difference to them... revelations about $1 
Trillion dollars worth of IBM Super Computers "work" to do make a significant 
difference to getting a Rx Recipe for Sage 4 by Christmas Day 2016. Biden's Moon 
Shot and Bill + Melinda's "work" today are light years from working on a Stage 4 
Rx Recipe today... ready to bake by Christmas Day 2016. 
11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; Donald Trump’s Income Isn’t 
Always What He Says It Is, $777 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues since the 1980 
Invention of the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort has been gambled away at Trump 
Casino's and buying Florida Lottery Tickets by 100's of Millions in the USA. $777 
Trillion will buy every women in the USA a Ford ElectricWindmillEscort... 
knowing this Hillary got women in Saudi Arabia to drive gas engine Ford's around 
Mecca. Worst Hillary could have drivein a Ford ElectricWindmillEscort around 
Times Square on 9/11 changing history. 

11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; BP Oil Men and Texas Oil 
Men played playing Russian roulette: selling oil lost to 17 Terrorists from Saudi 
Arabia and were conned by King Salman who only believes in 72 virgins are 
waiting for him and none have Syphilis like his sex slaves Bush pimped. 
11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; Playing Russian Roulette 2 
U.S. Soldiers and 30 Afghans Killed in Kunduz Battle yesterday. Christmas Day 
2016 same news will be covered in the NY Times. Biden the Warrior behind the 
dead is not covered in our 1984 II Society. Facebook plays Russian Roulette with 
1,001 Nobels in Medicine Inventors not Warriors who are not covered by the NY 
Times News today. 
11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; Sorting Through the Clinton 
Email Case and What the F.B.I.’s Options Are? Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Nuclear Weapons Options... Yes Oppenheimer II is at Los Alamos today and he 
would rather work on a trillion Rx Recipes instead of thousands of Nuclear War 
Heads today. So Oppenheimer was "Fired" as director of Los Alamos. He failed to 
get a Nobel Peace Prize to say the least but he also failed to heat your home and fuel 
your Ford car with Nuclear Fission. Facebook playing Russian Roulette with 
InventBook did the same con and scam today but today we have the dead body of 



Biden's son to make public of this Facebook Scam that lost a Stage 4 Rx Recipe 
Cure for Nasty women. 
11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; Oppenheimer was "Fired" as 
director of Los Alamos. Bill and Melinda fired Dr. Nancy Snyderman as 
Oppenheimer II on the Today Show killing women and children with cancer, birth 
defects, Malaria and other terrible diseases like MS. A war crime! 
11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; iPhone Dash Cam's iTraffic 
Ticket in this Cops and Criminals Russian Roulette by Obama, Biden, killing this 
iPhone 007 Dash Cam invention is Cowardly Killings of Cops in rear end fiery 
crash writing a ticket on the side of the highway. Hillary and Pope Francis add 
God, by not stopping to help driving by a fiery wreck time after time since the 1980 
invention of the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort. Yoko Onn fears John Lennon's rage 
more than God's driving by so many fiery wrecks back and forth from NYC, Tokyo 
and Iceland. Cold Heart or just fear of our 1984 II Dictators, like Biden. 

11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; Gas Station Owner, Pizza 
Shop Owner killed by criminals. Playing Russian Roulette. Man Is Arrested in 
Killing of Brooklyn Pizzeria Owner. By ELI ROSENBERG Oppenheimer before he 
got "Fired" had crunched a invention to end all killings in armed robberies. 
Oppenheimer II at Los Alamos could have this in place by Christmas Day 2016 if 
he stopped working on Nuclear Warheads today. Oppenheimer and the LG-Bomb 
Lobotomy Gas Bomb he would have invented if not fired! 
11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; ‘Negligent’ MD's at Walter 
Reed are given a "Bonus" by the King of Saudi Arabia and Cheney. These MD's 
will be convicted of being Negligent by FBI women with Stage 4 today who are 
checking on what they are working on today! 
11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; Wells Fargo Plays its Stage 
Coach ads in the digital New York Times. $777 Trillion Dollar Oil Revenues Ad 
sighting sign of the times "Greed" and "War Chest Warrior's" Jimmy Carter's 
Wood termite infested Homes in a era that Titanium Homes could out sell Wood. 
No sewer, no water, no electric wires from the Power Lines, Nuke Toilet and Trash 
Cans Oppenheimer would have invented if not fired! Wells Fargo Plays its Stage 
Coach ads in the digital New York Times. Oppenheimer II writing the Editorials at 
the NY Times today... this is what we lost playing Russian Roulette with Los 
Alamos 1,001 IP invention projects on Facebook instead of InventBook! 

11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; $777 Trillion Swiss banking 
giant UBS is looking to change the way employees view their relationship with their 
work spaces. "Work" for today, 1,001 IP Invention projects!! Many of its 



employees at 5 Broadgate in the City of London will no longer be tied to the same 
desk every day with a telephone and desktop computer. Instead, the company has 
deployed so-called thin desks throughout the building. Phone handsets were 
replaced by personal headsets, and employees can log onto their virtual desk tops 
on computers at any desk in the building or at home. There are no laptops to lug 
around, and their phone numbers follow them from desk to desk or to their mobile 
devices. 
11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; $777 Trillion Apple-Starbucks 
"Work" for today, 1,001 IP Invention projects!! You can log onto their virtual desk 
tops on computers at any desk in any Apple-Starbucks World Wide with the same 
IP projects in NYC or Paris or Tokyo with the same password and email address. 
$777 Trillion at Apple-Starbucks buys a lot more for Humanity than the Swiss 
Bank $$. The elimination of fixed desks for "TreadMill" desk is not a new concept. 
Yale Key West Medical School will be the first Medical School Designed with 
"Treadmill Desk" and EKG's. UBS Swiss Bank in London still have a more 
traditional setup, with groups of employees heading to the same set of desks each 
day to view three or six screens of trading data. Apple-Starbucks will have 100" LG 
monitors viewing Los Alamos crunch results in picture in picture with links to 
invention ideas. Not your Swiss Bank with $777 Trillion dollars in the vaults. 

11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; Wells Fargo Stage Coach ads 
and view of St. Paul’s Cathedral in central London from King Henry’s Mound, 14 
miles away in Richmond. (Legend has it that the mound was the spot where Henry 
VIII watched a rocket fired from the Tower of London to signal the execution of his 
second wife, Anne Boleyn, but historians believe the story to be untrue.) Live 
streaming of our 1984 II Dictators a true story of what they are working on today! 
11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; Robert Kennedy Jr. watched 
live streaming of Mary Kennedy hanging in the Kennedy Barn. Henry VIII 
watched a rocket fired from the Tower of London to signal the execution of his 
second wife, Anne Boleyn, but historians believe the story to be untrue.) Live 
streaming of our 1984 II Dictators a true story of what they are working on today! 
11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; "Work" at Los Alamos today 
when 19K SWF's will be murdered just in the USA. 1984 II Dictators "Work" for 
today is how many Wounded Warriors they need for New Years headlines in the 
NY Times. 
11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; 1984 II Women Observer 
yesterday in a Wounded Warrior t-shirt at the Cayo Hueso Beach café because 
there are no iMacBook Pro laptops with a stage 4 Rx Recipe for her at the Beach 
café table! So she "bought" a Wounded Warriors t-shirt for $777 Trillion dollars 
not thinking what else she could have bought for this much money! Brainstorming 
or Brainwashed by playing Russian Roulette on Facebook not InventBook. 



11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; "work" in iPhone 007 dash 
cam's would not let a 89 year old drunk start a car let alone drive a car... like 
leaving kids in hot cars and letting drunk drive this is a war crime by our 1984 II 
Dictators! Biden... "Driver in fatal crash to serve house arrest" BY ADAM 
LINHARDT Citizen Staff alinhardt@keysnews.com An 89-year-old man convicted 
of fatally hitting a retired NFL player on a bicycle and then leaving the scene in 
2014 avoided jail time, but he will have to serve a year under house arrest and pay 
more than $15,000 in fines and court costs, a judge ruled. A jury convicted 
Domingo Javier Veloso of Sugarloaf Key guilty of first-degree felony leaving the 
scene of a crash involvin... 
11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; New York Times never wrote 
up Oppenheimer being fired from Los Alamos for wanting to invent a Nuke car 
and Nuke Trash Can but writes up... At Trader Joe’s, Good Cheer May Hide 
Complaints" By NOAM SCHEIBER Some workers at Trader Joe’s stores, 
including one who says he was fired for lacking a “genuine“ smile, have complained 
about their treatment and of safety lapses. 
11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; Review: Netflix Does Queen 
Elizabeth II in ‘The Crown,’ No Expense Spared TV Movie when Netflix and HBO 
should be doing in invention detail like the light bulbs 100K different filiments until 
Edison got the right one. The Nuke Car Engine, the Nuke Trash Can, the Nuke 
Toilet all invented by Oppenheimer after he was fired by the Generals who wanted 
to spend trillions in 2017 on more nuke bombs. This is a Nuclear War bettween the 
Masterminds of Facebook and InventBook in a 1984 II Society. 
11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; ATT can Blackout a TV 
Baseball Game; if there are no War Crime Trails for ATT they will blackout 2 
Trillion Galaxies! 
11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; Paris Nuke Attack by Moslem 
Generals in Pakistan today at "Work" at their Los Alamos A-Bomb laboratory... 
Sting to Perform at Reopening of Bataclan a Year After Paris Attacks" By 
CHRISTOPHER D. SHEA The British musician said he would appear at the 
inaugural show on Nov. 12, almost 12 months to the day after a terrorist assault at 
the venue killed 90 people. 
11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; Paris Nuke Attack by Moslem 
Generals in Pakistan today at "Work" at their Los Alamos A-Bomb laboratory... 

11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; Paris café with iMacBook Pro 
at every table today to "Work" on 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year would mean 
there are No Gas Stations in Paris Today. Paris Elite are drunk on the Government 
Own Oil Company not getting a Paris Era of 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year 
linked to Los Ala os with trillions of Rx Recipes Kerry just made Top Secret... just 



made public. 
11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; Scam Editorials in the NY 
Times on driverless cars are adopted, the more lives will be saved. But taking 
seriously the psychological as well as technological challenges of autonomous 
vehicles will be necessary in freeing us from the tedious, wasteful and dangerous 
system of driving that we have put up with Because ATT Blackouted iPhone 007 
Dash Cam's inside and out of cars for the last decade causing many cops to be shot 
dead asking for your drivers license and millions of drunks able to start and drive 
their gas engine cars. A War Crime by ATT. Azim Shariff is an assistant professor 
of psychology at the University of California, Irvine. Iyad Rahwan is an associate 
professor of media arts and sciences at the M.I.T. Media Lab. Jean-François 
Bonnefon is a research director at the Toulouse School of Economics. 
11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; Maria Valverde also has 
signed on to the Martin Campbell-directed project, 'Across the River and Into the 
Trees.' Isabella Rossellini has joined Pierce Brosnan in Across the River and Into 
the Trees, the film adaptation of the Ernest Hemingway novel 
11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; Pierce Brosnan as 
Oppenheimer getting fired for wanting to use Los Alamos to invent the Nuke Car 
Engine, Nuke Tash Can, Nuke Toilet and he invents all these in the Movie. 
11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; "work" today by fired 
Oppenheimer and Dr. Nancy Snyderman new Director of Los Alamos 
< br> 11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; Greg has in his billford 
a paper marked "Secret" written at the Los Alamos Lab dated 1990 about my 
Wind Car... 
11-4-2016 Friday; Los Alamos National Laboratory; Greg has "work" to do to 
STOP all gas station hold ups in 2017 and STOP all "Wounded Warriros" in 2017. 
Oppenheimer II Dr. Nancy Snyderman "Work" Wives, grin. Better than 72 virgins 
in heaven! Billions of these on order waiting for $$$ from the Bill and Melinda 
Gates Foundation to by Apple to save Paris from Nuclear Attack by Moslem 
Generals... to late to save NYC from 9/11 II and III. 15-inch MacBook Pro - Silver 
Item Price:$4,299.00 Quantity (15-inch MacBook Pro - Silver) Line Price: $4,299.00 
(15-inch MacBook Pro - Silver) Part number: Z0T6 Ships: 4-5 weeks Hardware 
2.9GHz quad-core Intel Core i7 processor, Turbo Boost up to 3.8GHz 16GB 
2133MHz memory 2TB PCIe-based SSD Radeon Pro 460 with 4GB memory - 
special order built in iPhone 007 ++ and iPhone 007 Dash Cam's in the 2017 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscorts! 

11-3-2016 Thursday; F.B.I. on the path toward the predicament it faces today. FBI 
women didn't pursue a Rx Recipe to cure Stage 4 breast cancer Overnight. No 
Money from Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation $$$ for Greg and Wives in Key 
West. I have the emails! 
11-3-2016 Thursday; A Conversation With. "For Melinda Gates, Birth Control Is 
Women’s Way Out of Poverty" A Ford ElectricWindmillEscort Is A Way Out of 
Poverty for 1 Billion Women in 2017, Bill Gates knows this but will not tell his wife, 



grin. 
11-3-2016 Thursday; A Conversation With. "For Melinda Gates, Birth Control Is 
Women’s Way Out of Poverty" The philanthropist seeks to get contraception to 
120 million by 2020, but the effort is running into barriers. By CELIA W. 
DUGGER "For Melinda Gates, Birth Control Is Women’s Way Out of Poverty" 
Who the Hell would write this in Today's NY Times? A Nasty Celia did. Women 
120 million should be driving a Ford ElectricWindmillEscort today to drive them 
out of poverty. And the women with no rent money but a Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort can sleep in their car in Key West as Trump will change 
the law of no sleeping in your car. And yes the Ford will come with 24/7 A/C, 
microwave, ice box... and wifi. "For Melinda Gates, Birth Control Is Women’s Way 
Out of Poverty" 9/11 Widows were Blackout of suing Saudi Arabia by the Editors 
at the NY Times and Bill Gates. Nasty FBI women will eventually get all of this 
$777 Trillion back from Saudi Arabia. 
view of St. Paul’s Cathedral in central London from King Henry’s Mound, 14 miles 
away in Richmond. (Legend has it that the mound was the spot where Henry VIII 
watched a rocket fired from the Tower of London to signal the execution of his 
second wife, Anne Boleyn, but historians believe the story to be untrue.) 
11-3-2016 Thursday; $777 Trillion will buy every women in the USA a Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort... and a New Universe of 2 Trillion Galaxies!! God is Great 
not Mecca! Vote for Trump, $$$ to get your money back from gas station hold ups 
in Miami. 

11-3-2016 Thursday; FBI can leak emails on the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort 
that will give us President Trump who will paint the White House Pink for the Rx 
Recipe for Stage 4 cure by Christmas Day 2016. No, Mayor Cates in Key West Will 
not paint the New Key West City Hall "Pink"!! Hell No! 
11-3-2016 Thursday; "Outrage in Bronx as Barnes & Noble Is Set to Close" Trump 
University Outrage! iApple-Starbucks University will give us a Star Trek Exodus 
off Earth, we will hear from Jewish Aliens in Trumps first year as President of the 
USA and Universe of 2 Trillion Galaxies!! Mayor Cates in Key West has "Many 
Key West Diseases" and no Yale Key West Medical School or iTrump University! 
11-3-2016 Thursday; "Outrage in Bronx as Barnes & Noble Is Set to Close" By 
SARAH MASLIN NIR Sarah knows about the Apple-Starbucks with iMac Book 
pro at every café table in the Bronx but censored this out of her Barnes and Noble 
article. Trump will pay 1.5 million in the Bronx $10 a hour to read Rx Recipes and 
other IP invention projects and yes they will have to take a short quiz to get paid on 
a iApple Pay iapp on their iMacBook Pro at Starbucks. Microsoft Win 10 and 
Barnes and Noble books are out of date like the Flagler Train to Key West. The 
New NASA Webb Space Telescope will finally replace Hubble Space Telescope. 
Books at Barnes and Nobel will be replaced by Amazon 1 Click links to Los Alamos 
to help you get started inventing something! Sarah at the New York times is a war 
criminal, I have the emails! "Bronx Man Dies After Police Use Taser on Him" By 
CHRISTOPHER MELE Chris at the Times knows about Gregs invention project 
of a "Tranquilizer Gun" to replace Police Taser Guns" but censored this out of his 
article. 



11-3-2016 Thursday; What delayed human inventions... ATT Blackout of 
InventBook... I have the emails. 
11-3-2016 Thursday; Department of Justice today sued DirecTV and its owner, 
AT&T, saying the satellite TV company Masterminded WW III to keep the Oil 
Pipelines of $777 Trillion flowing and to Hell with Childhood cancers and birth 
defects as they have been protected from war crimes arrest by Biden. What is 
blackout in our 1984 II Society is more Vets for 2017 ordered by the Pentagon $$$ 
Oil Revenues Wars are planned to keep Walter Reed MD's busy treating the 
Wounded Warriors. More Purple Heart Vets. More Purple Heart License Plates in 
Key West and More Heart Transplants for Cheney and his inner circle who 
mastermind More War's for 2017 already in the "Pipeline" and paid for by gas 
station hold ups in Miami! Facebook has 1.7 billion who want more Wars in 2017 
and no one who wants No Gas Stations on Earth... #nogasstationsonearth would 
have prevented 9/11 Hillary has the emails. TV Blackout, Justice Department Says. 
The government accuses DirecTV of making moves that corrupted negotiations for 
No Gas Stations on Earth and a Rx Recipe for Stage 4 Cure by Christmas Day 
2016. These Nasty People are Biden, Bill + Melinda Gates, Hillary, Obama... Jimmy 
Carter. And Robert Kennedy Jr. is Mad as Hell about Hanging Mary Kennedy in 
the Barn in front of so many 1984 II Observers, grin. Yoko Ono is in her own Hell 
over John Lennon shot in the back so many times! 9/11 Widows are in the Hell of 
$777 Trillion in gas station hold ups by the 17 Saudi Terrorists. "Facebook Defies 
Social Media Gravity With User and Profit Growth" By MIKE ISAAC The social 
network remained strong, topping 1.79 billion monthly visitors and nearly tripling 
its profit, to $2.38 billion, in the third quarter. InventBook visitors will invent the 
Gravity Engine Ford. Newton’s laws of physics will ultimately catch up to 
Facebook. But for now, that day still seems far off. 

11-3-2016 Thursday; What delayed human inventions... ATT Blackout of 
InventBook... I have the emails. 
11-3-2016 Thursday; "How Ancient Humans Reached Remote South Pacific 
Islands" Scientists ran numerous voyage simulations to understand what delayed 
the earliest human settlers of islands like Hawaii, Tahiti and New Zealand. By 
NICHOLAS ST. FLEUR 
11-3-2016 Thursday; What delayed human inventions... ATT Blackout of 
InventBook... I have the emails. 



11-3-2016 Thursday; What delayed human inventions... ATT Blackout of 
InventBook... I have this NY Times articles and It has 414 legs, a pear-shaped head 
covered with stiff hairs that secrete a silk like substance, a lip with a tooth-lined slit, 
and two nozzles on each of its 100 segments that give off a defensive poison. 
Scientists have found a new species of millipede living in a cave in California. They 
know the single specimen they found is a male, because it has four penises, right 
below its neck. The animal belongs to the genus Illacme, along with other 
millipedes, and the researchers gave it the species name tobini, after the biologist 
Ben Tobin of the National Park Service. “To me, it’s kind of like the exploration of 
Mars on earth,” said Paul E. Marek, an assistant professor of entomology at 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute. “These are species that have existed for as long as 
100 million years, and we know so little about them.” 
11-3-2016 Thursday; What delayed human inventions... ATT Blackout 
InventBook... A species that have existed for as long as 100 million years, and we 
know so little about them because Facebook and ATT Blackout them from 100 
million invention conversations for Lady Gaga who write her own songs and tells 
Facebook Madonna doesn't write her own songs.” 

11-3-2016 Thursday; Obama Faults F.B.I. on Emails, Citing ‘Incomplete IPhone 
007 Dash Cam's and iTickets’ Comey to announce the discovery of new emails 
possibly related to the Hillary Clinton case had violated "Black Cop Killers" rights 
to not have a Dash Cam's in their car! Yale Law School backs Hillary and Obama 
not the cops on this... 

11-3-2016 Thursday; Vatican Said no Woman Pope's forever... 4 Trillion years 
anyway like the nearest star will burn. 
11-3-2016 Thursday; Vatican Said no Woman Pope's forever... No Pope with 4 
wives like the Moslems! 
11-3-2016 Thursday; Vatican Said no Woman Priest forever... 
11-3-2016 Thursday; Vatican Said no Woman Pope's forever, but the Pope will let 
$$$ Oil Revenue Wars go on forever as the Vatican Bank gets $$$ Trillions in 
Kickbacks and bribes from King Salman and BP Oil Men. 



11-3-2016 Thursday; Vatican Said no Yale Key West Medical School, forever! 
11-3-2016 Thursday; Readers React After Pope Francis Says Ban on Female Priests 
Is Most Likely Permanent. In a news conference on Tuesday, the pope cited an 
apostolic letter in which Pope John Paul II said women could not be ordained 
because Jesus chose men as apostles. By THE NEW YORK TIMES. 
11-3-2016 Thursday; The complaint cited e-mails and voice mails exchanged among 
Pope Francis about Female Priest, Female Pope Hillary; Female's to get into the 
Yale Key West Medical School to win 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine. Yes Pope Francis 
has written emails about the Yale Key West Medical School. God has a Wive emails 
from Pope Francis will get more reactions from readers than the no female priest 
forever emails!! 

11-3-2016 Thursday; Department of Justice today sued New York Times and Saudi 
Arabia, thinking the Times being against 9/11 widows suing Saudi Arabia was a 
trillion dollar bribe or kickback. The complaint cited e-mails and voice mails 
exchanged among the New York Times, King Salman and Mecca. 
11-3-2016 Thursday; The complaint cited e-mails and voice mails exchanged among 
the companies. No Gas Stations On Earth to prevent 9/11 by Hillary if leaked by 
the FBI will give us President Trump who will paint the White House Pink for the 
Rx Recipe for Stage 4 cure by Christmas Day 2016. No if Mayor Cates wins again 
in Key West he will not paint the New City Hall Pink... to Hell with Nasty Women 
with stage 4... in a email I think, grin. 
11-3-2016 Thursday; The complaint cited e-mails and voice mails exchanged among 
the companies. "[DirecTV CEO Mike] White sent an e-mail to Mr. York declaring 
that the [TV providers] 'may have more leverage if we all stick together promoting 
War! 

11-3-2016 Thursday; SAN BERNARDINO, Calif. -- A former Marine shocked the 
courtroom during his own murder trial, admitting to strangling the wife of another 
Marine and pushing her head-first down an abandoned mine shaft in the remote 
California desert. Christopher Brandon Lee, 27, made those statements after taking 
the stand. Lee killed 19-year-old Erin Corwin, with whom Lee’s suspected of 
having an affair. 19K SWF's have been killed in 2016. Mostly by Biden who never 
thought of a Moon Shot to prevent these 19K SWF's from being murdered in 2016. 



Biden also killed thousands of Mary Kennedy's in the Kennedy Barn's in every city 
and town in the USA. Biden did order Homeland Security to guard every Social 
Security Office in every town and city in the USA. 
11-3-2016 Thursday; Veterans, Feeling Abandoned, Vets Stand by Donald Trump" 
Many Vets know about $777 Trillion War Chest! Many who served in Iraq and 
Afghanistan are proud of service but exhausted by its burdens, and they distrust 
the political class that reshaped their lives making Secret Wars with Saudi Arabia 
to keep the oil flowing and Vets Wives sucker punched in a 2000 Miami gas station 
hold up . By NICHOLAS CONFESSORE at the NY Times! 
11-3-2016 Thursday; McCain's War Crime Trial evidence will be a Gas Can and 
DNA of a Billion Kids on Earth! "Editorial: A Stronger Court for Crimes Against 
Humanity" By THE EDITORIAL BOARD - The Editors at the NY Times are also 
war criminals! I have the emails. Grin. 

11-3-2016 Thursday; "Cairo Journal: Treating Battered Horses in the Shadow of 
Egypt’s Pyramids" By DIAA HADID and NOUR YOUSSEF 
11-3-2016 Thursday; Gravity Engine's drive up to the Pyramids should have been 
the story and reality in this NY Times Story. Lobotomy gas for people who beat 
their wives and horse was invented long time before the gravity engine. Pentagon 
Generals masterminded the "Wars" in Egypt the last 10 years not the Gravity 
Engine the Pyramid builders would have built by 2016. This is a war crime! 
11-3-2016 Thursday; OSHA accidents in Key West and at the Pyramids. Everhart 
was dusting his aging mother’s ceiling fan with a Lysol product that contains 
hydrogen peroxide. A combination of the Lysol-soaked dust got into both of 
Everhart’s eyes. He flushed his eyes with water and went to bed, only to awake in 
the middle of the night with severe burning in both eyes. Everhart was rushed to 
Bascom Palmer Eye Institute in Miami, where doctors discovered severe burns on 
both corneas, the clear, film-like tissue at the front of the eye that covers the 
colored iris and the pupil. At first it was believed that Everhart would never see 
again, but doctors now are hopeful that he will recover at least some of his vision, 
but it will take months, maybe a year, maybe longer. "Magician blinded by 
chemical burns" BY MANDY MILES Citizen Staff mmiles@keysnews.com $16,000 
had been raised on the Go Fund Me account. The benefit concert will take place 
Nov. 29 at Schooner Wharf and further details will be forthcoming on Frank 
Everhart’s Facebook page and on Magic Frank’s Vision Fund page on Go Fund 
Me. Phone calls and text messages directly to Everhart may not be helpful or 
advisable at this time as he is undergoing treatment and his voicemail inbox was 
full as of Wednesday evening. Mandy Miles will need this $16 if Greg and Wives in 
Key West don't get the Rx Recipe for a Stage 4 cure by Christmas Day 2016. $$$ 
No Mayor Cates will not paint to New Key West City Hall "Pink" Hell No! Key 
West this week as an estimated 8,000 to 10,000 Jimmy Buffett fans celebrate... in 
front of the Starbucks I'm in writing this web page. Thank God I write at 6 am not 
6 pm but I'm working on renting a room for less than $1K so I can write this web 
page at 6 am and 6 pm. Get a Stage 4 Rx recipe for Mandy Miles, grin. 28.6 percent 
of all cancer deaths in the United States are attributable to cigarettes. Yes Mandy 



Miles in Key West will raise money for women with lung cancer who were "blind" 
reading Tan Lines instead of the New England Journal of Medicine cancer articles. 
11-3-2016 Thursday;... Blinded by the Sun accidents in Key West and at the 
Pyramids. The first women to graduate from a Medical School in the USA also 
went blind from a test tube blowing up in her lab experiment. 

Quid Pro Quo, Nasty Women get more touchy! Apple’s New MacBook Pro Gets 
More Touchy when it could cure all the Admirals who made these women Nasty by 
giving them syphilis, grin. Caller ID on the New MacBook Pro Gets right who gave 
her the flu and syphilis... and what's in their emails about her, Ha! 
Wednesday; Bill Gate's Wife with breast cancer; Microsoft has delivered its vision 
of the future... its Rebecca Pine, (and Bill Gates Wife) on the front page of the NY 
Times with her new mastectomy covered with tattoos... Rx Recipe for a Stage 4 
cure by Christmas Day 2016 was killed by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation 
$$$ Greg and Wives in Key West; Not given any money $$$ just a trillion 1984 
Classified emails for FBI to leak in its vision of the future. Future of No Gas 
Stations On Earth if a successful Op Coup by the CIA all these emails will be made 
public. Gasoline exhaust does cause breast cancer! No Mosquito's On Earth is a 
spin off from No Gas Stations on Earth, grin. No one knows for sure why 
mosquitoes have never spread to Iceland. If climate is the reason, look out: It’s 
changing. The Times Are A Changing - Bill Gates Wife on the front page of the NY 
Times with her new mastectomy covered with tattoos... Rx Recipe for a Stage 4 
cure by Christmas Day 2016 was killed by the Bill Gates and the Gates Foundation. 
At the Justice Department’s urging, the F.B.I. did not actively pursue cases on the 
Clinton Foundation. FBI women didn't pursue a Rx Recipe to cure Stage 4 breast 
cancer Overnight by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. I have the emails! 

11-2-2016 Wednesday; Coffee Hell. The true cause of lung cancer is Biden and his 
inner circle of 1984 II Dictators who will let Castro make Cuba Non-Smoking 
before the USA. I told you Biden killed his own son and millions of other son's and 
daughters. This is the truth!! Biden's Criticism of iPhone 007 Dash Cam 
Surveillance of drivers is why all cars on the road today don't have iPhone 007 dash 
cam's and cops don't give iTickets! iTickets for DUI when the car will not start... 
Falling Asleep driving the iPhone 007 dash cam can wake the driver. Biden is a 
mass murderer of son's and daughters, not just his son! Nasty Women drivers can 
have the futuristic iPhone 007 Dash Cam check their date for Syphilis... 
11-2-2016 Wednesday; Starbucks CEO Howard Schultz privately complained that 
Hillary Clinton's campaign was “stale” and that the Democratic candidate lacked 



authenticity, according to recently released hacked emails. Vision of the Future IP 
invention projects as Nasty as the thought of "No Stale Twinkies" for years and 
years at -254 C almost absolute zero in it shrink wrap packaging. Starbucks News 
about giving its day old croissants to SOS instead of a invention projects to never go 
stale!! Hillary lacked authenticity, truth, evidence of Yale Lawyers proves none of 
them could have gotten into Yale Medical School. Biden killed his own son and 
millions of other Son's and Daughters. This is One Nasty Man who is our VP and 
Hillary's lacked authenticity, truth, will get her daughter killed by Walter Reed 
MD's too. Or she will fall asleep driving after talking to Biden. Vision of Headlines, 
stats on how many drivers fell asleep driving yesterday is classified in our 1984 II 
Society. Starbucks “stale” free wifi with no MacBook Pro's at every café table in 
every Starbucks world wide has been delayed by Biden and his inner circle of 1984 
II Dictators. “stale” Moon Shot when 160K top less women are on a Google search 
of breast cancer. Hillary and her daughter both are diagnosed with breast cancer. 
Will Starbucks stay “stale” with only free wifi with no MacBook Pro's at every café 
table. Vote for this or that in a Orwellian Society. 
11-2-2016 Wednesday; Starbucks CEO Howard Schultz vision of 1 Trillion 
MacBook Pro's at every café table in Paris and Starbucks World Wide can make 
the front page of the NY Times tomorrow! 1 Click Amazon IP invention projects 
link you to Los Alamos and trillions of Rx Recipes Kerry keeps classified today. 

11-2-2016 Wednesday; China has delivered its vision of the future... I bought a 
book yesterday, $17 Martha Gellhorn Hemingway's "Travels with Myself and 
Another" and her first story is meeting Madame Chiang Kai Chek in 1941; picture 
of Hemingway's and Chek at a round table talking in the middle of China. "Travels 
with Myself and Another" in 2016 gives us 2 Trillion Galaxies. Troubling is why the 
Elite have no cravings or greed to own a Galaxy of their Own! 
11-2-2016 Wednesday; China has delivered its vision of the future... China's newest 
fighter jet Chengdu J-20 warplanes. 1 Trillion Gravity Engine Ford's will be 
invented and made in the USA via President Trump. Nasty as the thought is Hillary 
will not leak the Ford Gravity Engine Moon Shot - Biden killed his own Son and 
millions of other son's and daughters. Nasty as this though is its True! China has 
delivered its vision of the future... China's newest fighter jet Chengdu J-20 
warplanes. Of course they were paid for by BP Oil kickbacks and bribes to 
suppress the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort... vision of these Chinese emails. 

11-2-2016 Wednesday; Bill Gate's Wife with breast cancer; Microsoft has delivered 
its vision of the future... its Rebecca Pine, (and Bill Gates Wife) on the front page of 
the NY Times with her new mastectomy covered with tattoos... Rx Recipe for a 
Stage 4 cure by Christmas Day 2016 was killed by the Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation $$$ Greg and Wives in Key West; Not given any money $$$ just a 
trillion 1984 Classified emails for FBI to leak in its vision of the future. Future of 
No Gas Stations On Earth if a successful Op Coup by the CIA all these emails will 



be made public. 

11-2-2016 Wednesday; Bill Gate's Wife with breast cancer;; Microsoft has 
delivered its vision of the future... its Shot to Death 2 Cops asking the drivers in 
Iowa for their drivers license when both Bill and Melinda Gates know about 
iTraffic Tickets via iPhone 007 dash cam's inside and out, mandatory on all cars 
decade ago if not for the vision of Bill Gates and his inner circle in Dubai Saudi 
Arabia. Vision of anyone to buy a second home in United Arab Emirates instead of 
Key West is A Nasty Vision of the Future living next to Mecca. 
11-2-2016 Wednesday; The Roman Catholic Church’s teaching after the Coup Op - 
No Gas Stations On Earth and the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort driving 
around and around Saint Peters to cheering crowds... Vision Pope Francis wants to 
send to Hell, grin. 
11-2-2016 Wednesday; The Roman Catholic Church’s teaching that women cannot 
be ordained as priests is likely to last forever, Pope Francis said on Tuesday as he 
flew back to Rome from Sweden. Pope Francis vision of the Future has No Wife for 
the Pope!! God must have a Wife who inspired and brainstormed inventions. 
11-2-2016 Wednesday; Many Wives to keep up with the Moslems. Trumps version 
of the future will be a executive order on his First Day as President Trump; Make 
Legal; "Polygamous Marriage". 
11-2-2016 Wednesday; Microsoft updates its vision for the future with an 
impressive look at a world beyond Booting Up the PC. 

11-2-2016 Wednesday; India, Pakistan Trade Border Fire in Kashmir, New York 
Times - Vision of the Future on its front page is not No Gas Stations On Earth, 
Editorial of this vision in India and Pakistan the day it makes headlines in the NY 
Times USA edition. China leaders will have to trade Fire with both and the USA to 
keep gasoline the #1 fuel in China. Ha... a Nasty though the Chinese Elite don't even 
want to think about. No Gas Stations on Earth Op Coup by the CIA. Biden killed 
his own son and millions of other Son's and Daughters. This is One Nasty Man who 
is our VP. 



11-2-2016 Wednesday; The hippocampus has been the focus of intense scrutiny... 
except on the front page of the New York Times!! 
11-2-2016 Wednesday; 450 Physicians at Southcoast Health System based in New 
Bedford, Mass., have opted to leave the physician network of Tufts Medical Center 
in Boston after merger plans with another system fell through. 
11-2-2016 Wednesday; 450K MD's will leave Saudi Arabia and Mecca after a 
successful Op Coup by the CIA to End All Gas Stations On Earth!! 

11-2-2016 Wednesday; In the assessment of the effect of a treatment or potential 
risk factor—termed an exposure—on a patient outcome, the possibility of 
confounding by other factors must be considered.1 For example, if researchers 
studied the effect of coffee drinking on the development of lung cancer, they might 
observe an apparent association between these 2 variables. However, because 
drinking coffee is also related to smoking, the observed association between coffee 
drinking and lung cancer does not represent a true causal relationship but is rather 
the result of the association of coffee drinking with smoking—the 
confounder—which is the true cause of lung cancer. Demetrios N. Kyriacou, MD, 
PhD; Roger J. Lewis, MD, PhD 
http://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/article-abstract/2576568 

11-2-2016 Wednesday; "Key West City OKs Flagler housing project" BY Scott 
Unger Key West Citizen "Despite objections from neighbors, Catholic Charities of 
Miami’s 37-unit affordable housing project on Flagler Avenue was approved by the 
Key West City Commission 4-2 Tuesday at Old City Hall." Key West City 
Commission knows about the Yale Key West Medical School and the Catholic 
Charities of Miami’s and USA. They also know about the Yale Key West Medical 
School. Hell a 37 unit project when the Yale Key West Medical School will have 
50K MD's! Blowing in the Wind's of this is 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a Year. This 
is not Jimmy Carter's Nobel or Navy. Coffee Hell. Key West will be non-smoking 
long before Cuba, grin! Turn Water Into Wine Invention Project for 2017 will be 
Turn Wine Into Water at Hemingway's Bars! I bought a book yesterday $17 
Martha Gellhorn Hemingway's "Travels with Myself and Another" and her first 
story is meeting Madame Chiang Kai Chek in 1941 picture of Hemingway's and 
Chek at a round table talking in the middle of China. "Key West City OKs 
Flagler's 100 Car Super Hubble Space Telescope Train" Will be the talk of China 
when it goes public. 



11-2-2016 Wednesday; Mr. Trump in 1980 with a model of Trump Tower. Trump 
in 1980 was not part of Jimmy Carter and Teddy Kennedy's inner circle so Trump 
didn't have a Los Alamos model of the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort. Yes! Los 
Alamos did make a model of the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort for President 
Jimmy Carter! 
11-2-2016 Wednesday; Imitation is shrewd salesmanship. One57, the billionaires’ 
aerie on 57th Street that laid temporary claim to being the tallest residential tower 
in New York when it was completed in 2014, was said to top out at the $100 million 
90th-floor penthouse. Actual floor count: 75. At 90 stories and 900 feet — actually 
70 and 843, according to Buildings Department records — the World Tower was 
once billed as the “tallest residential tower in the world,” until it was overtaken by 
a skyscraper in Dubai. Apple store on Fifth Avenue now sits, with two 
“breathtaking” fountains and a “gorgeous” marble sitting area... Overtaking Dubai 
after the Coup Op of No Gas Stations On Earth. Apple sitting area on Fifth Avenue 
will be the "Brainstorming" of 1,001 inventions. Bill Gate's wife will still be alive if 
Greg and wives in Key West are successful as the No Gas Stations On Earth Op in 
getting a Rx Recipe for Stage 4 by Christmas Day 2016. Trump's 155 story Yale 
NYC Medical School will be built! Overtaking Mecca's seating for 2 million 
Moslems for the sermon. 2 Million MD's! Or 2 million Moslems seated in the 
Mosque at Mecca. Vote for Trump you will get 2 million MD's after one of his 
many wives gets diagnosed with Breast Cancer. 

11-2-2016 Wednesday; Editorial in the Times today. "A Judge Keeps His Eye on 
Police Spies" By THE EDITORIAL BOARD "A proposed settlement to lawsuits 
over the New York Police Department’s surveillance of Muslims doesn’t go far 
enough to protect citizens." Emails of 2 Million Muslims in the Mosque at Mecca. 
Each of the 2 Million Muslims have $2 million dollars from gas station hold ups in 
Miami. New York Police Department’s surveillance and NY Times editorial of 
staged car wrecks for the insurance money last made headlines about 10 years ago 
but most likely has been going on all this time, just not in the news. $300 million 
scam from a call center in India was headlines yesterday in the Times. New York 
Police Department’s surveillance of Muslims doesn’t go far enough to protect 
citizens driving a car in NYC as car crash scam's cost more than the $300 million 
criminal minds masterminds get from a call center in India. iPhone 007 dash cam's 
would protect citizens driving a car in NYC from car crash scam's! 
11-2-2016 Wednesday; ISIS sex slave article in todays NY Times. Saudi Arabia Sex 
Slave's if pictured like the women on the front page of the Times Yesterday with no 
breast would take the entire NY Times paper. How many SWF Sex Slaves are in 
Saudi Arabia Today. U.S. Policy Prevents Women Who Are Raped By ISIS From 
Accessing Abortion" By Lisa Shannon - How many SWF sex slaves are there in 
Saudi Arabia Today... U.S. Policy Prevents Lisa Shannon at the Times from writing 
this article. 
11-2-2016 Wednesday; Hillary got women in Saudi Arabia to drive a gas engine 
car. Hillary will not get USA women to drive a gravity engine car. 



11-2-2016 Wednesday; New Yale Key West Medical School is NOT built... New Key 
West City Hall is ready to Open for Patients to see Mayor Cates, grin. Greg flew 
into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion dollars from the 1980 invention of the 
Ford ElectricWindmillEscort. 
11-2-2016 Wednesday; "New Trauma Star helicopter officially in service" BY 
ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff alinhardt@keysnews.com Monroe County’s new 
Trauma Star helicopter is officially in service and its arrival is none too soon as its 
older sibling flew a record number of patients for the fiscal year 2016. The newly 
acquired $2.5 million Sikorsky S-76 received its final approval from the Federal 
Aviation Administration on Oct. 24 and went into service that day, said Monroe 
County Fire Rescue Chief Jim Callahan. The Sheriff’s Office hires pilots for the 
program and Monroe County Fire and Rescue hires the medics who take care of 
patients while en route to Miami. “Fire Rescue and the Sheriff’s Office have been 
working together for more than a month to get through the FAA inspections and 
make sure the helicopter is up and ready to fly,” Callahan said in a prepared 
statement. “Our flight crews and medical personnel are all trained and we are 
excited about the new air ambulance. We look forward to continuing to provide 
life-saving service to the citizens and visitors of the Florida Keys.” The older 
helicopter flew 471 patients from locations throughout the Keys to hospitals in 
Miami during fiscal year 2016, which ended Sept. 30, according to the county. 
During that time, Trauma Star picked up 221 patients in the Lower Keys, 173 in 
the Middle Keys and 77 in the Upper Keys. That 471 total is 86 more patients than 
the previous high of 385, set in 2015, according to County spokeswoman Cammy 
Clark. During July, August and September, the life-saving air ambulance flew 35 
trauma victims and The Trauma Star program is on track to transport 500 patients 
for the 2016 calendar year, according to County figures. Since operations began in 
2006, Trauma Star has flown more than 2,400 people from the Florida Keys to the 
mainland, according to Clark. Sheriff Rick Ramsay sees those numbers gathered 
by the county as a testament to the importance of the Trauma Star program. 
“Clearly, the program has been more successful than even we thought at its 
inception,” Ramsay said. “We’re the most geographically challenged county in the 
state. We don’t have trauma facilities here and its a 3 to 3 1/2 hour driver to Miami. 
For us, those flights represent the worst of the worst. You’re either going to live or 
die. Lose a limb or not. We’re blessed the program has been doing so well.” The 
Sheriff’s Office bought the old Trauma Star helicopter used 11 years ago for about 
$3.2 million and replaced it because of increased maintenance due in part to high 
use. The county will keep the older 1981 Sikorsky as a backup to be used when the 
newer 2002 Sikorsky is out of service for maintenance. The newer helicopter is 
equipped with more modern avionics, can fly faster and has better lift capabilities 
that are needed on high humidity days, especially for flying out of hospital helipads 
that are surrounded by buildings and mangroves, according to the county. The 
county is also mulling purchasing a third air ambulance helicopter to possibly fill 
the void left when Lower Keys Medical Center ends its contract with the private 
company LifeNet in March. The LifeNet chopper rests on a helipad at the Stock 
Island hospital while the two Trauma Stars are based out of the Florida Keys 
Marathon Airport. Out-of-pocket fees are waived for Monroe County residents 
who take Trauma Star helicopter to mainland hospitals. Trauma Star still bills all 
insurance carriers for the flights. Last year the County mailed residents red and 
white Trauma Star First Option stickers to be placed on driver’s licenses or 
medical insurance cards. If you are a resident and did not receive a sticker, you can 
call 305-289-6010 or pick them up at any fire station in the Keys, at Monroe County 
Fire Rescue Headquarters at 490 63rd Street Ocean in Marathon or at any of the 
Monroe County Sheriff’s Office sub-stations. For information about the fee-waiver 
program and requirements for residents, go to Monroe County’s website at 



http://www.monroecounty-fl.gov, click on the Resident tab, and then click on the 
Trauma Star link. 
11-2-2016 Wednesday; New Yale Key West Medical School is NOT built... New Key 
West City Hall is ready to Open for Patients to see Mayor Cates, grin. Greg flew 
into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion dollars from the 1980 invention of the 
Ford ElectricWindmillEscort. 

11-1-2016 Tuesday; Rebecca Pine, is pictured on the front page of the NY Times 
with her new mastectomy covered with tattoos... Rx Recipe for a Stage 4 cure by 
Christmas Day 2016 was censored by the Times! 
11-1-2016 Tuesday; ...indulgences; by our 1984 II Dictators have become troubling 
to the FBI, not Hillary! 
11-1-2016 Tuesday; "Saudi Arabia has injected more than $25 billion into the 
faltering Egyptian economy in two years" Story in the NY Times today. 
11-1-2016 Tuesday; NY Times Editors last week didn't want 9/11 Widows to sue 
Saudi Arabia for far less than $25 Billion. Greg and Wives in Key West will sue 
Saudi Arabia for $777 Trillion and give the world a Gravity Engine Ford with the 
windfall $$$. 
11-1-2016 Tuesday; ...indulgences; by our 1984 II Dictators have become troubling 
to the FBI, not Hillary! 

11-1-2016 Tuesday; Rebecca Pine, Kate will never find Greg and Wives Rx Recipe 
for a Overnight Miracle Stage 4 Cure page on Facebook! 1984 II Dictators are 
Nasty Men with Syphilis, Ha!! 
11-1-2016 Tuesday; Rebecca Pine, is pictured on the front page of the NY Times 
with her new mastectomy covered with tattoos, one is a dragonfly other is a flower. 
Hillary is pictured above her and her picture takes up half of the top of the front 
page, Rebecca Pine's picture is the size of a drivers license. Sorry Rebecca; Hillary 
drove women in Saudi Arabia the last 8 years not Greg and Wives in Key West to 
the Yale Key West Medical School, to Los Alamos; to Rx Recipes for a overnight 
miracle Cure for Stage 4 by Christmas Day 2016. This must be troubling for 
Rebecca Pine (and FBI women not the FBI Director) as she had her hopes Greg 
and Wives could have Brainstormed this Rx Recipe for Stage 4 if only Hillary was 
not so "Nasty" about Greg and Wives in Key West!! Working at the New Key West 
City Hall doing construction labor the last 3 months 6 days a week. Not working on 



a Rx Recipe for Stage 4 Miracle Cure on orders from the Key West Admiral and 
Orwellian Dictators! This is a Nasty 1984 II Society. 
11-1-2016 Tuesday; 106,000 reconstructive procedures were done last year, a 35 
percent increase since 2000. New York Times should have put the stats since 1980 
invention of the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort as in 1981 Greg and Wives would 
have gotten a Rx Recipe on the winds of the euphoria of the Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort invention and Rebecca would be driving a Gravity Engine 
Ford today! Trump could leak this and win! 

11-1-2016 Tuesday; Brainstorming a Rx Recipe for Stage 4 is not in todays NY 
Times article on... "Going Flat’ After Breast Cancer" By RONI CARYN RABIN 
"Some women are choosing to defy medical advice and social convention after 
mastectomies, saying they would rather live without breasts than undergo more 
surgery." 
11-1-2016 Tuesday; Greg Buell ... and 9/11 II and III can be prevented with the 
1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort driving around times square the world with No 
Gas Stations On Earth a better Op than the Navy and Binladen, grin! 
11-1-2016 Tuesday; It’s a tremendous amount to put your body through, and it’s 
not like we’re going to get our breasts back,” said Rebecca Pine, 40, who decided 
against reconstruction surgery after a mastectomy. Credit Béatrice de Géa for The 
New York Times 
11-1-2016 Tuesday; Debbie Bowers of Bethlehem, Pa., showed her scarred chest 
and shared her story in a recent video that was widely shared on Facebook. Credit 
Béatrice de Géa for The New York Times 

11-1-2016 Tuesday; Marianne DuQuette Cuozzo, who appeared with Ms. Bowers in 
the Facebook video, had her breast implants removed after four infections in five 
months. Credit Béatrice de Géa for The New York Times - Marianne would not 
have gotten 4 infections after surgery at Yale Key West Medical School, Marianne 
must have went to Miami Medical School... now you know why I keep writing on 
this web page Obama passed the Medical School students when they really failed. 
Hell not even Kerry will leak this pass fail and he failed Yale by getting shot in the 
back by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and losing World Peace and the Nobel. 
11-1-2016 Tuesday; Kate Cloudsparks, 64, a farmer in southern Iowa who has been 
flat since a preventive mastectomy 21 years ago, discovering the Flat and Fabulous 
Facebook page this year led to her first communication ever with women who had 
made the same choice. 



11-1-2016 Tuesday; Kate will never find Greg and Wives Rx Recipe for a 
Overnight Miracle Stage 4 Cure page on Facebook! 
11-1-2016 Tuesday; Butter has caused how many breast cancers... Kerry made this 
top secret, even from Hillary! 
11-1-2016 Tuesday; Butter will not be served at the Yale Key West Medical School 
but will be in every dish at the Miami Medical School... Dr. Boris Hansel, a French 
endocrinologist-nutritionist who specializes in obesity management, wrote in a 
Medscape commentary: “Butter is one of the foods with the highest saturated fat 
content, and consuming it on a regular basis promotes an increase in blood 
cholesterol levels.” But, he added, “It should be considered a pleasure food for 
those who are fond of it, provided that it is consumed in moderate amounts and not 
consumed in addition to other foods that are high in saturated fatty acids.” 

11-1-2016 Tuesday; Red and processed meat, which have been linked to heart 
disease and cancer. I write of Tim Cook's hate crimes against Nasty Women at 
Apple HQ but if you ever hack the recipe's for Todays lunch at Apple you would 
could belive Tim Cook hates everyone at Apple, grin! iPhone caller ID over lunch 
and the President of the Yale Key West Medical School, a Nasty Women will 
convince the caller not to eat it "Buttered". Tim Cook will butter his white bread 
and tell a story about Steve Jobs on his death bed. 
11-1-2016 Tuesday; This is in the NY Times today but not a multimedia video... For 
the various diseases with death rates linked to diets high in saturated fats, chronic 
inflammation is believed to be a main underlying cause. Chronic low-grade 
inflammation promotes atherosclerosis, leading to cholesterol-clogged arteries and 
setting the stage for heart attacks and strokes. The same process affects arteries in 
the brain and can result in vascular dementia, a common cause of memory loss. 
11-1-2016 Tuesday; This would be a IP invention project on my Web today if our 
1984 II Dictators didn't have syphilis. chronic inflammation is believed to be a main 
underlying cause. Chronic low-grade inflammation promotes atherosclerosis. 

11-1-2016 Tuesday; ...indulgences; by our 1984 II Dictators have become troubling 
to the FBI 



11-1-2016 Tuesday; ...indulgences; by our 1984 II Dictators have become troubling 
to the FBI, not Hillary! 

11-1-2016 Tuesday; By NOUR YOUSSEF and DIAA HADID "Saudi Arabia has 
injected more than $25 billion into the faltering Egyptian economy in two years" 
11-1-2016 Tuesday; By NOUR YOUSSEF and DIAA HADID "Saudi Arabia has 
injected more than $777 Trillion into the USA's 1984 II Dictators USS Jimmy 
Carter Nuke Sub fleet and other MIT War Toy's for the Hell of it. USS Jimmy 
Carter Hospital Ship Aircraft Carrier was never a though in the brain of Jimmy 
Carter or his wife, ever! And Jimmy is a peace with God. I don't think God will 
find Syphilis in Jimmy Carters Brain on Judgement Day, ha! 
11-1-2016 Tuesday; USS Jimmy Carter Hospital Ship Aircraft Carrier docked in 
Key West will be troubling for Mandy Miles and others! 

11-1-2016 Tuesday; F.B.I. Sees No Clear Link to Russia. $777 Trillion in Putin Oil 
Revenues in emails were made top secret by Kerry, grin $$$ By ERIC 
LICHTBLAU and STEVEN LEE MYERS at the NY Times $$$ Investigating 
Donald Trump, F.B.I. Sees No Clear Link to Russia's $777 Trillion USD $$$ 
11-1-2016 Tuesday; In a Divorce, Who Gets Custody of Electronic Data? The 
Lawyers. By JONAH ENGEL BROMWICH and DANIEL VICTOR. A marriage is 
not just the union of two people like Nasty Anthony D. Weiner, a former 
congressman, and Huma Abedin, a top aide to Hillary Clinton. FBI sex tapes and 
no 1,001 IP invention projects have been cheered in the FBI break rooms world 
wide in a 1984 II society. “The problem is, once they’ve already engaged in bad 
behavior, it’s out there,” Christine Leatherberry, a family lawyer in Dallas, for $ 
Oil Men and their wives in the worst poison gas exhaust holocaust II era on Earth 
calls the Divorce of Oil Era to No Gas Stations on Earth troubling for the Oil Men 
and Women with $777 Trillion to hide in taxes... “Anything they put in a text or an 
email or in social media, assume it will be blown up onto a poster board in a 
courtroom one day,” she said. No emails of 1,001 IP invention projects, can be 
found on any computer in Dallas. I have a mp3 voice mail of a Dallas Times news 
paper report leaving me a message in 1990 about the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort 
and it's still out there... waiting for you to hear his voice filled with $777 Trillion in 
Texas Oil Revenues, grin! 



11-1-2016 Tuesday; The Halal Guys, in Midtown, are among New York City’s more 
popular food vendors. Clay Williams for The New York Times. Food trucks and 
carts have become an increasingly common part of the urban landscape. The New 
York City Council is considering a plan to overhaul their regulation that would 
double the number of permits. But some say that would harm existing businesses 
and clog streets. Should New York and other cities permit more food vendors? 
11-1-2016 Tuesday; Clog Arteries; New York City Council is considering a plan to 
overhaul clogged arteries, Hell No! 
11-1-2016 Tuesday; ...indulgences; by our 1984 II Dictators have become troubling 
to the FBI, not Hillary! 
11-1-2016 Tuesday; Excluding $2.4 billion worth of charges for acquisitions and 
restructuring, adjusted earnings came to 61 cents per share. The average estimate 
of 10 analysts surveyed by Zacks Investment Research was for earnings of 62 cents 
per share. Revenue, which was boosted by last year's mega-acquisition of injected 
drugmaker Hospira, totaled $13.05 billion, up 8 percent. Analysts were expecting 
$13.06 billion. New York-based Pfizer's spending soared, partly due to acquisitions. 
Production costs jumped 39 percent, and spending on research and on marketing 
and administration both increased 9 percent. Meanwhile, Pfizer said it expects full-
year earnings in the range of $2.38 to $2.43 per share, down from its prior forecast 
of $2.38 to $2.48. It forecast revenue of $52 billion to $53 billion, a narrower range 
than its prior forecast of $51 billion to $53 billion. 
11-1-2016 Tuesday; New York-based Pfizer links to Los Alamos based Rx Recipe 
Stage 4 Overnight Miracle Cure by Christmas Day 2016. Rebecca Pine, is troubled 
by the FBI women in our Orwellian Society. 
11-1-2016 Tuesday; At Yale, Trump’s debate comment set off a Twitter firestorm 
and launched multiple t-shirt campaigns. Eleanor Slota ’17 recalls her mother’s 
reaction during their viewing of the debate: “Has nasty women merchandise 
started circulating yet? Because it will.” And indeed, the Yale College Democrats 
have begun selling t-shirts emblazoned with “Nasty Woman” and “Bad Hombre,” 
another Trump debate quote. 
11-1-2016 Tuesday; t-shirt Rx Recipe Pfizer's could be leaked by Kerry. Kerry 
could also email all Pfizer's Rx Recipes to Los Alamos to crunch for a Stage 4 Rx 
Recipe cure by Christmas Day 2016. We all know Kerry will fail at doing this. In 
early February, former Secretary of State Madeleine Albright made a controversial 
statement: “There’s a special place in hell for women who don’t help each other.” 
Many believed her remark was directed at women, especially younger women, who 
were not planning to support Clinton. Kerry is the Secretary of State and there is a 
place in Hell for his rich wife. When Trump closed his eyes, shook his head and 
called Hillary Clinton a “nasty woman,” he appears to have underestimated how 
many women will be pictured on the front page of the NY Times under Hillary with 
their breast cut off because Greg + Wives in Key West are POW's of McCain and 
other War Criminals! Wives-and-daughters effect of breast cancer Rx Recipe killed 
by McCain and his inner circle of war criminals. No the NY Times didn't picture 
mom and daughters with breast cut off. Yet they could have. The “nasty woman” 
comment also touched a nerve among younger voters. Killing a Rx Recipe to cure 



Stage 4 by McCaine will touch a nerve in our 1984 II Society after Jimmy Carter 
gives back his Nobel Peace Prize. However, the effect of #NastyWoman has not 
touched the Nobel Peace Prize award as Jimmy Carter's scam he didn't think to 
share the Nobel with his wife of 69 years. "I am (nasty) woman, hear me roar" 
Elizabeth Miles a Staff Reporter at Yale Daily News. She wrote this article in the 
Yale Daily News "I am (nasty) woman, hear me roar" I would say after reading her 
article she never though of applying to Yale Medical School. Nasty is cutting off a 
women's breast. This YouTube video should have been in her Yale Daily article. 
Yale Medical School should admit all Yale Students into Medical School and the 
first test will be cut off a women's breast on a cadaver! Then use the shock and awe 
of this to Brainstorm a Rx Recipe Cure for Stage 4 by Christmas Day 2016 and of 
course keep Yale Campus Open for Christmas and New Years Day 2017. 
11-1-2016 Tuesday; President Clinton appointed Dr. Susan Love MD to the 
National Cancer Advisory Board, on which she served from 1998-2004. Dr. Love 
started the first all-women breast center in Boston, then went on to develop a model 
for multidisciplinary breast care at the Revlon/UCLA Breast Center. After 
inventing an intraductal catheter at UCLA she recognized that she could develop it 
further in the for-profit arena and started Pro•Duct Health Inc. (later acquired by 
Cytyc Corporation). In addition to being DSLRF’s chief visionary officer, Dr. Love 
was a founder and served on the board of Windy Hill Medical, a breast cancer 
prevention company. Known as a trusted guide to women worldwide through her 
books and the Foundation website, Dr. Susan Love’s Breast Book was termed “the 
bible for women with breast cancer” by The New York Times. Dr. Susan Love’s 
Menopause and Hormone Book, first published in 1998 and revised in 2003, was 
one of the first to sound the alarm against the long term use of postmenopausal 
hormones. Live a Little (Crown 2009) encourages women to take a reasonable 
approach to becoming healthy. The sixth edition of Dr. Susan Love's Breast Book 
was released in September 2015. 
11-1-2016 Tuesday; 
Quid Pro Quo, Nasty Women get more touchy at Key West Fantasy Fest, Nasty 
Women Vote signs will be rewritten to Nasty Women Invent Brainstorm with Greg 
a Rx Recipe for Stage 4 by Christmas Day 2016. Key West is not Mecca. Our 1984 
II King does need 4 Wives though!!!! 
Irrelevant: Quid Pro Quo will get Cheney a second heart transplant... via Dr. 
Hillary MD. This is why Hillary failed Yale Medical School. Nasty Women's Grim 
Era of Orwellian Torture... Rescued by the CIA Coup Op... "No Gas Stations on 
Earth" 
10-31-2016 Monday; GE; Iraq TV call-in show gives glimpse inside IS-held Mosul - 
$300 million in Iraq Oil Revenues in the last 3 weeks $$$ Washington Post: $777 
Trillion in Oil Revenues Headlines and the FBI will say headlines like this will be 
troubling on the front page of the New York Times Tomorrow, grin $$$. 
10-31-2016 Monday; Sunday, Police in North Carolina say a Pizza Hut employee 
used his own handgun to shoot and kill one of three armed robbers holding up the 
store. 
10-31-2016 Monday; Sunday, Gas Stations were the targets of several armed 
robbers and none made the news! 
10-31-2016 Monday; Yale Key West Medical School President said this is troubling 
as they should of been working on a Ford assembly line. "$1 Trillionth Ford 



ElectricWindmillEscort coming off the Ford assembly line Today..." 

10-31-2016 Monday; Nasty Women's Grim Era of Orwellian Torture... Rescued by 
the CIA Coup Op... "No Gas Stations on Earth" 
10-31-2016 Monday; Apple is killing off one of its most iconic features: Its startup 
chime. Apple should be killing off one of its more iconic features; booting up! 
Removing the distinctive Boot Up that in Macs -starting with the Next new 
MacBook Pro unless Greg + Wives in Key West or the FBI at HQ can write an iapp 
that kills off the Mac Book Up! Sony could have made $100 Billion selling this 
invention to Apple! 

10-31-2016 Monday; "Editorial: Chicago’s Grim Era of Police Torture" By THE 
EDITORIAL BOARD of the NY Times! Sunday; Quid Pro Quo screams were 
heard, Biden, Hillary, Car Bomb!! As the cop car is rear ended and burst into 
flames!! Screams from the Nasty women can also be heard; White House MD is 
putting to death 300 SWF women with MS today to stop their torture! 
10-31-2016 Monday; Police Torture in a 1984 II Society - As the cop car is rear 
ended and burst into flames!! Editors at the NY Times could have written this for 
today but didn't. Some day we will read the emails of the Times editors and the FBI 
will say this is troubling, grin! Orwellian Truth in Editorials is a iapp, like caller ID 
in Star Trek. Police Torture - Women with MS tortured by the virus will be put to 
death today by our 1984 II Dictators! And the Key West Admirals have 10 Grim 
Reapers flying over Key West Today dropping atoms of lead bombs. 

10-31-2016 Monday; Police Torture in a 1984 II Society - Jeff Immelt General 
Electric Jeff Immelt, the General Electric Co. CEO, at a news conference at 1984 II 
Police HQ. GE burned to death 100's if not 10's of thousands world wide since the 
1980 invention of the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort... confession! GE Jet engines 
since 1980 poisoned the air - 300 Million Children Breathe Highly Toxic Air, Unicef 
Reports censored out GE Jet Engines burning lead fuel from 1980 to 2016. 
10-31-2016 Monday; GE "Gasoline" War Crimes CEO Jeff Immelt killed in shoot 
out with Police! 



10-31-2016 Monday; "Editorial: Chicago’s Grim Era of Police Torture" By THE 
EDITORIAL BOARD of the NY Times! 
10-31-2016 Monday; "Editorial: Editorial "Chicago’s Grim Era of Police Torture" 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD Darrell Canon in Chicago in 2008. Documents that 
will be available for research are a reminder of the extremes to which abuse of 
suspects can reach... 
10-31-2016 Monday; "Editorial: Documents 1984 will show iPhone Dash Cams 
could have been mandatory in Chicago in 2008 and decade before this date... 
iPhone dash cam's inside and out of all cars in Chicago, shock and awe to Police 
and criminals would have changed the world. Just imagine no drunk drivers in 
Chicago in 2008. 
10-31-2016 Monday; "Editorial: Mary sucker punched at a Miami gas station hold 
up in 2000... Grim Era of NY Times Editors as 1984 II war criminals torturing tens 
of thousands of women at gas stations via hold ups and $4 gas all the time they got 
Exxon and BP Oil kickbacks. 
10-31-2016 Monday; Police Torture in a 1984 II Society - Jeff Immelt General 
Electric Jeff Immelt, emails from 9/11 about the suppression of the 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort and the 17 Terrorists financed by Saudi Arabia 
suppression of the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort Era. FBI knows these emails 
are troubling! 

10-31-2016 Monday; "Editorial: Nasty Women's Grim Era of Torture... Rescued 
by the CIA OP Coup "No Gas Stations on Earth" By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 
of the NY Times! 
10-31-2016 Monday; 300 Million Children Breathe Highly Toxic Air, Unicef 
Reports! NY Times reports this Toxic Air in Print not Times Video and in print the 
Times left out Children's DNA division. Divisions of Troops get more in the NY 
Times. Surrender of some in Hosul, BP Oil will not surrender. Key West Navy 
Admiral will not surrender his fleet of Gasoline Tankers stopped at Publix, waiting 
for the cop car and in everyone's vision is the scream by Biden, Hillary, Car Bomb 
and the cop cars world wide are rear ended and burst into flames. Pope Francis is 
on his way to Sweden and has no plans to stop and help 30 cops and 300 million 
kids... FBI said in an email this is troubling!! 

10-31-2016 Monday; NY Times Multimedia Features: The World's Political Power 
Couples - No Kerry and his rich wife were not written up in this Multimedia Article 
by the Times. Knowing how many cop cars we pass on the highways I would say 
Kerry's wife drove by a fiery wreck and didn't stop to help. I don't think Kerry 



wants this on the front page of the NY Times or Boston Globe. By FRANCES 
ROBLES 
10-31-2016 Monday; Airstrikes by Saudi-Led Coalition Kill Dozens in Western 
Yemen and 300 Million Breathe Highly Toxic Air of War because you have $777 
Trillion dollars from Miami gas station hold ups from 1980 to 2016. 

10-31-2016 Monday; Latest Upshot Poll Shows Trump With a Lead in Florida - In 
Key West Greg + Wives have a lead, lead atom 82 electrons from the newest 10 
F-35's will be sprinkling atoms of lead over the island. No multimedia video in the 
Key West Citizen will count the atoms of lead from 10 F-35 fighter jets named the 
Grim Reapers. Grim Childhood cancers and birth defects in a few Key West Kids 
will not be taken up by Mayor Cates at the New Key West City Hall. The New Yale 
Key West Medical School will treat these few kids with birth defects and cancers 
from the 10 F-35's that fly over Key West today. Upshot is Stage 4 and the women 
who work at the New Key West City Hall. Multimedia Features from the New Key 
West City Hall with no links to Los Alamos. Trump With a Lead in Florida. Lead 
Atoms in Florida are not showed on the front page of the times. 

10-31-2016 Monday; GE "Gasoline" War Crimes CEO Jeff Immelt killed in shoot 
out with Police! 
10-31-2016 Monday; GE; Mosul - $300 million in Iraq Oil Revenues in the last 3 
weeks $$$ 
10-31-2016 Monday; GE; Mosul - $300 million in Iraq Oil Revenues in the last 3 
weeks $$$ 
10-31-2016 Monday; GE; Mosul - $300 million in Iraq Oil Revenues in the last 3 
weeks $$$ 
10-31-2016 Monday; GE; Iraq TV call-in show gives glimpse inside IS-held Mosul - 
$300 million in Iraq Oil Revenues in the last 3 weeks $$$ Washington Post $777 
Trillion in Oil Revenues Headlines and the FBI will say headlines like this will be 
troubling! 
10-31-2016 Monday; Grim Reaper is $300 million in Iraq Oil Revenues in the last 3 
weeks - The Latest: Iraq forces say villagers hang white flags" Washington Post - 
BAZWAYA, Iraq - The Latest on developments in Iraq where the offensive to take 
the city of Mosul from the Islamic State group is now in its third week... third week 
of Oil Revenues in Iraq is $300 million and the Washington Post Editors will not 
put this in print or a Editorial, grin. 



10-31-2016 Monday; Sunday, Police in North Carolina say a Pizza Hut employee 
used his own handgun to shoot and kill one of three armed robbers holding up the 
store. 
10-31-2016 Monday; Sunday, Gas Stations were the targets of several armed 
robbers and none made the news! 
10-31-2016 Monday; Yale Key West Medical School President said this is troubling 
as they should of been working on a Ford assembly line. "$1 Trillionth Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort coming off the Ford assembly line Today..." 

10-31-2016 Monday; MALMO, Sweden - Pope Francis traveled to secular Sweden 
on Monday to mark the 500th anniversary of the Protestant Reformation, a 
remarkably bold gesture given his very own Jesuit religious order was founded to 
defend the faith against Martin Luther. 
10-31-2016 Monday; Vatican Bank defends $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues Today... 
10-31-2016 Monday; God just showed Pope Francis 2 Trillion new Galaxies and 
Pope Francis told God $777 Trillion dollars in the Vatican Banks is worth more! 
10-31-2016 Monday; Florida's physician shortage is a problem for Mecca and 
Saudi Arabia as the Yale Key West Medical School will give the USA 1,001 Nobels 
in Medicine a year. 1 Click Amazon links to Los Alamos will give everyone in the 
USA Cheney's second heart transplant not just the King and Prince in Saudi 
Arabia. 1,001 Rx Recipes will be driven by as many wives in Legal Polygamous 
Marriages in the USA. Mecca will be bankrupt and come in last in MD diagnostic 
and treatment ratings instead of first when all the MD's from Walter Reed migrate 
back to Boston, grin. Buried in the article were data that showed the statistics were 
incorrect in many areas. So 27 percent of teachers nationwide take more than 10 
sick days a year? Take a sick day in a Star Trek Orwellian Society... right! UC 
Davis in top ten public universities for the U.S. News and World Report and Wall 
Street Journal/Times Higher Education College Ranking UC Davis ranked tenth. 
Boys and Girls Club has no badge in Rx Recipes... 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a year 
requires Apple MacBook Pro come with 100's of thousands of Rx Recipes pre-
loaded. Argonne National Laboratory, Rice University and the University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign published research demonstrating how a programming 
technique for an Intel microprocessor chip uses significantly less power to 
accomplish the same work. 1,001 Rx Recipes are kept Top Secret by Kerry and the 
State Dept. Scientists try to move from today’s petaflop — a quadrillion 
computations per second — machines to exaflop computers, which could perform a 
quintillion computations per second. Trillions of Rx Recipes and trillions of 
"others" must be made public to get the "Gravity Engine" and put vaccines in the 



drinking water. stage 4 Rx Cure by Christmas Day is possible if the 1984 II 
Dictators would let Los Alamos crunch Rx Recipes today. This is not Biden and a 
Moon Shot or Bill and Melinda Gates killing mosquitoes!! Rx Recipes crunched at 
Los Alamos are real world medicine Girl Scouts need to save Mom's life on 
Christmas Day 2016. Our 1984 II Dictators have the power to email these Rx 
Recipes to Los Alamos. Argonne Lab Director and Los Alamos Lab Director have 
paper notes that a future supercomputer capable of an exaflop will multiply energy 
costs by a factor of a thousand... not using H @ -254 for superconductive cooling 
and these guys are so Nasty to Girl Scouts Trick or Treating they didn't write up 
any Rx Recipes for Christmas Cookies! 
10-31-2016 Monday; In 1997, Princess Diana brought public attention to land mine 
victims. But, almost two decades after her death, how much progress has been 
made in the worldwide fight against leftover munitions? 
10-31-2016 Monday; In 1997, Princess Diana could have brought public attention to 
$777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues $$$ Nasty Women in the USA today could bring 
public attention to Stage 4 and MS... goings on in this 1984 II society prevent them 
from writing up these tortures on the front page of the NY Times!! 
10-31-2016 Monday; At 83, Ms. Ono remains unsinkably active, pursuing 
exhibitions and other projects worldwide. She had just returned after unveiling 
“Sky Landing,” her first public art installation in the Americas, in Chicago’s 
Jackson Park. Earlier this month, she was in Iceland for the lighting of the Imagine 
Peace Tower near Reykjavik. And she is a constant presence on social media, 
issuing poetic-philosophical bon mots on Twitter and posting photos on Instagram. 
10-31-2016 Monday; At 83, Ms. Yoko Ono... back in 1997 I mailed Yoko a few 
BDay Post Cards and think she might have actually read them from her Orwellian 
comments at the time. The FBI and most everyone else in the world will say Yoko 
Ono's comments and emails on $777 Trillion in BP Oil revenues will be troubling 
$$$. 
10-31-2016 Monday; Yoko Ono ends her article in the NY Times with... I was too 
early” — meaning, of course, ahead of her time... all these years from 1980 to 2016 
shot in the back by Dakota Oil Money $$$ Greed was the 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort. John Lennon will call this troubling!! 

10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo screams were heard, Car Bomb!! As the cop car 
is rear ended and burst into flames!! 
10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo - Today Nasty Women tell Greg they can still 
hear the Screams when Mary was sucker punched at a 2000 Miami gas station hold 
up. Greg and a few Nasty Women can hear the Screams at gas station hold up's 
today... Hillary calls the FBI troubling! 
10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo Editorial in the Sunday NY Times "The Danger 
of "Gasoline" Cop Cars!" 



10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo Editorial in the Sunday NY Times "$1 Trillion 
dollar order for the New MacBook Pro's" would mean a end to Win 10, Zika 
Headlines, Malaria world wide. 

10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo Editorial in the Sunday NY Times "$1 
Trillionth Ford ElectricWindmillEscort coming off the Ford assembly line 
Today..." Some 1980 ElectricWindmillEscorts are still on the road today! 
10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo - Front Page Sunday New York Times Picture... 
"Harvest a Genetically Modified Crop" that takes up the full page! Heavy Lift 
Helicopter Combines flying over the Amazon in fleets like combines harvesting 
peanuts in Georgia would be a much better front page Picture! 

10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo - Front Page Sunday New York Times Picture... 
Navy Fleet of 100's of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Submarines next to a Flagler Train 
of 100 Cars; Super Hubble Space Telescopes! Hillary calls the FBI troubling! I call 
the New York Times Troubling in a New Universe of 2 Trillion Galaxies!! 

10-30-2016 Sunday; 1980 model Soyuz lands safely on Earth!! 
10-30-2016 Sunday; 1980 model Cop Cars with gas tanks are like the 1980 Model 
Soyuz landing without 747 wings!! 
10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo screams were heard, at FBI HQ, we have to wait 
until 2017!! Like the FBI's new 2016 MacBook Pro with NO built in iPhone 007... 
we have to wait until 2017!! 

10-30-2016 Sunday; Laser guidance at the cross walk is not Star Trek Technology. 
It's 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort Era Technology lost to the Orwellian FBI 
we have to wait until 2017!! 



10-30-2016 Sunday; Mandy Miles new Florida license plate landed in Tan Lines the 
day after I watched the Fantasy Fest Parade on Duval. NO GPS Florida license 
Plates for Mandy Miles, I don't know about keeping track of a Key West 
newspaper reporter without a MD degree but if Mandy falls asleep driving to 
Miami we can wake her... Mandy you will have to wait until 2017 for a GPS licence 
plate! iPhone 008 drivers license in 2018, Wake Up Mandy Miles you are a driven 
Journalists without a MD degree from the Yale Key West Medical school. This 
years 2016 Fantasy Fest theme was "Political Voodoo" 2017 theme will be "Time 
Travel Unravels" - Gravity Engine Invention will Unravel the fleet of 10 F-35 
fighter Jets set to fly over Key West Tomorrow! 1980 invention delayed to the 
public because of war. No not the F-35's the 1980 invention of the Gravity Engine is 
like the MacBook Pro with no iPhone 007 built in with an FBI caller id to save the 
lives of 19K Nasty women who will be murdered by OJ clones masterminded by 
Obama in 2017! FBI does not count Mary Kennedy, Hillary said this is troubling! 

10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo Editorial in the Sunday NY Times "Husbands 
With Guns" By JULIA FRANKS In the South, we have a story about a witch, and 
the man who kills her. Another old man remembered being a newlywed, and how 
the preacher had called out his new wife in church for wearing jewelry, and how, 
after the service that day, he’d still had the nerve to come over for Sunday dinner - 
Not to Brainstorm 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a Year Era spin off from the 1980 
Ford ElectricWindmillEscort invention. That same year we bought the property, a 
man walked into my parents’ Unitarian Universalist church in Tennessee and 
opened fire on the congregation, killing two and injuring seven. The shooter had 
written a manifesto against liberals. But it also came out that his ex-wife had been a 
member of the church. One day he’d threatened her with a gun, and she’d left him. 
Not 1980 Uphoria of the Ford ElecticWindmillEscort invention. There was 
something about these two couples that haunted me: Julie Franks writes in the NY 
Times censoring out the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort Uphoria! Julia Franks 
writes - In the South we have a legend about a wife, a witchy woman called a boo 
hag, who can unzip her corporeal body and hang it up like a coat. Without the 
encumbrance of her skin, she can fly around freely in the night sky, at least until 
her husband wakes up to find that uninhabited skin. Right then he’ll know the 
truth, that he’s gone and married a witch, and that her spirit is away far-off 
somewhere. In that situation, there’s only one thing to be done. He’s got to get rid 
of her. One way to do that is the way you kill a slug: with salt. You pour that salt on 
the inside of that skin, and it’ll shrivel right up. Then, when the spirit of the boo 
hag returns, she won’t have any physical body to come back to. Mind you, it takes a 
lot of salt. What you need is a 10-pound bag, depending on the size of your wife. If 
you don’t use enough, you could end up killing only part of the skin, the legs, say, 
and then when the boo hag comes back, and she’ll be crippled. Worse, she knows 
you know, and then you have that knowledge sitting right there between you for the 
rest of your days. She knows what you tried to do to her, and she won’t ever leave 
that skin again. So she’ll stay where she is, right there in that house. Where it’s 
safe. Julia Franks is the author of the novel “Over the Plain Houses” and the 
founder of loosecanon.com, a web service that helps schools manage independent 
reading. Mind you, Julia Franks mind without the 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort Uphoric invention is like Hemingways at the Mayo Clinic 



in 1960 and Julia writes for a 1980 era New York Times today 10-30-2016 Sunday; 

10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo - 2017 Shock Treatments at the Yale Key West 
Medical School will be linked to Los Alamos. 
10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo - FBI caller id to save the lives of 19K Nasty 
women who will be murdered by OJ clones masterminded by Obama in 2017! FBI 
does not count Mary Kennedy, Hillary said this is troubling! 

10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo, NEWS on my Pink Trike Pictured with the 
New Thief below... I biked by Saint Marys last night at 5 pm and a 1984 II George 
Orwell observer threw beer cans at my bike... so for Quid Pro Quo, I though I 
would mention Saint Mary's Orwellian crew staff cutting the cables on my trike 
and putting it in the dumpster until 2 women cops tracked them down!!! Quid Pro 
Quo!!! Saint Mary's Catholic Church as the maintenance men cut the cables on this 
trike too and put it in the dumpster until the women cops tracked them down...I 
caught up with the Pink Trike thieves at Curry Mansion... had to wait for 2 Key 
West Cops! Talked to the Cops and need the serial number 2 police women called 
in to see if it was stole when I paid $200 for it recovering my other trike from Saint 
Mary's Catholic Church as the maintenance men cut the cables on this trike too 
and put it in the dumpster until the women cops tracked them down... Quid Pro 
Quo!!! 

10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo, Nasty Women get more touchy when the NY 
Times write that Soyuz lands; not really lands just written up this way by the New 
York Times so the remote region in your Frontal Lobes does not think of a 
reinvented 2016 model Soyus with wings. Nasty women in our 1984 II Society 
would shoot off a Hillary email to the NY Times about putting a front page picture 
of a 2017 New Soyuz in Mondays paper but they know the Editors at the NY Times 
are to Nasty to do this for the sake of inventing something New! 
10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo screams were heard, but were Irrelevant: Bob 
Dylan Speaks, at Last, on His Nobel - the 18-person Swedish Academy became 
increasingly agitated with Nasty women screams about the 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort. 2017 Model Ford ElectricWindmillEscort is Irrelevant: to 
Bob Dylan he got his Jimmy Carter Scam Nobel - screams were heard, from 



Madonna's NYC sweet; Lady Gaga MD screams Madonna will not write her 2017 
Tour "Car Bomb; 2017 Model Ford ElectricWindmillEscort" Lady Gaga MD 
screams Madonna will not write these songs! 

10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo, Soyuz lands safely on Earth to return 
astronauts for NASA, Japan and a Russian cosmonaut back to Earth. The Soyuz 
landed in a remote region of Kazakstan 2016 local time 
10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo, remote region of Kazakstan Soyuz landed; not 
really Soyuz has not been updated to land with 747 wings just a few parachutes like 
the 1980 Soyuz! Grin! Like the FBI MacBook Pro with built in iPhone 007 and new 
caller ID that will save 19K SWF's from being murdered in 2017. Caller ID to save 
the live's of "Mary Kennedy" has not been approved by Kerry as this is about who 
Marries up and who Marries down first... socially. I think Kerry created some 
Nasty women here in his 1984 Inner Circle of George Orwell Observers. 
10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo, Soyuz landed.... not like the 2016 invented 
"Superconductive Windmill Turbines" with 2 trillion volts on the redesigned 1980 
Ford ElectricWindmillEscort! 
10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo, Soyuz lands safely; for NASA, Challenger 
landed not a Soyuz! But NASA mastered the use of Hydrogen and Oxygen from the 
Challenger Blowing Up - 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort's Hydrogen + Oxygen 
will not explode like a cop car rear ended even if Nuked by North Korea, grin. 
Really more Propane Cans will explode today than Hydrogen and Oxygen from 
your invented "Superconductive Windmill Turbines" with 2 trillion volts on the 
redesigned 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort! 

10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo screams were heard, in Challenger! 

10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo screams were heard, Car Bomb!! As the cop car 
is rear ended and burst into flames!! 
10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo screams were heard, in Challenger! 



10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo screams were heard, World Wide from your 
invented "Superconductive Windmill Turbines" with 2 trillion volts on the 
redesigned 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort! 
10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo screams were heard, but were Irrelevant: Bob 
Dylan Speaks, at Last, on His Nobel - the 18-person Swedish Academy became 
increasingly agitated with Nasty women screams about the 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort. 

10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo, Soyuz landed.... not like the 2016 invented 
shock treatments that would have landed Hemingway writing the Miracle Cure 
Novel after leaving the Mayo Clinic in 1960. The F.B.I. director, James B. Comey, 
Jolt's in his brain, at the 2017 Mayo Clinic or the Yale Key West Medical School 
will cure many of his head aches medical ones and social ones in a 1984 II Society 
that has the White House MD putting to death SWF's with MS. 
10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo, remote regions of Kazakstan use their Comcast 
Remote not the Remote that came with the 60" Ultra LG... 

10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo, 
10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo screams were heard, Car Bomb!! As the cop car 
is rear ended and burst into flames!! 

10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo, in 1975, "Merciless End for a Long Island Cop 
Killer" John MacKenzie, who murdered Officer Matthew Giglio in 1975, repented 
and became a model inmate, but was repeatedly denied parole. It was too much for 
him to bear. By JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN in 1975 3 million had been murdered in 
Vietnam. In 1975 fiery car wreck were more common than picking up a copy of the 
New York Times at Starbucks, grin! “I can’t redeem myself in the eyes of 
anybody,” he said at his parole hearing in July. A week after the parole board 
turned him down for the 10th time, his exemplary prison record came to an end: 
On Aug. 4, Mr. MacKenzie, 70, hanged himself with a sheet at the Fishkill 
Correctional Facility in Beacon, N.Y. Quid Pro Quo, Robert Kennedy Jr. in prison 
for the Murder of Mary Kennedy in the Kennedy Barn. Hillary calls the FBI 
director troubling. Kerry calls Robert Kennedy Jr. "untouchable" much like India 
he jokes at the Sunday Dinner table with his rich wife. Kerry would never hang his 
rich wife in the Kennedy Barn, grin. The officer held a flashlight, the thief a gun. 
There was a shot, and Mr. MacKenzie ran. Seven hours later, a dragnet of officers 
found him hiding under a tarp in a garage 250 yards from the scene. The bullet he 
had fired pierced Officer Giglio’s intestines and severed his aorta. In the 
ambulance that he had driven to the scene, he was rushed to Mercy Medical Center 



in Rockville Centre. His kidneys failed. Gangrene set in. His right leg was 
amputated three weeks later. Friends and relatives hung poster-size pictures of his 
children so they would be right there when he finally opened his eyes. His wife 
rarely left his side during the 10 weeks he clung to life. Each evening at the Giglio 
home in Valley Stream, the grandmother would turn off the television before the 
children could hear the nightly news, with its updates on their father’s condition. 
The three children — Doreen, 10; Regina, 8; Matthew Jr., 4 — would gather at the 
kitchen table to pray for their father. The TV turned off, the prayers at the kitchen 
table — those were some of Matthew’s earliest memories. Officer Giglio died on 
Dec. 16, 1975, at age 35. 

By JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN - Mary Kennedy died on at a young age! 
10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo, By JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN 
10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo screams were heard, Car Bomb!! As the cop car 
is rear ended and burst into flames!! By JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN 
10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo, By JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN 

10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo screams were heard, Car Bomb!! As the cop car 
is rear ended and burst into flames!! 
Quid Pro Quo screams were heard, Car Bomb!! As the cop car is rear ended and 
burst into flames!! By JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN 
Quid Pro Quo screams were heard, Car Bomb!! As the cop car is rear ended and 
burst into flames!! By JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN 
Quid Pro Quo screams were heard, Car Bomb!! As the cop car is rear ended and 
burst into flames!! By JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN 
Quid Pro Quo screams were heard, Car Bomb!! As the cop car is rear ended and 
burst into flames!! By JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN 
10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo screams were heard, Car Bomb!! Hillary calls 
this troubling. 
10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo screams were heard, Car Bomb!! 



10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo President Obama’s plans to build smaller, more 
targeted nuclear-tipped weapons built at Los Alamos - not a Stage 4 Rx Recipe 
crunched by Christmas Day 2016. Why? Why? Why?’ 
10-30-2016 Sunday; Quid Pro Quo - Why would Don write about tracking down a 
virus instead of using Los Alamos to cure every virus that plagues men and women 
today? I think our 1984 II Dictators had something to do with this News Analysis!! 
"The Ethics of Hunting Down ‘Patient Zero’ The debunking of an AIDS myth 
raises a moral question: When is justifiable to seek out the source of a disease 
outbreak? By DONALD G. McNEIL Jr. "The Ethics of Hunting Down ‘Patient 
Zero’ 
Yale Key West Medical School will not let Dr. Kerry MD + Biden lecture kids as 
they will fall asleep driving home to Boston, grin. Biden killed his own son and the 
Moon Shot so you don't fall asleep driving, Kerry made the stats top secret so you 
don't have any idea how many will fall asleep driving today. No the Sunday NY 
Times will not have this on the front page. Hell No!! Mandy Miles in Tan Lines 
never falls asleep driving around Key West at Fantasy Fest Time... 
10-29-2016 Saturday; Irrelevant: Bob Dylan Speaks, at Last, on His Nobel - the 18-
person Swedish Academy became increasingly agitated thinking the F.B.I. 
director’s, F.B.I. Chief James Comey is "Blowing In the Winds" of the 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort, pre-ordering his gravity engine Ford. With iPhone Dash 
Cam's inside and out! And will leak the emails from the 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort putting all the 18-person Swedish Academy and King of 
Sweden in a Cuban Prison! And the FBI will confiscate $ Trillions in Swedish BP 
Oil kickbacks and bribes to suppress the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort 
Invention!! Irrelevant: Jimmy Carters Peace Nobel, Not Irrelevant is the No Gas 
Stations On Earth Covert Op by the CIA. 

10-29-2016 Saturday; President Obama’s plans to build smaller, more targeted 
nuclear-tipped weapons built at Los Alamos - not a Stage 4 Rx Recipe crunched by 
Christmas Day 2016. Why? Why? Why?’ because he has syphilis in his brain! 
10-29-2016 Saturday; President François Hollande, never visited Los Alamos but 
watched live video of Pakistanis Los Alamos when a Moslem General wrote his 
name on a A-Bomb on his Nuke Assembly line... Mr. Pittman earned the Medal of 
Honor for charging into heavy North Vietnamese fire to aid wounded fellow 
Marines. Richard Pittman, Marine Who Fended Off Vietnam Ambush, Dies at 71 
NY Times knows millions will die when Pakistan Moslems fire their A-Bombs in 
view of the Eiffel Tower. Yet they live in the glory of the Vietnam War! No Nukes 
were used but 100's were fired into Hanoi by the NY Times Editors. 



10-29-2016 Saturday; F.B.I. director’s disclosure of "stifling" a FBI MacBook Pro 
with built in iPhone 007 new emails interrupted Mrs. Clinton’s momentum as Mr. 
Trump and other Republicans sought to take advantage... of the FBI's purchases of 
MacBook Pro's without a iPhone 007 built in because the FBI's lacking 
transparency in laser guidance No Head On Collisions on the 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort and no IPhone 007 built into the FBI's MacBook Pro's! 
One and the Same and a Trillion More like 2 Trillion Galaxies today that were 
there yesterday but the FBI's lacking transparency... kept gas stations world wide! 
A crime by the FBI. James B. Comey, the F.B.I. director, preparing to testify on 
Capitol Hill last month. He said Friday that “there is significant risk of being 
misunderstood.” 1984 II Dictators ordered another $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues as 
they are addicts now! F.B.I. Chief James Comey Is in Political Crossfire Again 
Over Emails of Tim Cook not building in a iPhone 007 into the New MacBook Pro's 
that the FBI with buy! By ERIC LICHTBLAU, MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT and 
MATT APUZZO these guys at the NY Times use Win 10 and will never write a 
front page story of a futuristic Star Trek MacBook Pro with Amazon 1 click links 
to get you started inventing 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year. Mr. Comey faced a 
dilemma: President Obama’s plans to build smaller, more targeted nuclear-tipped 
weapons built at Los Alamos - not a Stage 4 Rx Recipe crunched by Christmas Day 
2016. Why? Why? Why?’ because he has syphilis in his brain! Mr. Comey faced a 
dilemma: Stage 4 Rx Recipe or FBI Hell. 
10-29-2016 Saturday; FBI Emails Jolt the invented "Superconductive Windmill 
Turbines" with 2 trillion volts on the redesigned 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort! The F.B.I. director, James B. Comey, Jolt's in his brain, 
1960 Shock Treatments like Hemingway's at Mayo Clinic. In a Star Trek Era all 
FBI Directors will have a MD. And drive a Gravity Engine Car with No Head On 
Collisions or traffic jams by fat governors, grin. As Mayo Clinic will sell Star Trek 
Era shock treatments to fat cats. 

10-29-2016 Saturday; Tim Cook's hate crimes against women lost the Stage 4 Rx 
Recipe Miracle cure by Christmas Day 2016... Why? Why? Why?’ did Hillary fail 
Yale Medical School, Why? Why? Why?’do Bill and Melinda Gates kill 
mosquitos... 1984 II Dictators hate crimes against women lost the Stage 4 Rx Recipe 
Miracle cure by Christmas Day 2016... Los Alamos will get a different $4 Trillion 
dollar IP invention project - The U.S. is planning a trillion-dollar modernization of 
its nuclear forces at Los Alamos over the next few decades, but not everyone agrees 
on what “modernization” of the arsenal should look like. Last month, it was 
revealed that Hillary Clinton disagrees with President Obama’s plans to build 
smaller, more targeted nuclear-tipped weapons. Hillary will die of Stage 4, millions 
of Hillary's daughters will die of Stage 4. All because our 1984 II Dictators just 
didn't let Greg + Wives in Key West get the Rx Recipe for a Stage 4 Overnight 
Miracle Godsent Cure by Christmas Day 2016. Why? Why? Why?’ Why was Dr. 
Nancy Snyderman Oppenheimer II fired by Bill + Melinda Gates at MSNBC Today 
instead of given the job of Oppenheimer II at Los Alamos? Syphilis in their frontal 



lobes and no craving for No Syphilis on Earth, Mosquitos make better headlines. 
Can you see Bill + Melinda Gates talking about Syphilis, Hell No! 
10-29-2016 Saturday; When someone gets sick with the measles, the body usually 
rids itself of the virus in about 14 days. In rare cases, however, the virus can spread 
to the brain but go dormant. Scientists don't know why the virus becomes active 
again, but if it does, it leads to SSPE. SSPE is thought to occur in three stages. 
10-29-2016 Saturday; When someone gets syphilis the virus does spread to the 
brain in many stages... look at Hillary + Obama!! 

10-29-2016 Saturday; I caught the Key West Fantasy Fest for a hour watching 
100's walk by and no women I know or who know me out of 1,000 just one "OJ 
stalking me" from Blake Construction... Our Key West Admirals have syphilis and 
the Nasty women had signs Nasty women were masterminded by Key West 
Admirals who gave them syphilis. King and Queen of KW Fantasy Fest raised 
$360K for AIDs not MS given to a woman who is nasty and will be put to death by 
the White House MD who will not work at Los Alamos crunching a Rx Recipe for a 
MS Rx Cure! 

10-29-2016 Friday; Yale Medicine will use every one of the 1,400 MD's to get a 
correct diagnosis and crunch it at Los Alamos on $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM 
Super Computers. 



10-29-2016 Saturday; I caught up with the 1984 II Society's Pink Trike thief in 
front of Walgreen and took several pictures, I really think he is a undercover cop or 
just a thief in a 1984 II Society. 

10-29-2016 Saturday; I caught up with the Pink Trike thieves at Curry Mansion... 
had to wait for 2 Key West Cops! Talked to the Cops and need the serial number 2 
police women called in to see if it was stole when I paid $200 for it recovering my 
other trike from Saint Mary's Catholic Church as the maintenance men cut the 
cables on this trike too and put it in the dumper until the women cops tracked them 
down... never heard from Saint Mary's Priest. Red circle in this picture is a 
homeless guy or undercover cop... any way never got my pink trike back last night! 
Acer Computer with the serial number of this pink trike the police have and will 
not give back to me. Community Service cut 2 15 foot cables to steal this Acer 
Notebook out of my bike basket at 713 Southard. 



10-29-2016 Saturday; President Obama’s plans to build smaller, more targeted 
nuclear-tipped weapons built at Los Alamos - not a Stage 4 Rx Recipe crunched by 
Christmas Day 2016. Why? Why? Why?’ because he has syphilis in his brain! 
10-29-2016 Saturday; President François Hollande, never visited Los Alamos but 
watched live video of Pakistanis Los Alamos when a Moslem General wrote his 
name on a A-Bomb on his Nuke Assembly line... 

10-29-2016 Friday; PepsiCo is returning to its pharmaceutical origins by working 
to improve the taste of tuberculosis drugs for children. By STEPHANIE STROM - 
PepsiCo delivers Pepsi to Los Alamos... Why? Why? Why?’ don't they hire Greg + 
Wives in Key West to crunch TB drugs for kids? 
10-29-2016 Saturday; CUPERTINO, Calif. — Apple’s high-end laptop, the 
MacBook Pro, which hasn’t had a major overhaul in four years, is getting a little 
more like the iPhone... emails will be leaked telling us why Tim Cook didn't build 
an iPhone 007 Plus into the new high-end, the MacBook Pro that was announced!! 
10-29-2016 Saturday; NY Times wrote up Saudi women today without any SWF 
USA sex slaves in their lives, their husbands lives, this is a lie by the NY Times. 
Bush pimped 1,001 SWF's from the USA to Saudi King Salman and Prince Salman. 
‘I Live in a Lie’: Women Speak Up About Saudi Society" By MONA EL-NAGGAR 
NY Times. 
10-29-2016 Saturday; "The Pleasure and Pain of the Rock Climbing" By KELLY 
CORDES NY Times Josh Wharton, the author’s climbing partner, on day three of 
the pair’s first ascent of the Azeem Ridge, Great Trango Tower, Pakistan, in 2004. 
The mountains bring me joy, but they scare me, too. I too climbed the Azeem 
Ridge, Great Trango Tower, with Leslie who went to High School in Los Alamos 
and hid under her desk in the Nuke Attacks and was interviewed several times by 
the FBI by the time she finished High School in Los Alamos. The Gravity of her 
story was what gave me the idea for the gravity engine and the feel of gravity rock 
climbing for hours on end would lead me to building the first gravity engine, grin. 
FBI are at Los Alamos today interviewing High School girls who come out from 
under the desk. But still the FBI stifles the gravity engine in their young girls minds 
by not telling them about this invention project. 
10-29-2016 Saturday; Quid Pro Quo will get Cheney a second heart transplant... via 
Dr. Hillary MD. 
10-29-2016 Saturday; Quid Pro Quo vaccine known as MMR, for measles, mumps 
and rubella was killed by Cheney and others in his inner circle. 
10-29-2016 Saturday; Quid Pro Quo “Yale Medicine” there has been a realization 
among academic clinical practices that if they are “going to provide patient care, 
they need to do it really well... Yale Key West Medical School is not Miami!! “Find 
the most, best, diagnostic doctors on Earth,” over 1,400 practicing physicians, Yale 



Medicine will use every one of the 1,400 MD's to get a correct diagnosis and crunch 
it a Los Alamos on $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM Super Computers live 
streaming. 
10-29-2016 Saturday; Quid Pro Quo NY Times; millions of babies in Peurto Rico 
have been born with syphilis; First Baby in Puerto Rico With Zika-Related 
Microcephaly Born. The mosquito-borne virus has swept the island, and many 
pregnant women have been infected. By DONALD G. McNEIL Jr. 
10-29-2016 Saturday; Quid Pro Quo NY Times; Unicef will buy about 450 million 
doses for 80 of the world’s poorest countries. Low- and middle-income countries 
purchasing vaccine for themselves can also qualify for the lower prices, Unicef said. 
The vaccine protects against diphtheria, tetanus, whooping cough, hepatitis B and 
Haemophilus influenzae Type B (known as Hib). Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance, 
estimates that the shots will prevent more than five million deaths by the year 2020. 
10-29-2016 Saturday; Quid Pro Quo NY Times; Unicef will buy about 450 million 
doses of vaccine, when Bill + Melinda Gates fired Dr. Nancy Snyderman who would 
be working with Greg in Key West on putting these vaccines in the drinking water 
of every Nation on Earth. 
10-29-2016 Saturday; Quid Pro Quo, Nasty Women get more touchy! Apple’s New 
MacBook Pro Gets More Touchy when it could cure all the Admirals who made 
these women Nasty by giving them syphilis, grin. Caller ID on the New MacBook 
Pro Gets right who gave her the flu and syphilis... and what's in their emails about 
her, Ha! 
10-29-2016 Saturday; via Dr. Hillary MD. MS virus is 100 percent fatal. Measles 
virus is 100 percent fatal in millions of babies! Researchers don't know what causes 
the virus to reactivate, and there is no cure once it does. The only way to prevent 
the disorder is by vaccinating everyone possible against measles. Measles is an 
extremely contagious respiratory infection caused by a virus. Once common in the 
United States, it was eliminated nationally in 2000, but has made a comeback, 
mostly because of the growing number of people who refuse to vaccinate their 
children or delay those vaccinations, experts say. 
10-28-2016 Friday; Yale Medicine will use every one of the 1,400 MD's to get a 
correct diagnosis and crunch it at Los Alamos on $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM 
Super Computers. 
10-28-2016 Friday; President Obama’s plans to build smaller, more targeted 
nuclear-tipped weapons built at Los Alamos - not a Stage 4 Rx Recipe crunched by 
Christmas Day 2016. Why? Why? Why?’ because he has syphilis in his brain! 

10-28-2016 Friday; This deed was vile and sadistic... Biden screams "Car Bomb" as 
the cop car is rear ended and burst into flames!! 
10-28-2016 Friday; Chelsea screams "Car Bomb" as the cop car is rear ended and 
burst into flames!! 
10-28-2016 Friday; Chelsea screams Jewish Aliens I married one, grin! Flagler 



Super Space Telescope Train of 100's of cars confirmed the existence of 2 Trillion 
Jewish Aliens at the 2 Trillion new Galaxies... Chelsea screams Jewish Aliens as the 
cop car is rear ended and burst into flames!! 
10-28-2016 Friday; Why? Why? Why?’ Because Hillary MD didn't really Pass Yale 
Medical School under Obama!! 

10-28-2016 Friday; Why? Why? Why?’ Superconductive Windmill Turbines with 2 
trillion volts on the redesigned Ford ElectricWindmillEscort will give you NASA 
made cans of Hydrogen and Oxygen for your Home and Yacht in Key West. 
Driven: Video Review: Ford Fusion Hybrid Combines Savings and Style - There 
was a time not so very long ago when a vehicle’s high fuel economy was something 
worth bragging about (you know who you are, Prius owners). Then gasoline 
became cheap and hybrids began stacking up like so much cordwood on dealership 
lots. Some buyers still seek lofty miles-per-gallon numbers, but the clear trend has 
been toward bigger, thirsty vehicles. At least until gas hits $4 again. TOM VOELK 
writes in Today's NY Times. Tom Voelk failed Yale Medical School as millions of 
kids DNA sequencing has holes burned in it from lofty miles-per-gallon numbers. 
Nasty deed, vile and sadistic... from BP Oil - Canada Oil - and of course Tom Voelk 
MD at the NY Times. Fusion Platinum, I easily achieved nearly 41 miles per gallon 
with a moderate throttle foot. That’s in the ballpark of the 43 city, 41 highway 
E.P.A. rating. A lighter touch on the pedals returned 44 m.p.g. in town. Tom Voelk 
easily burned holes in the DNA of thousands of kids along the New York City 
streets he got 44 mpg. Fusion Hybrid version offers high style with fuel economy to 
brag about... NY Times will not brag about burning holes in millions of kids DNA. 
As they know this is a war crime! 

10-28-2016 Friday; Why? Why? Why?’ UN Has Reports IS Using 1,000s as 
'Human Shields' in Mosul 
10-28-2016 Friday; Why? Why? Why?’ UN Has Not Reported on 1,000s Trillions 
of kids DNA burned by gas! By FELIPE VILLAMOR and RICHARD C. 
PADDOCK “If you are not guilty, why should you be afraid?” the mayor told The 
New York Times in August. 1,000s Trillions of kids DNA burned by gas! DNA in 
growing kids walking by the New 55 Story New York Times Building, Trump 
Towers and today we have Superman + Super women vision to see holes burned in 
the DNA sequencing. “If you are not guilty, why should you be afraid?” By 
EDWARD WONG and VANESSA PIAO Employees at an air-monitoring station in 
Xi’an, in northern China, stuffed gauze into the pollution monitors so that the air 
would seem cleaner, a report said. NY Times just does not report on kids DNA 
pictured on the front page with holes burned in the division!! Grin! NY Times is 
not Xi’an, China!! 



10-28-2016 Friday; Why? Why? Why?’ Man Asks, Stabbing U.S. Embassy Guard 
in Kenya in the face!!! 
10-28-2016 Friday; Why? Why? Why?’ Man Asks, Stabbing U.S. Embassy Guard 
in Kenya in the face!!! 
10-28-2016 Friday; Why? Why? Why?’ Because Hillary MD didn't really Pass Yale 
Medical School under Obama!! 

10-28-2016 Friday; Why? Why? Why? Because “Yale Medicine” there has been a 
realization among academic clinical practices that if they are “going to provide 
patient care, they need to do it really well... Yale Key West Medical School is not 
Miami!! “Find the most, best, diagnostic doctors on Earth,” over 1,400 practicing 
physicians, Yale Medicine will use every one of the 1,400 MD's to get a correct 
diagnosis and crunch it a Los Alamos on $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM Super 
Computers live streaming and you get to post this to the web! 
10-28-2016 Friday; Why? Why? Why?’ Man Asks, Stabbing U.S. Embassy Guard 
in Kenya in the face!!! 
10-28-2016 Friday; Why? Why? Why?’ Because Hillary MD didn't really Pass Yale 
Medical School under Obama!! 
10-28-2016 Friday; Why? Why? Why?’ Because Hillary wasted her life since 9/11 
on raising $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues for Saudi Arabia and BP Oil Nasty Top 
Brass. 

10-28-2016 Friday; Saudi Arabia and BP Oil Nasty Top Brass... need the Rx Recipe 
for a "Gas Lobotomy" as much as the mad man outraged about the cost of a gallon 
of gasoline; Stabbing U.S. Embassy Guard in Kenya in the face!!! 
10-28-2016 Friday; This deed was vile and sadistic... Biden screams Car Bomb as 
the cop car is rear ended and burst into flames!! 

10-28-2016 Friday; Dead after one sip of her iced Vietnamese coffee!! Ms. Wongso 
had decided to kill Ms. Salihin because Ms. Salihin had once “insulted” the 
defendant’s former boyfriend by advising her to break up with him. Ms. Salihin 
had also recently married, causing the defendant to become increasingly angry and 
jealous of the victim, according to prosecutors. Ms. Wongso had attempted suicide 



while living in Australia and that she was involved in a drunken-driving accident. 
Why? Why? Why?’ Because Hillary wasted her life since 9/11. Why? Why? Why?’ 
Because Hillary MD didn't really Pass Yale Medical School under Obama!! Why? 
Why? Why? Because “Yale Medicine” there has been a realization among 
academic clinical practices that if they are “going to provide patient care, they need 
to do it really well... Yale Key West Medical School is not Miami!! Why? because 
we need the Rx Recipe for a "Gas Lobotomy". 

10-28-2016 Friday; This deed was vile and sadistic... Biden screams Car Bomb as 
the cop car is rear ended and burst into flames!! 
10-28-2016 Friday; Chelsea screams "Car Bomb" as the cop car is rear ended and 
burst into flames!! 
10-28-2016 Friday; This deed was vile and sadistic... Chelsea Clinton’s Frustrations 
and Devotion Shown in Hacked Emails; live streaming YouTube video's. Biden 
screams Car Bomb as the cop car is rear ended and burst into flames!! 
10-28-2016 Friday; Chelsea screams Car Bomb as the cop car is rear ended and 
burst into flames!! 
10-28-2016 Friday; Tim Cook screams Car Bomb as the cop car is rear ended and 
burst into flames!! 

10-28-2016 Friday; CUPERTINO, Calif. — Apple’s high-end laptop, the MacBook 
Pro, which hasn’t had a major overhaul in four years, is getting a little more like 
the iPhone. Apple on Thursday showed off new MacBook Pros that feature the 
Touch Bar, a touch-screen strip at the top of the keyboard that changes to display 
functions specific to the app being used. The company also added its Touch ID 
function to the power button of the computers, allowing users to unlock the device 
or buy something with Apple Pay with the touch of a finger. 
10-28-2016 Friday; Tim Cook screams ID function that lets 19K SWF's in the USA 
who will be murdered in the next 12 months get a upgraded caller ID function from 
our 1984 II Society! 
10-28-2016 Friday; Tim Cook screams ID function click Amazon IP Ultrafast 
Starbucks wireless for a Stage 4 Rx Recipe Miracle cure by Christmas Day 2016... 
Every Day, IP invention projects at Yale Health partners with organizations across 
the Yale community to host a mass screening event at the Yale Health Lab. 
Starbucks Coffee, Pizza and games are provided to students while they wait to 
Brainstorm a Rx Recipe for a Miracle Stage 4 cure by Christmas Day 2016. This 
initiative allows students to get a full and comprehensive look at a Utopian 1984 III 
society that will invent a Gas Lobotomy in a Star Trek Era of No Gas Stations on 
Earth and a MacBook Pro at every café table in Paris and every Starbucks World 
Wide with Amazon 1 Click IP invention projects to get you started inventing 1,001 
Nobel's in Medicine a Year! 



10-28-2016 Friday; Chelsea screams Car Bomb as the cop car is rear ended and 
burst into flames!! 
10-28-2016 Friday; Tim Cook screams Car Bomb as the cop car is rear ended and 
burst into flames!! 

10-27-2016 Thursday; I caught up with the Pink Trike thieves at Curry Mansion... 
had to wait for 2 Key West Cops! Talked to the Cops and need the serial number 2 
police women called in to see if it was stole when I paid $200 for it recovering my 
other trike from Saint Mary's Catholic Church as the maintenance men cut the 
cables on this trike too and put it in the dumper until the women cops tracked them 
down... never heard from Saint Mary's Priest. Red circle in this picture is a 
homeless guy or undercover cop... any way never got my pink trike back last night! 
Acer Computer with the serial number of this pink trike the police have and will 
not give back to me. Community Service cut 2 15 foot cables to steal this Acer 
Notebook out of my bike basket at 713 Southard. 



10-27-2016 Today $$$; MacBook Pro Starting at $3,700 to $5,500 is speculated to 
be unveiled by Apple on Oct. 27 - Greg + Wives in Key West will pre-order 100 
million for every café Table in Paris and Starbucks Worldwide!! With 1 click 
Amazon IP invention project to get you started inventing a Ultrafast Starbucks 
wireless for a Stage 4 Rx Recipe Miracle cure by Christmas Day 2016... this is why 
Hillary failed Yale Medical School, and Bill and Melinda Gates kill mosquitos... ha! 
10-27-2016 Thursday; Tim Cook will not open with Stage a Stage 4 Rx Recipe 
Miracle cure by Christmas Day 2016... MSNBC 'stunned' by analysts' lack of 
respect for Apple CEO Tim Cook CNBC. Tim Cook's National Syphilis + Stage 4 
Screening Day! The 1965 Hubble to confirm the existence of 10 times the number of 
galaxies in the universe. The 2016 Flagler Super Space Telescope Train of 100's of 
cars confirmed the existence of 2 Trillion Jewish Aliens at the 2 Trillion new 
Galaxies... not a Biden Moon shot or Dark Matter Zika from the NY Times... Biden 
screams Car Bomb as the cop car is rear ended and burst into flames, a very nasty 
1984 II society! 
10-27-2016 Thursday; Yale Student Health has NOT developed a Stage 4 mass 
screening for Yale community women! 
10-27-2016 Thursday; Yale Student Health has developed a sexual health initiative 
involving STD “screening parties,” to encourage Yale students to get tested. Every 
semester, Yale Health partners with organizations across the Yale community to 
host a mass screening event at the Yale Health Lab. Pizza and games are provided 
to students while they wait to get tested. This initiative allows students to get a full 
and comprehensive STD testing with blood and urine samples without the hassle of 
scheduling an appointment at Yale Health. 
10-27-2016 Thursday; cases of chlamydia, gonorrhea and syphilis reached an all-
time high in our nasty 1984 II society as the Admiral has given women chlamydia, 
gonorrhea and syphilis all his life! 



10-27-2016 Thursday; Yale doctors donned lab coats embroidered with a new logo 
— on Aug. 31 “Yale Medicine” there has been a realization among academic 
clinical practices that if they are “going to provide patient care, they need to do it 
really well... Yale Key West Medical School is not Miami!!! “Typically patients who 
come to academic medical centers know that they’re getting the best quality care 
but they don’t always get the most convenient care,” Alpern said. Yale Medicine’s 
new website is due to launch in early 2017, according to Connie Branyan, the 
director of strategy and program development at the medical school. Branyan said 
that the website will include new search functionality that is not available on the 
current site. This will allow patients visiting the site to type in a condition, a 
procedure or a physician’s name so that they can “find the most appropriate 
doctors more easily,” she explained. With over 1,400 practicing physicians, Yale 
Medicine is one of the largest academic multispeciality group practices in the 
United States according to its website. Chat is not going to be on the new Yale Med 
Web Page... but will be with live streaming chat... after they read Greg's web today, 
grin! 
10-27-2016 Thursday; Watch Apple Live Today... The stream will only work on 
Safari 5.1.10 or later, and the browser must be running on Mac OS X 10.6.8 
onward. Sorry all of you Google Chrome lovers. We don’t make the rules, but the 
stream sometimes does work on Chrome. If you’re on a Windows 10 PC, you can 
view the stream in the Edge browser. 
10-27-2016 Thursday; Dark Matter from the NY Times is the Vets bonus they have 
to pay back when the real "Dark Matter" is $777 Trillion Kerry shipped to Saudi 
Arabia". 
10-27-2016 Thursday; Kerry shipped $4 Trillion in cash to Cuba months ago... 
"U.S. Abstains in U.N. Vote Condemning Cuba Embargo" By SOMINI 
SENGUPTA and RICK GLADSTONE more Dark Matter from the NY Times! 
10-27-2016 Thursday; "AT&T’s Vision of Ultrafast Wireless Technology with 1 
click Amazon for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year Era May Be a Mirage of Dark 
Matter" By BRIAN X. CHEN and MARK SCOTT - "AT&T’s Vision of Ultrafast 
Stage 4 Rx Recipe by Christmas Day 2016 is the real Dark Matter in this Nasty 
1984 II Society. Stats on "AT&T’s SWF's who will die a tortured death on 
Christmas Day 2016... is not "AT&T’s Vision of NY Times Headlines! 
10-27-2016 Thursday; 7:33 am got here at Starbucks at 6:30 spent the first hour 
writing up calling the Key West Cops yesterday and biking after 2 guys who had 
my pink trike... going to put this in my Autobiography Movie... when the 1984 II 
Dictators make contact and let Greg And Wives get a Stage 4 Rx Recipe for a Moon 
Shot Biden could never invent... Biden is a Eager Warrior's who's Leer's with 
Creed and the Key West Admirals "errand boys" about the Superconductive 
Windmill Turbines with 2 trillion volts on the redesigned Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort! Biden's Moon Shot MD's from Walter Reed are in Saudi 
Arabia at the King Salman Medical School giving Cheney a second heart 
transplant... Yes Biden help Cheney get in front of the heart transplant line! Op-
Ed: A Bonus Insult to Veterans is not $$$ petty cash from the Pentagon but $777 
Trillion given to King Salman in Saudi Arabia and Mecca's 1K cranes building a 
Mosque and Medical School that can seat 2 million Moslems for Sunday Sermon 
that will be Hell for Pope Francis grin! Dark Matter from the NY Times is the Vets 
bonus they have to pay back when the real "Dark Matter" is $777 Trillion Kerry 
shipped to Saudi Arabia". 



10-27-2016 Thursday; NY Times Dark Matter on the Front Page again today!! 
10-27-2016 Thursday; NY Times Dark Matter on the Front Page again today!! 
...not the Superconductive Windmill Turbines with 2 trillion volts on the redesigned 
Ford ElectricWindmillEscort! 
10-27-2016 Thursday; NY Times Dark Matter, galvanizing the Zika epidemic... not 
the Superconductive Windmill Turbines with 2 trillion volts on the redesigned Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort! 

10-27-2016 Thursday; Biden screamed Car Bomb - the Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort! Not on the Front Page of the NY Times today!! ISIS Sent 
Four Car Bombs. The Last One Hit Me... this CAR Bomb is on the Front Page of 
the NY Times - a war crime! Causing many Nasty women, oh many Nasty Men to 
sucker punch women at gas station hold up's in Miami and NYC, also not on the 
front page of the NY Times today. By BRYAN DENTON a journalists war 
criminal. Who will be tracked down by Nasty women and sent to a Prison in Cuba 
after No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op by the CIA is successful. After a long day 
in a convoy near Mosul, it seemed safe for a photographer and Iraqi troops to exit 
their vehicle. Suddenly someone screamed, “Car bomb!” and the Police Car burst 
into flames writing a ticket on the side of NYC freeway as a drunk ran into the 
back of it! No Drunks can't drive a Ford ElectricWindmillEscort! And iTraffic 
tickets will be given via iPhone 007 Dash cams. Not in the Apple News this 
afternoon, grin. 
10-27-2016 Thursday; Tim Cook; disease’s spread traced to one man: one man's 
diseases traced on the front page of the NY Times... By DONALD G. McNEIL Jr. 
at the New York Times. The virus appeared in New York as early as 1971, 
according to a new analysis, and spread from there to San Francisco. It contradicts 
the idea that the disease’s spread traced to one man, Gaétan Dugas. 

10-27-2016 Thursday; "Some Trump Voters Warn of Revolution if Clinton Wins 
without passing Yale Medical School" By ASHLEY PARKER and NICK 
CORASANITI. Dr. Lady Gaga who writes her own songs will become the White 
House MD. 
10-27-2016 Thursday; Brigham Young Students Who Report Sexual Assault Won’t 
Face Honor Code Sanctions" By CHRISTOPHER MELE. Brigham Young Nasty 
women who were give syphilis from the professor do face Honor code sanctions and 
no Moon Shot from the Medical School President of Brigham Young! This is a 
Nasty 1984 II socity! 
10-27-2016 Thursday; "AT&T’s Vision of Ultrafast Wireless Technology with 1 



click Amazon for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year Era May Be a Mirage of Dark 
Matter" By BRIAN X. CHEN and MARK SCOTT - "AT&T’s Vision of Ultrafast 
Stage 4 Rx Recipe by Christmas Day 2016 is the real Dark Matter in this Nasty 
1984 II Society. Stats on "AT&T’s SWF's who will die a tortured death on 
Christmas Day 2016... is not "AT&T’s Vision of NY Times Headlines! 
10-27-2016 Thursday; The new Microsoft PC will not be for any Yale Key West 
Medical Students though... 
10-27-2016 Thursday; The new Microsoft PC will not be for any Yale Key West 
Medical Students though... 
10-27-2016 Thursday; The new Microsoft PC will not be for any Yale Key West 
Medical Students though, if only because of its $2,999 price tag. It will go on sale in 
limited quantities this holiday season, Mr. Panay said. Architects, product 
designers and engineers are among the likely targets for the product. Surface 
Studio stands out from others in that its display is touch sensitive, effectively 
making it a gargantuan tablet that can be manipulated with hands and a stylus. A 
hinge in its stand allows users to position the screen at an angle so they can write 
and draw on it more naturally. 
10-27-2016 Thursday; The new Microsoft PC will not be for any Yale Key West 
Medical Students though... 
10-27-2016 Thursday; NY Times Dark Matter on the Front Page again today is the 
The new Microsoft PC... with software and apps costing much more than the price 
of $2,999 - Microsoft Anatomy software cost more than $2,999. 

10-27-2016 Wednesday; U.S. policy of trying to persuade North Korea to give up its 
nuclear weapons - trying to persuade our 1984 II Dictators to end War to win the 
War on Stage 4 and Cure the Syphilis once and for all the Admirals have been 
giving to Nasty women... Syphilis is why they are Nasty to you! 
10-27-2016 Thursday; NY Times Dark Matter on the Front Page again today!! 
10-27-2016 Thursday; NY Times Dark Matter on the Front Page again today!! 



10-27-2016 Thursday; I caught up with the Pink Trike thieves at Curry Mansion... 
had to wait for 2 Key West Cops! Talked to the Cops and need the serial number 2 
police women called in to see if it was stole when I paid $200 for it recovering my 
other trike from Saint Mary's Catholic Church as the maintenance men cut the 
cables on this trike too and put it in the dumper until the women cops tracked them 
down... never heard from Saint Mary's Priest. Red circle in this picture is a 
homeless guy or undercover cop... any way never got my pink trike back last night! 
Acer Computer with the serial number of this pink trike the police have and will 
not give back to me. Community Service cut 2 15 foot cables to steal this Acer 
Notebook out of my bike basket at 713 Southard. 

10-27-2016 Thursday; Got back to Starbucks after the cops and chasing my pink 
trike down Duval and Curry Mansion Starbucks wifi seating area was closed. Hotel 
at 6:30 pm last night closed the seating area for 10,000 people on Duval at Fantasy 



Fest... wow So everyone who bought Coffee last night had to stand up and drink it 
and talk to their friends holding coffee and food... as no seating, ha! 

10-27-2016 Thursday; Women at Apple ‘Great Features’ and ‘Nasty Surprises’ - 
Apple AAPL -2.27% iOS 10.1 is big news. It also has a great secret feature, but my 
upgrade guide highlighted a potential showstopper and now reports about it are 
spreading… ‘Great Features’ and ‘Nasty Surprises’ are my regular columns 
investigating operating system updates for the best features / biggest problems 
hidden behind the ‘Great Features’ and ‘Nasty Surprises’ Sex Diseased - what is 
Nasty is Hillary went to Yale Law School not yale Medical School and has no Moon 
Shot to get a Rx Recipe to Cure Syphilis once and for all... Bill and Melinda Gates 
go after Malaria not Syphilis and Hillary must know 100's of Nasty women Bill 
gave Syphilis to the last few decades let alone how many MEN Tim Cook gave 
Syphilis too, just crunch the Tim Cook Syphilis stats on your new MacBook Pro 
that will be announced today! Grin. Tim Cook will not mention his Syphilis Today. 
Stories of hours spent on the phone to Apple tech support, all without resolution. 
Apple Health Issues and no Apple MD tech support but for your target heart rate. 
As it stands the facts for affected users are as follows: once iOS 10.1 is installed on 
an iPhone or iPad, all that users’ Apple Health data (activity, Who Tim Cook and 
his inner circle gave what Syphilis Diseases to - sleep and nutrition records) are lost 
and reboots and even factory resets do not bring it back... Tim Cook said thank 
God for Syphilis tracking lost to iOS 10.1 grin! "Health issue". 
10-27-2016 Thursday; Bill and Melinda Gates go after Malaria not Syphilis... 



10-27-2016 Thursday; MacBook Pro Starting at $3,700 to $5,500 is speculated to be 
unveiled by Apple on Oct. 27 - Greg + Wives in Key West will pre-order 100 million 
for every café Table in Paris and Starbucks Worldwide!! With 1 click Amazon IP 
invention project to get you started inventing the Gravity Engine, grin. And a Real 
Peace Prize, MD degree from Yale Key West Medical School that leads you to 1,001 
Nobles in Medicine a year and a Miracle Rx Recipe for a Stage 4 Cure. No Mayor 
Cates will not paint the New City Hall Pink or add a pink Ribbon, he said Hello 
No!! Pink City Hall 
10-27-2016 Thursday; Binden screams Car Bomb to the Cops before their rear 
ended and burst into flames! This is your Orwellian VP... Nasty 1984 II Society 
then the Dark Matter Journalist write up used cars... "Used Cars Slip Past Recall 
Safeguards, Putting Drivers in Danger" By RACHEL ABRAMS and HIROKO 
TABUCHI Federal law does not mandate used-car sellers to tell buyers when a car 
has been recalled or to make necessary safety repairs, and the results can be deadly. 
Binden screams Car Bomb to the Cops before their rear ended and burst into 
flames! This is your Orwellian VP... Nasty 1984 II Society!! 
10-27-2016 Thursday; Dark Matter from the NY times when 8 million kids in the 
USA not Canada had their DNA sequence burned, holes put in the genetic code by 
Canada Oil Coal Gas.... 8 Nursing Home Killings Leave Ontario Asking: Why? By 
IAN AUSTEN 
10-27-2016 Thursday; Comcast's MVNO deal with Verizon, combined with its 
bases of 15 million Wi-Fi hot spots and more than 28 million customers, are enough 
to build a profitable wireless business. That was the response from Comcast CEO 
Brian Roberts today. 
10-27-2016 Thursday; Comcast $20 Billion a year rent for your cable box... and 
worthless Sony Remote on the Ultra 60" LG you just bought... this is a Nasty 1984 
II Society. 
10-27-2016 Thursday; Watch Apple Live Today... The stream will only work on 
Safari 5.1.10 or later, and the browser must be running on Mac OS X 10.6.8 
onward. Sorry all of you Google Chrome lovers. We don’t make the rules, but the 
stream sometimes does work on Chrome. If you’re on a Windows 10 PC, you can 
view the stream in the Edge browser. 
10-27-2016 Thursday; 
10-27-2016 Thursday; 

10-26-2016 Wednesday; Eager Warrior's Leer's from Creed and the Key West 
Admirals "errand boys" about the Superconductive Windmill Turbines with 2 
trillion volts on the redesigned Ford ElectricWindmillEscort, who wasted their 
lifetime since 9/11 on Wars that only gave Saudi Arabia $777 Trillion and a 
Medical School named for a Saudi King not Yale Key West Medical School. Eager 
Warrior's Hell just accelerated with the Flagler Train of 100 Space Telescope's, 1 
will pirate a signal from the other 99 and hear for the first time Jewish Aliens! Life 
will change overnight for the Pentagon's Eager Warriors spending Miami gas 
station revenues on MIT War Toys. 



10-26-2016 Wednesday; "City Hall workers protest over No Tread Mill Desk" BY 
MANDY MILES Citizen Staff mmiles@keysnews.com "City Hall workers protest 
over No Tread Mill Desk" ordered by the City Engineer who you can tell by his 
"Pot Belly", "Beer Belly" he should have ordered a Tread Mill Desk for his office, 
grin! Mandy Miles needs to get the Citizen Newspaper to order her a Tread Mill 
Desk too as the Yale Key West Medical School will have more Tread Mill Desk 
than any Medical School in the World giving Mandy Miles something to write in 
Sunday's Tan Lines! No Yale University does not have any Tread Mill Desk in any 
Classroom on Campus!! 
10-26-2016 Wednesday; Today when all we get is a Moon Shot from 1965. Biden 
killed his own son. Nero set fire to Rome. 
10-26-2016 Wednesday; Key West Admiral who did give women Syphilis, STD's, 
MS, Hepatitis his whole life... Hillary's Nasty women because Hillary failed Yale 
Medical School and failed a Moon Shot Rx Recipe to cure Syphilis! 

10-26-2016 Wednesday; The all new 2016 MacBook Pro Starting at $3,700 to $5,500 
is speculated to be unveiled by Apple on Oct. 27 - Greg + Wives in Key West will 
pre-order 100 million for every café Table in Paris and Starbucks Worldwide!! 

10-26-2016 Wednesday; Hillary's Op-Docs NY Times "Bad Hombres, Nasty 
Women: given Syphilis, STD's, MS will have caller ID on the New MacBook Pro's 
with built in iPhone 007 and Dash Cam's for Bad Hombres who hold up gas 
stations in Miami and spread diseases to young naive President Hillary MD, oh 
Hillary fail to get her MD and save millions of women - Rx Recipe for stage 4 
before Christmas Day 2016 is not on, a Pope Francis sermon or Hillary MD 
acceptance speech written by Biden + Obama but written by Greg + Wives in Key 
West with a 1 click Amazon link to Los Alamos were President Nancy Snyderman 
Oppenheimer II MD is crunching the Miracle Rx Recipe's for the BC-Bomb! 
Breast Cancer Bomb, the Syphilis S-Bomb is for 1 Jan. 2017 celebration. No 
Admiral Jimmy Carter is not invited by the Jewish Aliens, grin. His Failure, is like 
Trumps. 
10-26-2016 Wednesday; Hillary's Op-Docs NY Times "Bad Hombres, Nasty 
Women: Lopez sings for Hillary today in Miami Today, Nasty women with Syphilis 
song, Hell No! "Jennifer Lopez to Perform Free Miami Concert in Support of 
Hillary Clinton" Miami New Times... New Times I don't think so. 



10-26-2016 Wednesday; Hillary's Op-Docs NY Times "Bad Hombres, Nasty 
Women: Lopez sings for Hillary today in Miami Today, Women in song sucker 
punched at a Miami Gas Station Today song by Lopez Hell No! "Jennifer Lopez to 
Perform Free Miami Concert in Support of Hillary Clinton" Miami New Times... 
New Times I don't think so. 
10-26-2016 Wednesday; Hillary's Op-Docs NY Times "Bad Hombres, Nasty 
Women: Lopez sings for Hillary today in Miami Today, Women who will be put to 
Death my Hillary's White House MD because they were given MS by a bisexual OJ 
Clone Masterminded by Obama in a song. Hell No! "Jennifer Lopez to Perform 
Free Miami Concert in Support of Hillary Clinton" Miami New Times... New 
Times I don't think so. 

10-26-2016 Wednesday; New York Times Editorial Today... Trump, Alien to all 
That's Great in the "Universe" of Star Wars and USA making first contact with 
"Alien Life" in this Universe via Flagler Train of Super Space Telescope Cars! 
Jewish Exodus; far from Earth. Universe is expanding at an accelerating rate... the 
day after I wrote this, Universe is expanding at an accelerating rate... the NY Times 
published a article that said they were wrong, the 3 guys from MIT who got the 
Nobel 5 years ago for saying. Universe is expanding at an accelerating rate... It's not 
accelerating!!! Its traveling at the same millions miles per hour day after day year 
after year not accelerating and not slowing down! Jimmy Carter is not so 
embarrassed now as his Nobel was a scam too!! These 3 at MIT also pulled off a 
Nobel Scam and none said they will give the Nobel back like Jimmy Carter! Hell 
No! 
10-26-2016 Wednesday; Hillary's Op-Docs NY Times "Bad Hombres, Nasty 
Women: The Presidential Debate in Song" By THE GREGORY BROTHERS and 
WEIRD AL YANKOVIC "But we can’t say we were shocked that songifying the 
final debate between Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump revealed a terrifying space 
opera about bad hombres and nasty women. So terrifying, in fact, that it ripped 
open a wormhole to another dimension, and pulled an unsuspecting Weird Al 
Yankovic in from his home in a parallel universe" 

10-26-2016 Wednesday; One thing we’ve learned is that the hidden songs of the 
cosmos from Hillary + Trump and our 1984 II Dictators are not written by 
Madonna only Lady Gaga writes her own songs! Well songs from Yale Key West 
Medical School that would have been built today instead of the New Key West City 



Hall would be full of "Nasty Women: after the Admirals gave her syphilis, STD's, 
MS... can you write the song Hillary would have written at Yale Medical School 
after a med student gave her first case of the clap, STD! 
10-26-2016 Wednesday; Pakistan Police Academy - 61 cadets were shot to death 
yesterday when they should have been at the Pakistan Medical School as new 
students. Lady Gaga writes her own songs! 1984 II Dictators write the songs that 
got these 61 Pakistan Medical Cadets shot to death yesterday. 
10-26-2016 Wednesday; New York Times - 5 hours ago. ANKARA, Turkey - A 
helicopter believed to belong to Syrian government forces dropped barrel bombs in 
a deadly attack on Turkey-backed opposition forces in the border area, Turkish 
officials and reports said Wednesday. Jimmy Carters Heavy Lift Helicopter 
Combines for Dates and Figs in the Amazon dropped the Mother of all Bomb's as it 
was Leaked by Jimmy Carter's wife on FaceBook, grin. 

10-26-2016 Wednesday; U.S. policy of trying to persuade North Korea to give up its 
nuclear weapons “is probably a lost cause” and the best that could be hoped for is a 
cap on the country's nuclear capability! Best that could be hoped for is a Real 
Nobel Peace Prize not a Scam one for Jimmy Carter. North Korea after No Gas 
Stations Op Coup by the CIA and $777 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia and 
BP Oil men. North Korea will be changed as much as our 1984 II Dictators into 
1984 III MD Dictators. 

10-26-2016 Wednesday; Scam... 1984 II Dictators might have Masterminded this 
Scam... Nobel Prize committee announced the decision today to award 2011's prize 
to Saul Perlmutter of the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and the 
University of California, Berkeley; Brian Schmidt of the Australian National 
University; and Adam Riess of Johns Hopkins University and the Space Telescope 
Science Institute. Perlmutter headed up one team, and Schmidt and Riess another. 
They independently found that the ballooning of the universe over time is speeding 
up, contrary to all expectations. 
10-26-2016 Wednesday; 1984 II NY Times scam's again and again... universe may 
not be expanding at an accelerating rate after all, meaning that mysterious "dark 
energy" might not actually exist, only in the NY Times Orwellian News. 
10-26-2016 Wednesday; $777 Trillion Dollars AT&T is out of their "Class". AT&T 
Cheerleading Squad for Merger: Nearly 100 Lobbyists" By CECILIA KANG and 
ERIC LIPTON As a multimillion-dollar donor to lawmakers, with a huge roster of 
lobbyists, the communications giant is ready to pursue its $85 billion bid for Time 
Warner. $777 Trillion Dollars AT&T is out of their "Class". $1 Trillion dollar 
order for the New MacBook Pro's to get 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year, one to 



cure Syphilis, one to invent the gravity engine. The all new 2016 MacBook Pro 
Starting at $3,700 to $5,500 is speculated to be unveiled by Apple on Oct. 27 - Greg 
+ Wives in Key West will pre-order 100 million for every café Table in Paris and 
Starbucks Worldwide!! $1 Trillion dollar order for the New MacBook Pro's will 
Bankrupt AT&T buy of Time Warner TV... junk shows! 
10-26-2016 Wednesday; Similar scenes have played out all over France as the 
government disperses Syrian migrants to more than 450 temporary housing sites in 
villages, towns and suburbs, from tiny mountain communities to the outskirts of 
bustling cities like Lyon. 
10-26-2016 Wednesday; Oil's $$$ $777 Trillion fuels the French Elite in Paris not 
777 Trillion Galaxies! 
10-26-2016 Wednesday; God is Great but Allah will Nuke Paris from Pakistan's 
A-Bomb Assembly lines paid for by the Pentagon. 
10-26-2016 Wednesday; CROISILLES, France — The protests began even before 
the migrants had arrived. “We don’t want them!” shouted the demonstrators in 
this village of 1,900 people, 80 miles from Calais, where the migrants were bused 
from a camp known as the Jungle on Monday. 
10-26-2016 Wednesday; French Elite in Paris or 1984 II Elite in the USA have their 
own plans... 
10-26-2016 Wednesday; NY Times Dark Matter and galvanizing by the Zika 
instead of "Whooping Cough" just in NYC would have saved 10's of thousands of 
kids not Hillary's! 
10-26-2016 Wednesday; NY Times Dark Matter is the stats on kids left in Hot Cars 
that died in NYC this Summer! 
10-26-2016 Wednesday; NY Times Dark Matter and galvanizing by the Zika 
epidemic spreading through the Americas, which has left more than 2,000 infants 
with severe brain damage. But for pregnant women and their infants in the United 
States, cytomegalovirus, or CMV. 
10-26-2016 Wednesday; Hillary had no idea that she had contracted a virus that 
would leave her daughter, deaf by her first birthday. During her pregnancy, 
doctors had warned her against alcohol and changing kitty litter. They had said to 
avoid sushi and cold cuts. But nobody — not her obstetrician, nor her midwife — 
mentioned cytomegalovirus. Only after a frustrating search lasting months did 
doctors discover that the girl had been infected in utero. The infection and the 
emotional ordeal that followed, she thinks, could have been prevented — for the 
Sweet family and thousands of others every year. If only Hillar has passed Yale 
Medical School. 
10-26-2016 Wednesday; NY Times Dark Matter and galvanizing by the Zika 
epidemic spreading through the Americas, which has left more than 2,000 infants 
with severe brain damage. But for pregnant women and their infants in the United 
States, cytomegalovirus, or CMV, is the far greater viral threat. Every year, 20,000 
to 40,000 infants are born with CMV. At least 20 percent — up to 8,000 — have or 
develop permanent disabilities, such as hearing loss, microcephaly, intellectual 
deficits and vision abnormalities. There is no vaccine or standard treatment. But 
there are now hints that some newborns may benefit from antiviral drugs, a finding 
that has reinvigorated the debate over whether they should be routinely screened 



for the infection. 
10-26-2016 Wednesday; Trump Clinton debate over whether they should be 
routinely screened for 1,001 most common diseases by Homeland Security at 
Airports world wide. CMV is a hardy member of the herpes family, and it is 
transmitted by contact with saliva and urine — often from diaper-wearing children 
to adults. Pregnant women often get it from toddlers, especially those in day care 
who share drool-drenched toys. “Toddlers are hot zones for CMV,” said Dr. Gail 
Demmler-Harrison, a pediatric infectious disease specialist at Baylor College of 
Medicine in Houston. It is difficult for mothers to protect themselves from a virus 
carried by the children they care for. Nearly one in three children is infected by age 
5, and more than half of adults by 40. CMV takes up permanent residence in the 
body and can cause illness again after being dormant. Like the Zika virus, it causes 
mild flulike symptoms, or none — but can be devastating to a fetus. Had she known 
any of that while pregnant, Ms. Sweet might have reduced her chances of 
contracting CMV with diligent hand-washing, especially after diaper changes, and 
not sharing utensils or food with her son, Henry, then 2 and in day care. “If there 
was awareness about CMV, at least women working in day care and women with 
toddlers could potentially modify some behavior,” Ms. Sweet said. But surprisingly 
few women are warned about this infection. Less than half of obstetrician-
gynecologists tell pregnant patients how to avoid CMV, according to federal survey. 
10-26-2016 Wednesday; "City Hall workers protest over No Tread Mill Desk" BY 
MANDY MILES Citizen Staff mmiles@keysnews.com "City Hall workers protest 
over No Tread Mill Desk" ordered by the City Engineer who you can tell by his 
"Pot Belly", "Beer Belly" he should have ordered a Tread Mill Desk for his office, 
grin! Mandy Miles needs to get the Citizen Newspaper to order her a Tread Mill 
Desk too as the Yale Key West Medical School will have more Tread Mill Desk 
than any Medical School in the World giving Mandy Miles something to write in 
Sunday's Tan Lines! No Yale University does not have any Tread Mill Desk in any 
Classroom on Campus!! 
10-26-2016 Wednesday; "City Hall workers protest over pay" BY MANDY MILES 
Citizen Staff mmiles@keysnews.com A protest by construction workers Friday 
afternoon captured attention from passing motorists on White Street, where a 
group of about eight workers held poster board signs claiming the general 
contractor Burke for the new City Hall project owes them each $1,800 for 10 days 
of work. 

10-26-2016 Sunday; Order 100 million MacBook Pro's with built in iPhone 007 
today! 

10-26-2016 Sunday; Diagnosis... By LISA SANDERS, M.D. WHO would be correct 
to diagnose lead atoms from Boeing 747's at the cause of Autism? 

10-23-2016 Sunday; The all new 2016 MacBook Pro Starting at $3,700 to $5,500 is 
speculated to be unveiled by Apple on Oct. 27 - Greg + Wives in Key West will pre-
order 100 million for every café Table in Paris and Starbucks Worldwide!! With 1 



click Amazon IP invention project to get you started inventing the Gravity Engine, 
grin. And a Real Peace Prize, MD degree from Yale Key West Medical School that 
leads you to 1,001 Nobles in Medicine a year and a Miracle Rx Recipe for a Stage 4 
Cure. No Mayor Cates will not paint the New City Hall Pink or add a pink Ribbon, 
he said Hello No!! Pink City Hall or Yale Key West Medical School... on orders 
from the Admiral. US Antitrust authorities have written to the Federal Trade 
Commission (FTC) with the intent to start a invention projects conversation 
around regulating the 1,001 Nobles in Medicine a year Star Trek app era 
ecosystem. Admirals have no interest in traveling 1 light year in 17K years... and no 
desire to invent a way to go faster than the speed of light. As the Pentagon said this 
is not possible to invent, grin. Jewish Aliens are on their own... Exodus; far from 
Earth. Universe is expanding at an accelerating rate... 
10-23-2016 Sunday; Yale Key West Medical School who's "Medical Students" will 
out rank the Key West Admiral who did give women Syphilis, STD's, MS, Hepatitis 
his whole life... Trick-or-Treating wives and daughters with Syphilis or a cure for 
Stage 4 by Christmas Day 2016. Bet on Greg + Wives not Admiral Jimmy Carter! 
10-23-2016 Sunday; Wives of the Times Sober to the Wines of The Times: The New 
York Times Front Page Headlines this Sunday on Saudi Arabia Wives, The Innate 
George Orwell New York Times that would not let NYC Wives Sue Saudi Arabia 
for 9/11 when we all knew the Prince Bush walked hand in hand with on his Texas 
Ranch knew the 17 Saudi 9/11 terrorists and had recorded all their iPhone 
conversations with the help of the CIA, Ageless Appeal of Good Bordeaux is sour 
Today when all we get is a Moon Shot from 1965. Biden killed his own son. Nero set 
fire to Rome. Others kicked their wife to death. Robert Kennedy Jr. hanged Mary 
in the Kennedy Barn. Teddy Kennedy drove drunk on Wine in the NY Times off a 
bridge and drown Mary Jo. Wives of the Times Sober to the Wines of The NY 
Times: "In Saudi Arabia, women still can’t drive. But they have been recently 
granted the right to vote and to run in an election. In this documentary, The Times 
goes inside the largely inaccessible world of Saudi women." By MONA EL-
NAGGAR and ADAM BOLT Watching Saudi Women Vote for the First Time. 
How Has Your Life as a Saudi Woman Changed? NY Times women employees 
can't drive a 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort around Time Square would make a 
better front page story from the NY Times Men! "In Saudi Arabia, women still 
can’t drive to conversations on Breast Cancer! 

10-23-2016 Sunday; 7 am @ the Starbucks on Duval, Mandy Miles in Tan Lines 
wrote about "Another" Fantasy Fest guy at 10 am in a Pirate outfit walking down 
Flagler when Flagler II and III guy does not exist or Mandy would be writing in 
Tan Lines about the Super Space Telescope Train with 100's of Space Telescope 
Cars and 1 frequency pirated from the other 99 hears Jewish Aliens! 
10-23-2016 Sunday; 7 am Leer's from Creed and the Admirals errand boys about 
the Superconductive Windmill Turbines with 2 trillion volts on the redesigned Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort, who wasted their lifetime since 9/11 on Wars that only 
gave Saudi Arabia $777 Trillion and a Medical School named for a Saudi King not 
Yale Key West Medical School. 



10-23-2016 Sunday; Gray Matter: How Kids Learn Prejudice - How little girls 
learn who gave them syphilis, MS, STD's, Hepatitis, and other terrible disease 
Hillary MD refused to debate or vote for! By KATHERINE D. KINZLER New 
York Times Sunday Edition!! 

10-23-2016 Sunday; Gray Matter: How Kids Learn Prejudice - Sucker Punched at 
the Miami Gas Station hold up in 2000 by OJ out of spite for our 1984 II Oil Men! 
Then she learns the NY Times never ever reports the stats on gas station hold up's 
in Miami or NYC. She Email's the NY Times about how many gas station hold ups 
and women sucker punched by OJ out of spite for our 1984 II Oil Men were there 
since the 1980 invention of the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort and they will tell her 
this has been classified Top Secret and only Hillary knows, grin. 
10-23-2016 Sunday; Yale Key West Medical School who's "Medical Students" will 
out rank the Key West Admiral who did give women Syphilis, STD's, MS, Hepatitis 
his whole life... Death with dignity in Washington patients with amyotrophic lateral 
sclerosis. Neurology. Death with dignity in 1984 II Society women patients with 
Syphilis... this is not reported in the New England Journal of Medicine on Orders 
from the Admiral... grin. On orders from our 1984 II Dictators who do have 
syphilis in their frontal lobes and have given it to women who had no idea. Only 10 
percent of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) cases are hereditary, but a 
significant number of them are caused by mutations that affect proteins that bind 
RNA, a type of genetic material. University of California San Diego School of 
Medicine researchers studied several ALS cases with a mutation in a RNA-binding 
protein known as hnRNP A2/B1. In the study, they describe how damage to this 
protein contributes to ALS by scrambling crucial cellular messaging systems. The 
findings are a significant step forward in validating RNA-based therapy as a 
treatment for ALS, said senior author Gene Yeo, PhD, professor of cellular and 
molecular medicine at UC San Diego School of Medicine. MS and ALS given to 
women by bisexual men... discovery or front page News at the New York Times! 
Not in our life time. Creed and the Key West Admirals who wasted their lifetime 
since 9/11 on Wars that only gave Saudi Arabia $777 Trillion and a Medical School 
named for a Saudi King not Yale Key West Medical School. 

10-23-2016 Sunday; Editorial: Britain’s Step Toward Justice for Gay Men section 
SR - page 10 By THE EDITORIAL BOARD at the New York Times Sunday, will 
be sued by millions of women given syphilis, MS, STD's claiming the Editors at the 
NY Times with the help of Tim Cook and Queen Elizabeth never ever wrote a 
Sunday Editorial on Gay Sex Diseases... Justice by the Editors of the NY Times 
means being put to death if a bisexual man gave you MS. On orders from the White 
House MD. As the CIA will not give Moslems MS as this is a war crime they obey 
not to use! 



10-23-2016 Sunday; Versailles the Yale Medical School that was never 
Masterminded by the current Elite in Paris because they were drunk on $777 
Trillion in French Government Owned Oil Wells! What did they do with $777 
Trillion, wasted it on Orgy's at Trump Casino's world wide, grin. Will they lose 
their Head in a French Revolution II, Hell No, just their Hearts as Cheney is ready 
for a second Heart Transplant, grin! 

10-23-2016 Sunday; 7 am @ the Starbucks on Duval, Mandy Miles in Tan Lines 
wrote about "Another" Fantasy Fest guy at 10 am in a Pirate outfit walking down 
Flagler when Flagler II and III guy does not exist or Mandy would be writing in 
Tan Lines about the Super Space Telescope Train with 100's of Space Telescope 
Cars and 1 frequency pirated from the other 99 hears Jewish Aliens! 
10-23-2016 Sunday; Laser guidance is not Star Trek Technology. It's 1980 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort Era Technology lost to the Black Hole of Obama the last 8 
years. Vote for Dr. Ms. Orwell MD PhD. 
10-23-2016 Sunday; Leer's from Creed and the Admirals errand boys about the 
Superconductive Windmill Turbines with 2 trillion volts on the redesigned Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort, who wasted their lifetime since 9/11 on Wars that only 
gave Saudi Arabia $777 Trillion and a Medical School named for a Saudi King not 
Yale Key West Medical School. 
10-23-2016 Sunday; "In Rome, Using ‘Roman Holiday’ as a Guide" By KAREN 
STABINER - Using Audrey Hepburn MD movies to upgrade Lady Gaga, 
Madonna, Julie Chen role models. 

10-23-2016 Sunday; Feature: Should We See Everything a Cop Sees? MD Sees? 
awe See iPhone 007 Plus caller id identify criminals and Bad Men with Syphilis, 
and other diseases? Should we see iPhone 007 Dash Cam videos of Black Men 
masterminding a gas station hold up in Miami or NYC? By McKENZIE FUNK 
10-23-2016 Sunday; The Ethicist: Should You Tell a Man’s Fiancée That He Faked 
His Degrees?" By KWAME ANTHONY APPIAH - The Inventor: Should He Tell 
his Fiancée That They Must Have a 24/7 Brainstorming Conversation about 
Gravity Engine Invention and Rx Recipes for a Miracle Overnight Cure for Stage 4 
along with putting all vaccines in the drinking water... Cheer up your Fiancée with 
visions of Dates and Figs harvested via a giant heavy lift Helicopter Combine that is 
light years from Jimmy Carters Peanut Combines in the fields today, she will get a 
laugh out of Jimmy Carter for sure and his wife of 69 years putting up with peanut 
combines in the age Era of 1980 Date and Fig Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines! 
Star Trek Habitat for Humanity harvesting Dates and Figs and Wives to share 
your Noble not leave at home cleaning peanuts! 



10-23-2016 Sunday; Gray Matter: How Kids Learn Prejudice - How little girls 
learn who gave them syphilis, MS, STD's, Hepatitis, and other terrible disease 
Hillary MD refused to debate or vote for! By KATHERINE D. KINZLER New 
York Times Sunday Edition!! 

10-22-2016 5:55 pm @ the Starbucks on Roosevelt that has a drive up window and 
few outlets inside so running my Acer Cloud off the battery. 
10-22-2016 Missing Persons Case: Where Are Women in F.B.I.’s Top Ranks? By 
ADAM Goldman 
10-22-2016 Missing iPhone 007 plus FBI invention and iapps from Adam 
Goldman's NY Times article on FBI women in the top ranks. 
10-22-2016 13,523 FBI agents over all, 2,683 women and they all watched the video 
of Mary Kennedy hang herself in the Kennedy Barn and never arrested Robert 
Kennedy Jr. Rank + Class are 2 different things in this 1984 II society as Teddy 
Kennedy drove off a bridge drunk killing Mary Jo. Now Mary Kennedy was 
hanged by her husband. Cheney got a 2nd heart transplant when younger poorer 
women died waiting for a heart transplant donor. F.B.I. put a plan in place to try to 
increase the overall number of female agents to 33 percent recruitment of Yale + 
Harvard Medical School MD PhD women who really passed. Rank and Class are 2 
nd and 3 rd behind who invents what. Who writes the New England Journal of 
Medicine article on Rx Recipe's crunched at Los Alamos, Who makes the correct 
diagnosis, Tracks the cause of cancer that infected FBI agents and invented 
preventive measures. Something it had never done like the Elite Data Base software 
Oracle never knowing how many stage 4 women were employeed there. And 
tracking their lifestyle. 

10-22-2016 Saturday; Laser guidance at the cross walk is not Star Trek 
Technology. It's 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort Era Technology lost to the 
Black Hole of Obama the last 8 years. Vote for Dr. Ms. Orwell MD PhD. 
10-22-2016 Saturday; Leer's from Creed and the Admirals errand boys about the 
Superconductive Windmill Turbines with 2 trillion volts on the redesigned Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort, who wasted their lifetime since 9/11 on Wars that only 
gave Saudi Arabia $777 Trillion and a Medical School named for a Saudi King not 
Yale Key West Medical School. Front page of the Citizen is a picture of Greg 
behind protesters who Burke didn't pay yet, all dry wall men and every day for the 
last 3 months I thought of ways to reinvent dry wall via robots and drones, grin. 
Yale Key West Medical School will not have any classic Dry Wall or Hard Wood 
floors or faucets... most interior design will have some motion detectors and 
probably thousands of iPhone 007 and MacBook Pro's with built in iPhone 007's. 
And no classic Duct Work Detox Your Ducts and the crew installing the Duck 
Work at City Hall all went crazy not having any robots or drones to help install all 
the duct work. Pulling wire 2 trillion as I counted as I walked around picking up 



trash, grin with no robots or drones is a war crime... ha. Yes Robots and Drones for 
Patients and MD's. War Crime is building the New City Hall at Glen Archer School 
before building the Yale Key West Medical School with no hospital acquired 
infections ever! Elite in Miami could never achieve no matter how many Obama 
Clone MD's pass when they really failed like Kerry MD and Lady Gaga MD - 
Madonna MD. Jimmy Carter MD Hillary MD. I risk my life for a real Peace Prize 
that will also take back Jimmy Carter's scam Nobel Peace Prize before he meets his 
God. Then God can have what ever is left of Jimmy Carters secret purchase of a 
$10 trillion dollar USS Jimmy Carter Submarine Fleet. 40 Nukes on board when 
Jimmy Carter should of had Los Alamos crunch 40 Brain Cancer Drug Recipes 
instead of designing 40 H-Bombs for the USS Jimmy Carter Submarine. Brain 
Dead is more like it, grin! Russian submarines launched cruise missiles last year for 
the first time in a war, hitting targets in Syria. USS Jimmy Carter will launch 
H-Bomb on Mecca if they don't give back $777 Trillion in Miami gas station hold 
up oil war loot, plundered from the USA. USS Jimmy Carter Carrier Hospital Ship 
will not happen in anyone's lifetime as Jimmy Carter failed God and 5 Billion 
people on Earth! Admiral - Admiral Kuznetsov, Russia’s lone, aircraft carrier, 
steamed through the English Channel toward the Mediterranean Sea on Friday in 
the Kremlin’s latest attempt to reassert its lost superpower status. NFL out ranks 
Yale Medical Schools by thousands and loss of 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year Era 
under iApple. Bill + Melinda Gate's are war criminals who just made $7 Billion 
more off Win 10 the last 3 months. Comcast made $77 Billion in profits the last 3 
months!! Admiral Kuznetsov, aircraft carrier, belching thick black smoke - spray 
painted clouds of thick back smoke on Duval Key West will be made as visible after 
the Yale Key West Medical School students have 60" LG Ultra monitors up and 
running on Duval. News Coverage of Coal’s Link to Global Warming, By 
ANDREW C. REVKIN 61 articles in two obscure New Zealand newspapers nailed 
the connection between coal burning and global warming - 61,000 articles in the 
New York Times and not one mentioned Coal burning holes in the DNA of kids; 
picturing this on the front page of the Sunday New York Times under orders from 
our 1984 II Dictators: Hell No! 84,000 articles about Coal (Lead Atoms in Jet Fuel) 
burning holes in kids DNA sequencing would be more "News" than Trump the last 
few months!! The Christian Science Monitor is a clone of the MY Times not 
reporting coal burns holds in the DNA sequencing of growing kids causing birth 
defects and cancer by the millions since the 1980 invention of the Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort. A war crime and a sin! Jimmy Carter would have won a 
Peace Prize with the USS Jimmy Carter Hospital Aircraft Carrier Fleet costing less 
than $10 Trillion and no hospital infections ever technology from iApple iPhone 
007's. 
10-22-2016 Saturday; Mayor Cates will honor the 50K kids who's DNA sequencing 
was burned by poison gas particles from trillions of scooters on Duval Key West... 
"50 Years On, Wales Honors Those Buried Alive in Aberfan" By STEVEN 
ERLANGER A mountain of coal waste and slurry from Welsh mines slid through 
the village after days of hard rain, killing 144, including 116 children. Pope Francis 
will make all the DNA Kids Saints. 
10-22-2016 Saturday; Burning Oil Out ranks - the Superconductive Windmill 
Turbines with 2 trillion volts on the redesigned Ford ElectricWindmillEscort. She 
Asked Him to Stop Smoking, make the USA non smoking before Castro makes 
Cuba non smoking. He the 1984 II Dictators Beat Her, fired her from MSNBC, and 
black listed her at the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. Dr. Nancy Snyderman 
Oppenheimer II. By JAVIER C. HERNÁNDEZ Chinese social media erupted in 
anger over the attack in an elevator, denouncing a lack of respect for women and a 
male-dominated smoking culture... drunk and addicted to $777 Trillion in oil 
revenues! Yes Bill and Melinda Gates own oil wells in Texas. The Clinton and 



Trump Foundations Are Vastly Different. Here’s How. A comparison of the 
Clinton and Trump Foundations and the controversies that surround them. By 
THE NEW YORK TIMES The Clinton and Trump Foundations Are Vastly 
Different. Here’s How. Oct. 22, 2016 The Jimmy Carter Foundation too. Yes wood 
burning stoves paid for and designed by the Masterminds of these foundations are 
being given to people in Africa today... and the NY Times writes up Turmps 
crimes! 
10-22-2016 Saturday; What Will Come After Trick-or-Treating Tricks pulled off 
by our 1984 II Dictators above for $777 Trillion in Treats stole from these kids 
lifetimes... BDay presents of a gas engine car for Mandy Miles in Key West not a 
Ford ElectricWindmillEscort with iPhone 007 Dash Cam's and iTickets to write 
about in Tan Lines! 
10-22-2016 Saturday; NFL out ranks Yale Medical School, not under construction 
by Burke in Key West! 
10-22-2016 Saturday; Creed's Oil Revenue Wars out rank Yale Medical School, not 
under construction by Burke in Key West! 
10-22-2016 Saturday; Leer's from Creed and the Admirals errand boys about the 
Superconductive Windmill Turbines with 2 trillion volts on the redesigned Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort, who wasted their lifetime since 9/11 on Wars that only 
gave Saudi Arabia $777 Trillion and a Medical School named for a Saudi King not 
Yale Key West Medical School. 
10-22-2016 Saturday; 7:11 am back at Starbucks! I watched Mandy Miles take this 
front page picture of the dry wall workers protesting... Mandy Miles put my head 
behind one of their signs as I was working security on the other side... 
10-22-2016 Saturday; BY MANDY MILES Citizen Staff mmiles@keysnews.com A 
protest by construction workers Friday afternoon captured attention from passing 
motorists on White Street, where a group of about eight workers held poster board 
signs claiming the general contractor for the new City Hall project owes them each 
$1,800 for 10 days of work. The protesters, who work for Rocha Interiors in 
Florida City, 
10-22-2016 Saturday; Now for the New York Times front page light years from 
Mandy Miles in Key West, who didn't mention the Yale Key West Medical School. 
New York Times didn't mention in the 130 shooting the iPhone 007 Dash Cam's 
inside and out of all cars on the road was made mandatory on 1 Jan 2015 and 
stifled by our 1984 II Dictators and never on the front page of the Citizen in Key 
West or the NY Times. A War Crime! "What 130 of the Worst Shootings Say 
About Guns in America" By SHARON LaFRANIERE and EMILY PALMER A 
study of high-casualty attacks shows not only how porous firearms regulations are, 
but also how difficult tightening them in a meaningful way may be... unless the NY 
Times put the iPhone 007 dash cam's inside all cars made mandatory years ago! 
Diverting attention from 2 trillion Galaxies NASA just managed to leak but not on 
the NY Times front page or Times Video's. 
10-22-2016 Saturday; "After Unsteady Steps to Punish Domestic Violence, N.F.L. 
Faces Scrutiny Again" By KEN BELSON and BILL PENNINGTON A six-game 
suspension was introduced after the Ray Rice case, but several players, including 
Giants kicker Josh Brown, have avoided punishment of that length. Mary Kennedy 
Clone married to the NFL hanged herself in the Kennedy Barn... how many is 
classified by our 1984 II Dictators. Hillary never mention these Mary Kennedy 



Clones or Mary Kennedy Yet Patrick Kennedy was hired by Hillary at the State 
Dept. 
10-22-2016 Saturday; "Aleppo Is a ‘Slaughterhouse,’ Says U.N. Official Seeking 
War Crimes Inquiry" By NICK CUMMING-BRUCE and ANNE BARNARD 
10-22-2016 Saturday; "Mary Kennedy Clone's are a ‘Slaughterhouse,’ Says U.N. 
Official Seeking War Crimes Inquiry" 
10-22-2016 Saturday; News Analysis; "Men Need Help. Is Hillary Clinton the 
Answer?" By SUSAN CHIRA MD Doctor Hillary will put to death 10K women 
with MS... this terrible disease was given to them by bisexual men who will vote for 
Hillary and did vote for Obama. This is our Rome Colosseum! 
10-22-2016 Saturday; What Door-to-Door Tradition Came Before Trick-or-
Treating? Many older New Yorkers recall dressing up and begging for treats on a 
day that now focuses on turkey and pies. By TAMMY La GORCE What Door-to-
Door Tradition Will Come After Trick-or-Treating Tricks pulled off by our 1984 II 
Dictators for $777 Trillion in Treats stole from these kids lifetimes... 
10-22-2016 Saturday; Defense Secretary Ash Carter arrived in Iraq on Saturday to 
meet with his commanders and assess the progress in the opening days of the 
operation to retake the northern "Oil" city of Mosul. Carter MD arrived in Key 
West to help Greg and Wives build the Yale Key West Medical School Fleet. 
10-22-2016 Saturday; Apple-Starbucks MacBook Pro at every café Table in Paris 
and Starbucks World Wide with 1 click Amazon links for 1,001 IP invention 
projects to get you started inventing something, banned from Facebook and not yet 
on InventBook, grin. What to Expect From Apple's Big MacBook Event.. on Oct. 
27, 2016 The event will be taking place at 1pm ET and we'll be covering it as it 
happens Greg and Wives wish list to our 1984 II Dictators grin. As always, Apple 
will be live streaming the presentation on its website. Live Brainstorming 1,001 
iapps and iPhone 007 spy technology left out by Tim Cooks hate crimes against 
Mary Kennedy and the 19K murdered women in 2016, Women with no caller id on 
OJ's calling with Syphilis or a knife hidden in his Medical Records. Sleazy locker 
room conversations on iApple iPhone caller id... will be before a Star Trek Society 
is here with light year travel and moon shots for Stage 4, Oh Light Year Moon 
Shots faster than the speed of light is just as possible as building a gravity engine! 
All you need is 1 click Amazon links to get you started inventing this at your 
Starbucks café Table or fly to Paris in 1 hour on a 747 Shuttle. 
10-22-2016 Saturday; Black Hole not a Fire Ball Big Bang is in the internet news 
not on the front page of the New York Times Today. What came before the Black 
Hole or Fiery Big Bang was not in the article. 
10-22-2016 Saturday; Leer's from Creed and the Admirals errand boys wasted 
their intellectual lives since 9/11 not working on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine or 
Physics of Black Hole's and Fiery Big Bang goings on... a war crime! 
10-22-2016 Saturday; Today is World Statistics Day: Use and abuse of numbers. 
Hillary and Trump's abuse of Mary Kennedy, stats on how many women Trump 
caused to hang themselves in the Kennedy Barn or Bill Clintons... 
10-22-2016 Saturday; THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY. 1994 The Board of Alders 
approve a joint proposal by Yale University, Yale New Haven Hospital and Yale-
New Haven Medical Center to build a six-story parking garage on the corner of 



Howard and Congress avenues with 600 spots. 
10-22-2016 Saturday; The New Key West City Hall has 60 parking spots but could 
have been reinvented to have 6K parking spots for the 2017 Ford 
ElectricWindmillEscort's! New Haven is like Key West with 60 parking spots,,, 
10-22-2016 Saturday; Mecca got $77 Trillion from gas stations hold up's in New 
Haven. THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY. 1990 Yale commits $10 million to fund a 
major downtown redevelopment project. The pledge is the most Yale has 
committed to developing the Elm City since 1987, when the University invested $30 
million to be spread over a decade. 
10-22-2016 Saturday; THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY. 1994 The University begins 
preparations for a multi-million dollar renovation to the Yale Law School Library. 
The new installations will include an air conditioning system and an added entrance 
on the first floor. 
10-22-2016 Saturday; Happy Birthday, Yale. Celebrating Yale’s 315-year history. 
10-22-2016 Saturday; Cambridge City Council Following 2 Fatal Crashes, 
Cambridge City Council Passes Bike Safety Reforms" By Joshua J. Florence The 
Cambridge City Council on Monday unanimously adopted eight separate 
resolutions aimed at increasing bike safety, as dozens of avid cyclists crowded into 
Cambridge City Hall. Harvard Elite yes Kerry lives in Boston, Cambridge and has 
read about laser guidance and overpass bike lanes that let Harvard kids bike into 
their dorms like Yale Kids have been doing for years and years... grin. 
10-21-2016 Friday; I worked at the Key West City Hall Monday to Friday again 
this week, I'm in Starbucks now at 6:45 pm writing and inventing for a hour. Then 
get a early start tomorrow Saturday. 
10-21-2016 Friday; Key West City Hall is almost ready to move in, Yale Key West 
Medical School is being talked about more than the New Key West City Hall thanks 
to Greg + Wives in Key West, grin. Brainstorming the Eiffel Tower Design and no 
hospital infections. Not a clone of your Navy Hospital Ships with classified hospital 
infections. Count. Leer's from Creed and the Admirals errands boys who wasted 
their life time since 9/11 on Wars that only gave Saudi Arabia $777 Trillion and a 
Medical School named for a Saudi King not Yale Key West Medical School. 
10-21-2016 Friday;On Wed the 1984 II Observers cut 2 cables and stole my Pink 
Trike locked to a tree next to the Key West Firehouse Museum the trike I bike to 
inspire the stage 4 Rx Overnight Miracle Cure... 



10-21-2016 Friday; Astrophysicists create most detailed map of the Milky Way's 
Hydrogen, Senators debate with Trump and Clinton getting indicted for Treason 
for not Brainstorming a Map of Hydrogen invention projects in the USA that 
would have been a spin off of No Gas Stations on Earth Coup Op and Ford Super 
conductivity Wind Turbines with 2 Trillion volts of super conductive windmill 
electricity giving you Hydrogen and Oxygen to fuel your home and Yacht in Key 
West. Astrophysicists + MD were censored by Trump and Hillary in the last 
debate! Hillary mentioned the USA's "Electric Grid" but left out the 2 Trillion 
volts of super conductive windmill electricity giving you Hydrogen as simple as a 
steam in a new GE washing machine today. 
10-21-2016 Friday; AT&T agrees in principle to buy Time Warner for $85 billion: 
1984 II Dictators have not agreed to buy every Rx Recipe for $2 Trillion and 
crunch all these Rx Recipes at Los Alamos with Dr, Nancy Snyderman 
Oppenheimer II. 
10-21-2016 Friday; New York Elite heckle Trump, Stage 4 women need to Heckle 
the New York City Elite! For a better Rx Recipe for stage 4 before Christmas Day 
2016. If all these women who Heckle Trump would Heckle the 1984 II Elite for a 
Stage 4 Rx. Recipe Astrophysicists + MD's would become the New Elite not Hillary 
the Lawyer. 
10-21-2016 Friday; The US oil rig count rose for an 8th straight period by 11 to 443 
this week, according to oilfield-services giant Baker Hughes. The gas rig count 
increased by 3 to 108. 10-21-2016 Friday; The US Rx Recipe's leaked to the public 
and Los Alamos count rose zero... like ground zero for the B-Bomb Breast Cancer 
Cure Bomb. 
10-21-2016 Friday; 
10-21-2016 Friday; 

10-16-2016 Sunday; The Lexus Hybird Line Always Charged Always Ready vs the 
Ford Super conductivity Wind Turbines with 2 Trillion volts of super conductive 



windmill electricity giving you Hydrogen and Oxygen to fuel your home and Yacht 
in Key West. Cut the Comcast Cable Box Hell. Senators will all be indicted for 
treason first, grin! This One Superconductive invention made One million GE 
Wind Turbines obsolete and cut a trillion miles of high tension lines Helicopters 
will not fly into! 
10-16-2016 Sunday; Now Boeing can start production of Heavy Lift Helicopter 
Combines, with 2 Trillion volts of super conductive windmill turbine electricity... 
10-16-2016 Sunday; The Lexus Hybird Line Always Charged Always Ready vs the 
Ford Super conductivity Wind Turbines with 2 Trillion volts of super conductive 
windmill electricity giving you Hydrogen and Oxygen to fuel your home and Yacht 
in Key West. Cut the Comcast Cable Box Hell. Senators will all be indicted for 
treason first, grin! This One Superconductive invention made One million GE 
Wind Turbines obsolete and cut a trillion miles of high tension lines Helicopters 
will not fly into! Fort Zachary Taylor given to the Yale Key West Medical School 
for their Campus Beach and Fort to win the war on Breast Cancer. Biden killed his 
son, Key West Admirals killed their wives and daughters with Breast Cancer. Fort 
Zachary Taylor Beach given to the Yale Key West Medical School for their 
Campus Beach will dissect and diagnose the quarks in every grain of sand shipped 
in by barge from Saudi Arabia were all the Walter Reed MD's are at today. Greg is 
at Starbucks not working on a stage 4 Rx Recipe because these 1984 II Dictators 
War Mentality and addiction to $777 Trillion dollars not 2 Trillion Galaxies. 
10-16-2016 Sunday; I worked at the Key West City Hall Monday to Saturday again 
this week, my fourth Saturday in a row. 
10-16-2016 Sunday; By AMY CHOZICK - "Mrs. Clinton has been scarred by old 
missteps and paralyzed by her husband’s history of facing accusations of sexual 
misconduct." 9/11 misconduct suppressing the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort 
was not in this Sunday front page story about missteps by Hillary... 
10-16-2016 Sunday; By CORAL DAVENPORT "A binding accord on a heat-
trapping chemical used in air-conditioners and refrigerators could have a greater 
impact on global warming than the Paris gasoline Holocaust... Total!! The French 
government owned Oil Company like BP Oil. NASA perfected liquid Hydrogen 
after Challenger, it's safer than the French Presidents Samsung Galaxy 7 cell on his 
Desk and Liquid H A/C should be on his desk and Desk in the Tropics out in the 
Jungles and in the city of Calcutta. Diagnosis; the French elite must have syphilis in 
their frontal lobes to let kids die in hot cars in Miami this summer then arrest Mon 
and Dad, not our 1984 II Dictators. 

10-16-2016 Sunday; Front Page Sunday edition of the NY Times... a war crime! 
"Rise of Saudi Prince Shatters Decades of Royal Tradition" By MARK 
MAZZETTI and BEN - Invention of the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort and 
Decades of spray painted black clouds burning holes in kids DNA. Admirals and 
Generals killing their own kids like Biden for Decades while this Saudi Prince 
spends $777 Trillion from Miami gas station hold ups. Swiss Banks got even more 
addicted to Holocaust Money and the Jews Rise of a Universe Exodus into the light 
years never built a space telescope train in any settlements on the west bank. Saudi 
Prince boundless ambitions has killed billion if not trillions of Jewish Aliens 4.3 
light years from Earth at Alpha Centauri. The crown prince has diabetes, MARK 
MAZZETTI and BEN at the NY Times didn't say how many of his wife's have 
breast cancer. A war crime, grin. Sleazy MARK MAZZETTI and BEN anyway. 
This is not Trump writing about diabetes and many wives with breast cancer. For 



the Sunday Times. London Times can clone this story with BP Oil men and their 
wives. Since King Salman ascended to the throne in January 2015, new powers to 
use his F-22's to carry out US lead bombings that killed 100's of women and kids. 2 
Trillion Galaxies news from NASA was decades late for these 1984 II man men. 
100's of thousands of women have died from MS, cancer and murder by these 1984 
II mad men in the last decades since 1980. Saudi Kings and Princes without their 
wives photographed with the Facebook chairman Mark Zuckerberg with his 
Chinese wife. 19K SWF were murdered in 2016 and will be in 2017. How many 
women are murdered in Saudi Arabia. Ask Mary Kennedy who was murdered by 
Robert Kennedy Jr. People who have met Prince bin Salman said he insisted that 
Saudi Arabia must be more assertive in shaping events in the Middle East and 
confronting Iran’s influence in the region — whether in Yemen, Syria, Iraq or 
Lebanon. Brian Katulis, a Middle East expert at the Center for American Progress 
in Washington, who met the prince this year in Riyadh, said his agenda was clear. 
“His main message is that Saudi Arabia is a force to be reckoned with,” NY Times 
said this Sunday! A war crime by both King Salman and the Editors at the NY 
Times when the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort would have prevented 9/11 and 
King Salman's $777 Trillion in Swiss banks. 
10-16-2016 Sunday; The crown prince has diabetes, MARK MAZZETTI and BEN 
at the NY Times didn't mention diabetes leads to liver cancer... "Obesity and 
Diabetes Tied to Liver Cancer" New York Times - A large study has found that 
body mass index, waist circumference and diabetes are all associated with an 
increased risk for liver cancer. 
10-16-2016 Sunday; War on cancer is light years from Saudi Arabia and 1984 II 
Dictators, Greg + Wives in Key West and at Los Alamos crunching Rx Recipes too. 
A War Crime! Dr. Kerry MD at Yale Failed when Yale Med School passed Kerry 
when he really failed his class, grin. Kerry still stops by the White House to throw 
his purple heart over the fence before security can arrest him for war crimes. 
Cheney has a better chance for a second heart transplant thanks to Kerry and Yale. 
Flight attendants asked passengers if there was a doctor who could help, and when 
Kerry MD volunteered, he was told that they were looking for an “actual 
physician” who passed Yale Medical School who was not passed because our 1984 
II Dictators ordered him passed, grin. A doctor who was part of the medical team 
responsible to for removing the blood clot from Hillary Clinton'


